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The Senate met at 9 a.m. and was
called to order by the President pro
tempore [Mr. THURMOND].

PRAYER

The Chaplain, Dr. Lloyd John
Ogilvie, offered the following prayer:

Almighty God, ultimate judge of our
lives, in this moment of quiet reflec-
tion, we hold up our motives for Your
review. We want to be totally honest
with You and with ourselves about
what really motivates our decisions,
words, and actions. Sometimes we
want You to approve of motives that
we have not reviewed in the light of
Your righteousness, justice, and love.
There are times we are driven by self-
serving motives that contradict our
better nature. Most serious of all, we
confess that sometimes our motives
are dominated by secondary loyalties:
Party prejudice blurs our vision, com-
bative competition prompts manipula-
tive methods, negative attitudes foster
strained relationships. Together we ask
You to purify our motives and refine
them until they are in congruity with
Your will and Your vision. In the name
of Jesus who taught us the liberating,
healing motivation of glorifying You
by serving others. Amen.
f

RECOGNITION OF THE ACTING
MAJORITY LEADER

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
able acting majority leader, Senator
LOTT, of Mississippi, is recognized.
f

SCHEDULE

Mr. LOTT. Thank you, Mr. President.
The Senate will immediately resume
consideration of House Joint Resolu-
tion 1, the balanced budget constitu-
tional amendment. Senators are re-
minded, a vote will occur on passage of
the balanced budget amendment at 12
noon today. Following that vote, the

Senate may consider other Legislative
or Executive Calendar items that can
be cleared for action. I know that there
are some bills that are pending that
could be taken up. I know that there
has been work underway on executive
items. So I am sure that that informa-
tion will be provided by the majority
leader immediately following the vote
at 12 noon. Mr. President, I yield the
floor.
f

BALANCED BUDGET AMENDMENT
TO THE CONSTITUTION

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ate will now move to consideration of
House Joint Resolution 1, which the
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

A joint resolution (House Joint Resolution
1) proposing a balanced budget amendment
to the Constitution of the United States.

The Senate resumed consideration of
the joint resolution.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum, and I ask
unanimous consent that the time in
the quorum call be equally divided on
both sides.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
BROWN). Without objection, it is so or-
dered. The clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk pro-
ceeded to call the roll.

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered. The senior
Senator from Alaska is recognized.

Mr. STEVENS. Is there controlled
time, Mr. President?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. There is
controlled time, equally divided.

Mr. STEVENS. I yield myself 5 min-
utes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator yields himself 5 minutes. The Sen-
ator has the floor.

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, the
budget deficit for 1996 is estimated at
$144 billion. It is projected to nearly
double by the year 2002 under current
budgetary policies and will continue to
grow each year thereafter. It is grow-
ing at an astounding rate, over $335,000
a minute. I am sure people are tired of
hearing this, but in my opinion, we
have to keep repeating it.

The average young couple starting
life today will pay about $113,200 in in-
terest on this debt.

I have a number of children, six of
them. I have eight grandchildren. I am
very worried about the future as far as
they are concerned in terms of what
their share of this national debt will be
if it continues to grow at this astound-
ing rate.

It was projected that my youngest
granddaughter’s share of this debt will
increase 25 percent in just the next 5
years, and that she will pay something
like $187,000 in taxes in order to pay
the interest on the national debt dur-
ing her life.

I have been impressed by what the
leader, Senator DOLE has been saying.
Interest rates are 2 percent or more
higher than they would be if the debt
and the deficit were under control. It is
not a matter of trying to pay down the
debt overnight; we cannot. It is over $5
trillion. It is not a matter of trying to
eliminate the deficit overnight; we
cannot. The debt is mounting too fast.

What we can do is pass House Joint
Resolution 1 which would be a symbol
to our people and to the world that we
are prepared to set a new standard for
the Federal Government. The Federal
Government of this country will do ex-
actly what every State in the Union
must do, balance the budget annually,
bring interest rates under control, and
try to find a way to start paying down
the debt.

That is what this battle is all about.
It is not about this generation and the
deficit created under it. It is about
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whether this generation is going to
solve the problem created during their
lifetime, or are we going to pass it on
to our children and grandchildren?

I do not believe you can have any
more graphic example than the experi-
ence that Senator DOLE shared with
some of us the other day. He told us
about how he visited with this young
couple, and because of the 1-percent in-
crease in interest rates, they were not
able to buy the house they wanted. It
meant $65 more per month. That is get-
ting down where the rubber hits the
road.

Many of us remember those days
when we had to figure out, to the
penny, what we were doing as young
couples in order to have a home and to
buy a car and to be able to plan ahead
for our family.

These higher interest rates are deny-
ing young couples today the access to
the type of housing they need to raise
a family.

I think that is the worst part of this
situation we are dealing with right
now, the disincentive for young people
to start their families, to plan ahead
and provide homes for them. That is
not only the American dream, it is the
American lifestyle. We ought to have a
way to get back to that lifestyle. We
ought to not deny it for future genera-
tions.

I do believe when we look at this
problem today, whether or not we are
going to send this constitutional
amendment to our States for ratifica-
tion, we ought to think of future gen-
erations, not just ourselves.

We need to think of our children and
our children’s children. Given our enor-
mous debt, will their taxes be out of
sight? They will be. Will they be pay-
ing into Social Security retirement
funds that will not be there when they
retire? They will be. Will the interest
on the debt squeeze out the type of
services that ought to be provided by
the Federal Government? The answer
is yes.

Interest in the national debt is grow-
ing now to the point where it will be 20
percent or more of Federal spending by
the year 2002.

I support this constitutional amend-
ment. In the past I have questioned
whether there was a basic commitment
to the discipline that is necessary in
Congress to carry it out without cut-
ting necessary discretionary spending.
I believe there is a commitment in this
Congress and we ought to send this
constitutional amendment to the
States.

Mr. GRAMM. Mr. President, how
much time do I have under the pre-
vious order?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
is equally divided between the two
sides.

Mr. GRAMM. Mr. President, I yield
myself 10 minutes.

Mr. President, today we are once
again engaging in an ancient debate
about whether or not there ought to be
binding constraints on the ability of

the Government to incur debt. I say
this is an ancient debate because it ac-
tually started at the very beginning of
the constitutional process.

When Thomas Jefferson first saw the
Constitution, he was serving as Min-
ister to France and, therefore, was not
in the country when it was written.
When he first saw the Constitution, he
made, in a letter, the following state-
ment: ‘‘I wish it were possible to obtain
a single amendment to our Constitu-
tion. I would be willing to depend on
that alone for the reduction of the ad-
ministration of our Government to the
genuine principles of its Constitution. I
mean an additional article taking from
the Government the power of borrow-
ing.’’

Now, I submit, Mr. President, that
today we are engaged in the same de-
bate that was initiated the very first
moment Jefferson saw the new Con-
stitution. It was recognized at that
point, by no less a keen observer than
Thomas Jefferson himself, that there
was a problem in the Constitution.
Fortunately, at that time, we were on
a gold standard and the amount of
money in the economy was limited by
a requirement that it be converted into
gold at the rate of $20.67 an ounce, and
except during wartime, when this re-
quirement was suspended, we had a rel-
atively stable situation. Every time
this requirement was suspended, how-
ever, we had an explosion in prices, and
when we went off the gold standard in
the 1930’s, this constraint on the
amount of money in the economy was
totally removed.

We now find ourselves in the situa-
tion where we have not balanced the
Federal budget since 1969. Every year
since 1969, we have run a deficit. The
cumulative debt of the Federal Govern-
ment, which converts into a debt for
each individual citizen, has risen from
$1 trillion to $2 trillion to $3 trillion.

I know throughout this debate we
have had charges hurled back and forth
between the Democratic side of the
aisle and the Republican side of the
aisle as to who is responsible for this
situation. I, for one, do not have any
trouble saying that the blame can be
found on both sides of the aisle, both in
the Congress and in the White House.
The plain truth is, our Democratic col-
leagues who want more Government
have consistently underestimated the
cost of the Government that they
want, and in doing so they have plant-
ed the seeds for more and more Govern-
ment spending without being willing to
look the American people in the eye
and say, ‘‘We are going to have to raise
taxes to pay for this additional Govern-
ment.’’

Might I also say that, on our side of
the aisle, we are very generous in
promising less Government and more
freedom—we love to talk about cutting
taxes. But when it gets down to the
bottom line of cutting Government
spending, we have never ever been will-
ing to cast the votes needed to place
ourselves in a position where we are

living up to the high commitments we
have made.

Some of our colleagues have said,
‘‘Well, why do we need a binding con-
straint on Government?’’ They are for-
getting, however, what is the purpose
of the Constitution. If the Founders
had trusted Congress to respect free-
dom of religion, freedom of assembly,
and freedom of the press, and if the
Founding Fathers had trusted Congress
to protect private property, there
would never have been a Constitution.
The whole purpose of the Constitution
is to limit the power of Government. In
fact, the genius of the Constitution is
that it actually says there are certain
things that Government just cannot
do.

Does anybody believe that this Con-
gress, this President—that any Con-
gress, or any President—can be trusted
to balance the Federal budget, to limit
the growth of Government spending, or
at least have the courage to pay for it
by raising taxes? I do not believe this
Congress can be trusted, and I can not
envision any Congress which could be
elected that, year in and year out,
could be trusted to act in this manner.

Let me explain why: Every time we
vote on a spending bill, all the groups
who want the money are looking over
the Congressman’s left shoulder, send-
ing letters back home, telling people
whether their Representative cares
about the old, the poor, the sick, the
tired, the bicycle rider—the list goes
on and on and on. But nobody is look-
ing over the Congressman’s right
shoulder to see if he cares about the fu-
ture of the country or the future of our
children.

What happens, as we vote on these
individual bills, is that the average
beneficiary may get $1,000, or $1,500
while the average taxpayer may spend
only 50 or 75 cents. You do not have to
have a Ph.D. in economics to know
that one person will do much more to
get $1,000 or $1,500 than a lot of people
will do to prevent spending 50 cents. So
what happens on vote after vote after
vote, is that we end up spending more
and more money.

Well, as a result, what has happened
to taxes? When I was a boy, 8 years old
in 1950, the average family in America
with two little children sent $1 out of
$50 it earned to Washington in taxes.
Today, the average family with two
children is sending $1 out of every $4 it
earns to Washington in taxes. If we do
not create a single new Federal pro-
gram in the next 30 years, if we simply
pay for the Government we have al-
ready committed to, in 20 years the av-
erage family will be sending $1 out of
every $3 to Washington, and in 30 years
the average family will be sending $1
out of every $2 to Washington, DC.

This is the cold reality we face. In
my opinion, there is only one thing we
can do, short of a crisis, to change this
picture, and that is to adopt a balanced
budget amendment to the Constitu-
tion. A constitutional prohibition
against deficit spending, which allows
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for a period of time to come into com-
pliance, will end all of this foolishness.
The President will be forced to sit
down and work with Congress and the
Congress will be forced to work with
the President, because under this con-
stitutional constraint we will have no
other choice. If we want the games to
end, if we want the Government to be
forced to live on a budget, if we want
to stop the explosion of the tax burden,
if we want to have any real chance of
preserving Medicare and Social Secu-
rity for our parents and for ourselves,
and if we really care about the future
of our country, the most important
single change we could make in Amer-
ica Government is to adopt a balanced
budget amendment to the Constitu-
tion.

Mr. President, I had a previous agree-
ment for 15 minutes. I yield myself the
final 5 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator is recognized for an additional 5
minutes.

Mr. GRAMM. Jefferson and Adams,
after having both served as President
and after having had one of the most
bitter political debates in America his-
tory, started a correspondence, much
of which is now known as the ‘‘Jeffer-
son-Adams Debate.’’ Adams, ever the
pessimist, argued that Americans
would discover that they could use
Government to redistribute wealth,
and that in doing so they would tax
productive effort, reward indolence,
and that ultimately democracy would
fail. Jefferson, ever the optimist,
agreed that Americans would make the
discovery that they could use Govern-
ment to redistribute wealth, and
agreed that all the tendencies that
Adams identified would clearly be
present, but Jefferson argued that
Americans would realize that what
Government could take away from
someone else to give them today it
could also take away from them and
give to someone else tomorrow. Jeffer-
son believed that opportunity would al-
ways be so prevalent in America that
Americans would ultimately reject
Government’s redistribution of wealth.

We are, today, living out the Jeffer-
son-Adams debate, and the future of
our country is going to depend on the
outcome of this dispute.

I believe that Jefferson was right. I
believe that if America understood
what we are choosing every day by
choosing more and more government
and choosing less and less freedom, I
believe that if we could just let Ameri-
cans look at the end of the path we are
following and then decide which fork in
the road to take, there would not be
any doubt as to which path they would
choose—they would choose Jefferson’s.

The problem is that the whole spend-
ing process distorts the view and pre-
vents us from seeing clearly the end of
the path we are now following. Even in
the Republican budget which we tout
this year, we will spend $17 billion
more on discretionary spending than
we promised to spend last year, and we

are the party of fiscal responsibility.
The Democrats would start dozens of
new programs, that would bankrupt
the country, without ever telling any-
body that they would require a massive
increase in taxes.

There is only one way we can bring
this to an end, and that is to pass a bal-
anced budget constitutional amend-
ment, send it to the States, let the
States ratify it, and then have it im-
posed on Congress. ‘‘Congress shall
make no law which raises the deficit.’’
This is the constraint we need.

There are those who have argued,
‘‘Well, you are endangering Social Se-
curity by forcing the Government to
live on a budget.’’ Does anybody really
believe that we protect Social Security
by going deeper and deeper in debt
every single day? Does anybody believe
that the explosion of Government pro-
grams can ultimately do anything ex-
cept destroy Social Security? Does
anybody believe this continued spend-
ing spree under Democratic and Repub-
lican administrations, under Demo-
cratic and Republican Congresses, can
do anything other than undermine the
creative genius of our country?

We can cut interest rates, we can ex-
pand economic growth, we can create
more jobs, create more growth, and
create more opportunity for our people,
but we can only do it if we stop the def-
icit and force a real debate, and the
real debate is this:

Do the Democrats want more Gov-
ernment enough to raise taxes to pay
for it? Do Republicans want more free-
dom enough to cut spending to make it
possible? Both parties are living a lie
today. We could end that by passing a
balanced budget amendment to the
Constitution.

We were one vote short the last time
we voted on this because six Demo-
crats, having voted for it in the past,
changed their votes when it really
counted.

I hope today will be the beginning of
a change. I hope people see this as a
golden opportunity to change America.
I doubt they will, though I am con-
fident that some day we are going to
pass this amendment. The sooner we
can pass it, the better off the country
will be and I continue to hope we will
do it today.

I yield the floor.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I yield 5

minutes to the distinguished Senator
from Rhode Island.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Rhode Island.

Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, why are
Federal budget deficits bad? One reason
is that for every year that we run a def-
icit we have to borrow to pay for the
shortfall. In the beginning of our coun-
try until today, we have borrowed—
this Nation of ours currently is in debt
nearly $5 trillion—$5 trillion with the
overwhelming majority of that having
occurred in the past 15 years. The cost
of servicing that debt—in other words,
paying the interest on that debt—is
currently $240 billion a year. That is

not paying the principal. That is solely
paying the interest on the debt.

Interest now is the third largest pay-
ment that the U.S. Government makes
every year. We pay Social Security. We
pay defense. And then the next largest
item is interest on the debt—$240 bil-
lion a year.

Suppose we did not have to pay that
interest on the debt? Suppose that $240
billion was available instead to im-
prove our education system, or to do
something about better maintenance
for our highways, or to clean up our en-
vironment in a better fashion than we
are currently doing, or to bolster our
efforts to combat crime. A whole list of
very, very attractive items would be
available—potential expenditures to
improve our Nation if we were not pay-
ing $240 billion a year interest on the
debt.

The deficit places a tremendous
strain on the national economy
through higher interest rates. The in-
terest rates would be far lower. And
this is not just me saying this. This is
testimony we have had before the Fi-
nance Committee by the Chairman of
the Federal Reserve, Mr. Alan Green-
span. Investors in the United States
and borrowers in the United States are
required to pay higher interest because
of the tremendous national debt that
we have and the high interest rates
that are having to be paid to service
that debt.

If the interest rates were low, what
would happen? People would pay less
on their mortgages every year, less on
their borrowing for a new automobile,
and less on the borrowings they have
made for their children’s education.

The Federal deficit also places a drag
on future economic growth. Our poten-
tial to expand the economy is directly
linked to the amount we invest in
physical and in human capital—newer
and better machinery, a better trained
work force with improved skills, and,
thus, higher productivity and a higher
standard of living if we had a pool of
national savings available for that in-
vestment. Regrettably that is not true.
National savings in our country has de-
clined dramatically over the last dec-
ade—the last 10 years—in part because
the Federal Government has engaged
in a policy of not saving through its
deficit spending. This is, in part, be-
cause now what can we do about all
this? How will a constitutional amend-
ment to balance the budget help us?
What it will do principally is to impose
fiscal discipline upon this Nation of
ours.

The Federal Government has failed
to balance its budget for 26 straight
years. With a balanced budget amend-
ment in effect, this Nation of ours—and
us as elected Senators, and likewise in
the House of Representatives—will be
required to balance the budget, would
be required to face up to the tough de-
cisions, and if we want to spend money,
we have to raise the money to pay for
it. We cannot borrow.

So this balanced budget amendment
represents a first and most important
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step on a long and difficult journey to
fiscal responsibility and to passing this
Nation on in better condition to our
children than we received it.

Mr. President, every previous effort
to balance the budget without an
amendment to the Constitution—I pre-
viously was not in favor of an amend-
ment. Instead, I thought we could do it
through Gramm–Rudman-Hollings, or
through firewalls, or through caps on
discretionary spending, or pay-as-you-
go rules. All of these we have tried.
None of them has succeeded to date.
When the targets became too difficult
to meet, we simply changed the law.
That is the way we did it in the past.
But we will not be able to do it once
this amendment is in effect.

So, Mr. President, it is my earnest
hope that this amendment will be
adopted today.

I thank the Chair.
Mr. WELLSTONE addressed the

Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Minnesota is recognized.
Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President, I

yield myself such time as I might need.
Mr. President, let me, first of all, say

that I think this proposal on the floor
of the Senate suffers from the same
structural problems that have been
with it from the very beginning. It is
good politics. It is easy for everybody
to vote for it, even if they are not seri-
ous about balancing the budget. It is
painless. But I do think there are a
couple of problems that are very im-
portant problems to the people in my
State of Minnesota.

First of all, there are a number of us
who would be interested in this formu-
lation about balancing the budget if, in
fact, we had an amendment that said
there could be no raid on the Social Se-
curity trust fund. That ought not to be
a part of the equation of balancing the
budget. But we cannot get support for
that amendment.

So, No. 1, I think the talk about a
constitutional amendment to balance
the budget without the ironclad guar-
antee, not just to senior citizens, but
to their children and their grand-
children, that we will not raid the So-
cial Security trust fund, is a proposal
that is deeply flawed.

Why are my colleagues so reluctant
to support an amendment on the propo-
sition that in balancing the budget be-
tween now and 2002, we will not raid
the Social Security trust fund? In the
absence of that kind of guarantee, I am
not going to vote for any amendment,
constitutional or otherwise, to balance
the budget, unless there is the absolute
assurance given to senior citizens and
their families.

I am so tired of this politics that
tries to divide the old from the young,
senior citizens from their children and
grandchildren. Unless we have that
guarantee, this proposal is deeply
flawed. There are a number of us who
want to vote for that alternative, but
we do not get the support for it. People
in Minnesota and around the country

are not interested in an effort to bal-
ance the budget on the backs of senior
citizens. They are not interested in an
amendment that says we will balance
the budget, with no guarantee that we
are not going to raid the Social Secu-
rity trust fund to do it. That is flaw
No. 1.

Flaw No. 2. People in cafes in Min-
nesota—I think the cafes are the best
place to be; I think this is the best
focus group. You sit down and you talk
with people. They say, look, we balance
our budget at home—and we do. But
when we balance our budget at home,
here is how we do it. We make a dis-
tinction between investment for the fu-
ture and our daily or monthly or year-
ly operating expenses. We do not cash
flow a car that we buy. We do not cash
flow the home that we buy. It is on the
basis of a fairly long-term mortgage,
and we do not cash flow our children’s
education, higher education. We make
an investment. It is a very good family
practice and a very good business prac-
tice, a sound business practice, to
make such an investment if you know
that it will pay for itself over and over
and over again.

We had an amendment last time that
said, look, let us talk about a constitu-
tional amendment to balance the budg-
et, but let us make some distinction
between the investment budget, invest-
ment we make now—education, phys-
ical infrastructure, or whatnot—which
pays for itself over and over again ver-
sus our daily operating budgets. That
amendment was voted down. Every
family in Minnesota and in America
knows the distinction between spend-
ing money on a vacation during the
summer, when maybe you should not
do it, versus spending money on your
child’s higher education. We had an
amendment that wanted to make that
distinction. I have talked to one of the
coauthors, Senator SIMON, about such
an amendment. But, no, that amend-
ment also is not part of this.

So if you are talking about a con-
stitutional amendment to balance the
budget and (a) you have to guarantee
that this does not lead to a raiding of
the Social Security trust fund, and (b)
you have no distinction made between
an investment budget and an operating
budget, you have a deeply flawed pro-
posal.

The third point. We can balance the
budget—and should. I voted for the
President’s proposal to balance the
budget by the year 2002—CBO scored. I
do not think people really know what
all this CBO scored means, but I will
say it. Actually, I thought that pro-
posal was by no means perfect and that
we could do much better.

Mr. President, you have a proposal
that is flawed on several counts. Then
we get to the sort of—as my children
would have said it when they were
younger—‘‘get real’’ phase of this. We
do not need this to balance the budget.
We can do it. The question is, how?

I will tell you one of the things that
I find just more than a little bit ironic.

At the very time that some of my col-
leagues, whom I deeply respect, are
talking about a constitutional amend-
ment to balance the budget, they trot
out a son-of-star-wars proposal. The
Pentagon does not want it, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff do not want it, and it is
$70 billion more on top of what we are
already spending on star wars. We do
not know whether it will work. It is
not proven. Research has not been
done. The Pentagon and the military
tell us we need to, first of all, do re-
search to see whether or not this would
work and to defend our country in
what ways. But the very people who
are talking about a constitutional
amendment to balance the budget, no
guarantee we will not raid the Social
Security trust fund, who will not pass
our amendment that makes it clear
that you cannot do that, are the very
people that trot out the son of star
wars, with $70 billion more for a sys-
tem the Pentagon itself does not want
in this form right now.

Mr. President, the very people who
are voting for a constitutional amend-
ment to balance the budget have now
in the budget proposal voted for $11 bil-
lion more than what the Pentagon
wants. The first time in my adult life—
no, it is the second time; it happened
before. This is the second time around.
This is the second time in my adult life
where the Congress is appropriating
more money than the Pentagon says it
wants. These are the same people who
want to cut financial aid to higher edu-
cation, cut educational opportunities
for children, cut into Head Start, cut
into job training, and they want to go
$70 billion more for son of star wars,
and they want to spend $11 billion more
above and beyond that $70 billion than
the Pentagon even wants. And the last
time around, in the last budget, it was
$7 billion more we were going to spend.
My friends who say they want to bal-
ance the budget want to spend $7 bil-
lion more on the Pentagon than the
Pentagon wanted, and I came out here
with a modest amendment which said,
please, could you not take half of that
$7 billion, $3.5 billion, spend $3.5 billion
less since the Pentagon said it does not
need it and put it into deficit reduc-
tion, and the amendment was defeated.

So everybody understand the politics
of today. This proposal was defeated
before. It will be defeated probably by
a wider margin today. The Senator
from Nebraska [Mr. EXON] has come
out in the Chamber and said this is ab-
solutely outrageous, because I see what
my colleagues are doing here; they
want to spend more and more and more
and then they want to do a constitu-
tional amendment to balance the budg-
et.

Well, to use what I think is an old
Yiddish proverb, you cannot dance at
two weddings at the same time. And
people in the country are just getting a
little tired of it. That is what this pro-
posal is all about. You have people in
the Senate who say we are for bal-
ancing the budget by the year 2002, and
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do not worry, senior citizens; this will
not be done on your backs and we will
not raid the Social Security trust fund,
although that surplus is sitting out
there, we can assure you of that. But
then when it comes to actually voting
for that, these folks will not do that.

Mr. HATCH. Will the Senator yield
on that point?

Mr. WELLSTONE. I would be pleased
to.

Mr. HATCH. It seems to me that is
one reason why we need a balanced
budget amendment. If there are Sen-
ators that will not do that now, then
under the balanced budget amendment
we are going to have to. We are going
to have to raise taxes and reduce
spending or have a supermajority vote
to spend more. But if I could just ask
one last thing, and I do not mean to in-
terrupt my colleague.

Mr. WELLSTONE. That is fine.
Mr. HATCH. One last thing. And that

is that I have heard these arguments
before. I heard President Clinton on
the news the other day say as he was
walking outside the White House,
‘‘Let’s just balance it.’’ I have heard
that for the whole 20 years I have been
here: ‘‘Let’s just balance it.’’ Both
sides have said that over the years.

I think both sides have flaws here. I
think both sides have spent too much,
both sides have taxed too much, both
sides have not done what should be
done. That is why we need a balanced
budget amendment, because then the
game is over. The Federal Government
is going to have to live within its
means or vote with a high consensus to
not live within them, but at least that
vote will be done on the record, in
front of the American people, rather
than the phony way things are done
today when people just stand up here
and say, ‘‘Let’s just balance it.’’ I have
to laugh. That is the biggest joke in
our history. We have 60 years of not
balancing it very often, and 27 years in
a row of not balancing it at all.

That is what bothers me. That is why
Senator SIMON and I and others have
fought so hard to try to get this
amendment passed, so that the game
will be over for both sides.

I would also use a Yiddish expression,
and that is chutzpah. It takes chutzpah
to continue to just spend and tax the
American people and to sell out the fu-
ture of our children. And frankly, that
is what is going on here. I am willing
to blame both sides. I will be happy to
say the Republicans are to blame here,
too. I will be as bipartisan as I can be,
just like Senator SIMON has been, but
both of us know that if we do not do
something about it, it is only a matter
of time until we are going to have to
monetize the debt and we will pay it off
with devalued dollars that roll off the
printing press not really worth any-
thing—barrels of dollars that will not
be worth anything printed up so the
Government can escape its debt liabil-
ity. But at that point, the United
States will no longer be the great
power it has always been. And that is

what it is coming down to, because we
cannot continue to go the way we are.

What really bothers me, and I will
end——

Mr. WELLSTONE. That is fine.
Mr. HATCH. What really bothers me

is this argument that we have to pre-
serve and protect Social Security by
defeating the balanced budget amend-
ment, which is the only way to pre-
serve and protect Social Security, or at
least the current Social Security sys-
tem. I think if we pass this amend-
ment, we will not only have to preserve
and protect it as it is now, we are going
to have to find a way of reforming it so
that it will last well into the next cen-
tury and take care of our children and
our grandchildren as well, not just
those who are living today. The only
way we are going to do that is if we
really get serious about it and force
the Congress to do it. And the only way
you are going to do that is by passing
a constitutional amendment. I do not
think anybody who looks at it sin-
cerely can doubt the wisdom of what I
just said.

The fact is that this amendment has
been around for a lot of years. It is a
consensus amendment. It is the one
amendment that has a chance of pass-
ing, the first amendment that has ever
passed the House of Representatives,
the first one and maybe the only one
that will ever pass the House of Rep-
resentatives, and yet we in the Senate
are going to stand and block it.

What really hurts me to a great de-
gree is that at least six Senators who
have always voted for it are voting
against it under the guise that they are
protecting Social Security, when in
fact the only way you can protect So-
cial Security is to get our spending
habits under control, and the only way
to do it is to give us the fiscal dis-
cipline to do it in the constitution.

I thank my colleague for allowing me
to make these comments, but I felt I
had to make them in light of what my
friend has said.

Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President, my
colleague may want to make more
comments because I just respectfully—
parliamentary inquiry. I have the
floor, is that correct?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Yes.
Mr. WELLSTONE. I thank the Chair.

First of all, I am always more than
pleased to hear the analysis of my
friend from Utah—a lot of times we say
in the Chamber ‘‘whom I deeply re-
spect,’’ and it sounds like flattery, but
whom I really do deeply respect. There
is just no doubt of his ability as a legis-
lator and his expertise in the Senate,
but I am in profound disagreement
with that analysis on two points.

First, if in fact we want to make it
crystal clear that we are going to bal-
ance the budget by the year 2002 and in
no way, shape or form is the Social Se-
curity trust fund money going to be
used for that, then let us have the
amendment out on the floor and let us
vote for it.

Mr. HATCH. Will the Senator——

Mr. WELLSTONE. Let me just finish
if I can. That is my first point. That is,
I think, an important reassurance
which we must give.

My second point is that I am abso-
lutely in agreement with my colleague
that when you look to the future, espe-
cially around the year 2030 and you get
to a ratio of two workers and only two
workers or working people to every one
retired person—in that sense demog-
raphy is destiny—we have our work cut
out for us. But I think it is a flawed
economic analysis to argue, well, the
way we do that is in fact through a
constitutional amendment to balance
the budget. The way we do that is in a
lot of different ways, but one of those
ways is to make sure that we have an
economy that is producing enough liv-
ing-wage jobs, that is to say, jobs that
people can count on that pay a decent
wage with decent fringe benefits so
that that working generation, which is
the way the Social Security system
works, is able to contribute to those
who are retired, and then when we are
retired, we hope that also there will be
a successful enough economy so that
base will be there. That is a whole dif-
ferent set of issues that have to do
with whether or not we are going to in-
vest in job training, that have to do
with whether or not we are going to in-
vest in education, that have to do with
whether or not we are going to have an
economy that produces high value
products with a skilled labor force—all
of which, I would say to my colleague,
has much to do with whether or not we
make the right investment decisions in
the private sector and in the public
sector.

Mr. HATCH. Will the Senator yield?
Mr. WELLSTONE. If I could just fin-

ish—that is my first point.
My second point is, I must say that

when my colleague talks about the
past 20 years, I do not have that per-
spective. Maybe that is the difference.
I have not been here that long. I know
that in the last 3 years since the Presi-
dent was elected we have halved the
deficit. It has gone down. Those facts
are irreducible and irrefutable.

I know, if we want to talk about the
past, there were people here in the
early 1980’s, starting around 1981—
David Stockman has written about this
eloquently, as he looks back on those
times—who passed what was
euphemistically called the ‘‘Economic
Recovery Act.’’ George Bush, President
Bush, once called it ‘‘voodoo econom-
ics.’’ We were going to have these mas-
sive tax cuts. That was great politics.
We could say to people in the country,
‘‘We ask you to make a supreme sac-
rifice. Will you let us cut your taxes so
the economy will grow and everybody
will be better off?’’ And people said,
‘‘Absolutely.’’ So we did that; dis-
proportionate money going to those
who had the most income. And, in addi-
tion, we dramatically increased the
Pentagon budget, not to mention the
explosion of tax expenditures. By the
way, I say to my colleague from Utah,
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I do not see any evidence that my col-
leagues here are willing to take that
on, all those loopholes in deductions,
all those subsidies that go to oil com-
panies, tobacco companies, pharma-
ceutical companies, you name it. We do
not take any of that on.

So what did we have, an overall debt
that was about $900-and-some billion?
Now what is it, $4, $5 trillion, or there-
abouts?

I must say, yes, I was not a part of
that. I was not a part of the claim for
trickle down economics. I never made
those claims to people. And I know if
we were not paying the interest off on
that debt built up during the 1980’s we
would have a balanced budget right
now.

So I am not arguing—I will finish. I
have the floor. But I am not arguing
that we not make the tough decisions.
I am not arguing that we should not be
fiscally responsible. As a matter of
fact, I come to the floor with amend-
ments for lots of cuts. What I argue
with is some of what I think are dis-
torted priorities. People want to do
more and more for the Pentagon. They
now have a son of star wars. But for
some reason, my colleagues do not
seem to believe that a good education
is a strong national defense against ig-
norance, against prejudice, against
hopelessness, against despair, against
children not doing well, against not
having skilled workers.

So this is a debate about a flawed
proposal, structurally, and about prior-
ities. That is what this debate is about.

Mr. HATCH. Will my friend be kind
enough to yield on that point?

Mr. WELLSTONE. I will be pleased
to yield for a question, but I would like
to keep the floor.

Mr. HATCH. Let me just say, I be-
lieve my friend makes a very good case
for the balanced budget amendment.
Because even though he criticizes some
things that others have done, and com-
pliments some things that he has done,
the fact is that the system is running
the same as usual. One thing that I
would just like to point out and I ask
the question, is it not true that the six
Democrats who always voted for the
balanced budget amendment before—
and, perhaps, all Democrats on that
side—who now refuse to support the
balanced budget amendment under the
guise that they are preserving or pro-
tecting Social Security by refusing to
support a balanced budget amendment
that does not exclude Social Security
from the balanced budget calculation,
that all six of those Democrats, and I
believe every Democrat who will use
the Social Security argument as an ex-
cuse for voting against the balanced
budget amendment, I would ask my
friend, did not every one of them vote
for President Clinton’s fiscal year 1997
budget which did not exclude Social
Security receipts from deficit calcula-
tions? And, even though my colleague
claims the deficit is going down, the
debt since we first debated and voted
down the balanced budget amendment

has gone up $320 billion in 15 months.
While we fiddle around here the Nation
is burning. We fiddle around on
trivialities when, in fact, passing the
balanced budget amendment is the
only way we are going to get things
under control.

Will my colleague agree the Demo-
crats voted for the Clinton 1997 budget,
which itself did not exclude Social Se-
curity, and used those Social Security
surpluses in their budgetary deficit cal-
culations?

Mr. WELLSTONE. I say to my col-
league there is one fundamentally im-
portant distinction. The Democrats did
not enshrine in the Constitution the
potential raiding of the Social Security
trust fund. It is that simple. I do not
think senior citizens or their children
or their grandchildren want us to do
that, nor should we do so.

I also would say to my colleague, my
critique was not restricted to just that
one point alone. I argued that this pro-
posal, I think, is flawed in two or three
fundamental ways, and then went on to
discuss priorities. So that is the dis-
tinction.

Mr. President, let me just finish up,
because I see my colleague from New
Mexico is on the floor. There are others
who want to speak.

I reiterate what I said earlier. This
proposal is deeply flawed, I think on
policy grounds, structural grounds.
There should be an ironclad guarantee
that we do not enshrine in the Con-
stitution, raiding the Social Security
trust fund. We should make a distinc-
tion—I have said this over and over
again, I say to my colleague from
Utah—between investment and operat-
ing budgets. And we ought to be very
careful in not tying our hands so that
we do not have, through specifically
fiscal policy, the ability in times of
economic downturn to do what we need
to do to make sure that recessions do
not turn into depressions.

Those are some of the structural ar-
guments. My other arguments have to
do with priorities. One more time I will
point out to people in the country the
politics of this vote. It is transparent.
We had the vote before. It is not going
to pass. Senator EXON has come to the
floor, who has voted for it before, and
he said this is just outrageous. The
very people who are proposing this now
bring out son of star wars for another
$70 billion. These are the very people
who want to spend $7 billion more than
the Pentagon even wants. Now they are
talking about what kind of tax cuts
they can give. And this just does not
add up. It does not add up at all.

So it is wrong on basic policy
grounds. It is wrong from the point of
view of playing politics. And, finally, I
have to say, as somebody who has had
amendments out here—and a good
number of these amendments have not
been agreed to, but I actually think
these amendments are quite connected
to where most of the people in the
country are—for the life of me I do not
understand why this interest in going

forward with this expensive son of star
wars system, this star wars system,
and at the same time colleagues are so
eager to cut into job training pro-
grams, educational opportunity pro-
grams, Head Start programs, and envi-
ronmental protection programs and all
of the rest. When it comes to going
after subsidies for oil companies or to-
bacco companies or pharmaceutical
companies or big insurance companies
and a whole lot of others of these tax
expenditures, which are giveaways, a
big part of the budget, the silence of
my colleagues is deafening. They do
not want to do it. These are the big
players, the heavy hitters. These are
the folks who have the clout.

When it comes to going after the
Pentagon contractors some of my col-
leagues who are pushing this proposal
the hardest want to spend more money
than the Pentagon even wants to
spend. And they continue with this
idea of tax cuts, adding up to a signifi-
cant amount of money, disproportion-
ately flowing to those people who need
it the least, all in exchange for reduc-
tions in the quality of health care for
senior citizens, children, you name it.

These are distorted priorities. So we
have two sets of issues going on here,
and on all counts this proposal should
be defeated.

I yield the floor.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I yield to

the distinguished chairman of the
Budget Committee.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
INHOFE). The Senator from New Mex-
ico.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I hope
the American people understand all
these arguments about what Repub-
licans want to spend money on, what
Democrats want to spend money on,
who wants to cut taxes, who does not
want to cut taxes, have nothing what-
soever to do with a balanced budget. It
is an absolute, utter smokescreen. The
truth of the matter is, you either want
a balanced budget built into the Con-
stitution or you do not. For those
Democrats and the one Republican who
voted against the balanced budget and
never came to the floor, never inserted
in the RECORD any excuse, but rather
said, ‘‘I am against it as a matter of
policy,’’ I laud them. I praise them.
They just happen to be against it. They
do not think it ought to be done.

But for those Senators, and I gather
there are none on our side, who take to
the floor and make excuses about why
they are against it such as, ‘‘We are
raiding the trust fund for Social Secu-
rity,’’ it is a charade, it is an absolute
smokescreen.

Senators DASCHLE and DORGAN and
others have produced a constitutional
amendment which would require a bal-
anced budget in the year 2002 excluding
the Social Security trust fund. They
argue that including Social Security in
the balanced budget amendment effec-
tively authorizes the raiding of the So-
cial Security trust fund and its sur-
pluses for purposes of balancing the
budget.
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Mr. President and fellow Senators

and those who are listening, I believe
this argument and the Daschle-Dorgan
proposal, I repeat, is nothing more
than a smoke screen. It is intended to
divert the public’s attention from the
real issue, constitutionally required
fiscal discipline. You either want it or
you do not want it. We happen to think
it is long overdue. Second, it provides
an excuse for some who supported a
balanced budget amendment in the
past to vote against it now, now that
their votes really matter.

But I believe the American people
will see through this smokescreen be-
cause it is obvious that this is a cha-
rade and it is not about Social Secu-
rity. Rather, it is plain and simple
about defeating the balanced budget
amendment. That is what it is all
about, defeating the balanced budget
constitutional amendment.

It is obvious—not those Democrats
who will vote against it on principle or
our one Republican who votes against
it on principle—but it is obvious that
others are not serious about their con-
stitutional amendment because it
would have one clear result which they
adamantly oppose, deeper spending
cuts in domestic programs, or, which
they allege to be opposed to, tax in-
creases. It will be one or the other
under their proposals—huge, deep
spending cuts in domestic programs,
which they avow they are not for, or
huge increases in taxes, which they run
around saying they are not for. One or
the other must occur under their bal-
anced budget amendment, which they
call pure.

Over the next 6 years, from 1997 until
2002, the cumulative unified budget def-
icit, that is the total receipts less total
outlays—a simple proposition—will be
$1.1 trillion, according to CBO. Over
that same period, Social Security will
run a surplus of $520 billion, including
$104 billion in the year 2002.

Mr. President, if we adopt the
Daschle-Dorgan approach, we would be
forced to make much deeper spending
reductions than any plan on the table.

Let me give you the best estimate I
can of what it will require, I say to
Senator HATCH.

If applied proportionately across the
budget, that plan will require $92 bil-
lion more in Medicare cuts. Of course,
they will disavow that. They are not
for that. They are for a balanced budg-
et without Social Security, without
that trust fund being in the budget. It
will require $46 billion more in Medic-
aid cuts. Of course, they will say that
is not the case. They do not want that.
It will require $36 billion more in wel-
fare cuts, $62 billion more in manda-
tory spending, and $38 billion more in
the discretionary accounts of the Gov-
ernment. Is that what they really
want?

Frankly, some will get up and say,
‘‘No. We’re going to do it another
way.’’ How? There is only one other
way, and that is to dramatically in-
crease taxes. I do not mean a little

bit—a huge amount. Is that what they
want? Maybe. But they are not saying
that.

So I conclude that those who are now
hiding behind the veil of Social Secu-
rity being adversely affected by a uni-
fied balanced budget, their real goal is
plain and simple and as patent as can
be. It is to kill the balanced budget
amendment, nothing more, nothing
less.

The sponsors of the Daschle-Dorgan
proposal argue that our balanced budg-
et amendment would raid Social Secu-
rity. If that is the case, then the Demo-
crats who proposed it and the Presi-
dent who talks about that are raiding
Social Security, too. In fact, every
budget plan by the President and the
Democrats in the past 18 months,
which claims to reach balance in the
year 2002, includes Social Security in
the deficit estimates. They claim bal-
ance; and it is a balance which includes
Social Security in every single budget
produced.

Most recently—January 19, 1996; the
end of the negotiations—Senators
DASCHLE and DORGAN held a press con-
ference with others to promote their
approach to balancing the budget.
Somehow they must have forgotten
that their plan reached balance in 2002,
in their words, ‘‘raiding Social Secu-
rity.’’

Moreover, the President’s 1997 budg-
et, although filled with gimmicks, like
every other balanced budget presented
this year, gets nowhere near balance in
the year 2002 if the Social Security
trust fund is excluded. Yet Democrat
after Democrat—not those who vote
against it as a matter of principle; but
those who want to tell the American
people they are for a constitutional
balanced budget—but Democrats of
that yoke, one after another, claim
that the President’s proposal ‘‘balances
the budget in 2002.’’ Yet 45 Democratic
Senators voted for the President’s bal-
anced budget plan during the last
month of debate on the budget resolu-
tion. I will wager that almost every
one, knowing that the public wants a
balanced budget, took full credit for it
and said, ‘‘We just voted for a balanced
budget.’’ It was a balanced budget of
the exact type that this constitutional
amendment will require.

I mention this only again to high-
light the hypocrisy of such proposals.
They say they cannot support a bal-
anced budget that includes Social Se-
curity surpluses and yet every budget
they produce and call balanced sup-
ports exactly that.

This is not about protecting Social
Security. Those who claim that it is
and put a cover over their vote by
claiming that it is are trying to sug-
gest that our balanced budget amend-
ment does not protect Social Security.

Let me be clear. We made a promise
to our Nation’s seniors that we would
balance the budget by 2002 without
touching Social Security benefits. We
kept that promise. Of course, the same
cannot be said of some of the other pro-
posals.

The President, in 1993, in his $260 bil-
lion tax increase, the largest in his-
tory, raised the portion of Social Secu-
rity benefits subject to taxes from 50 to
85 percent. This effectively cut benefits
for millions of middle-class senior citi-
zens by $25 billion over 5 years.

In 1995, 19 Democrat Senators voted
for a substitute balanced budget under
reconciliation that cut the Consumer
Price Index and thus Social Security
COLA’s. I will admit there was great
bipartisan support for it. But for those
who now say they do not want to touch
Social Security, they do not want to
harm it in a constitutional balanced
budget, they voted already to harm it
to cut the CPI.

Indeed, my good friend, Senator MOY-
NIHAN, known as a defender of Social
Security, called for a CPI reduction of
1 percent each year to balance the uni-
fied budget by the year 2002.

Of course, very recently 46 Senators,
24 Democrats and 22 Republicans, voted
for the Chafee-Breaux alternative
which included a COLA reduction of
five-tenths of 1 percent. This proposal
would cut Social Security spending by
$40 billion.

So, not only did that proposal count
the surpluses toward the balanced
budget, it increased those surpluses by
cutting benefits. I hope that no Sen-
ator that voted for Chafee-Breaux will
vote against the balanced budget
amendment using the protection of So-
cial Security as an excuse.

Again, I want to repeat, the Repub-
lican budget does not touch Social Se-
curity at all. I have said all along that
the best way to protect Social Security
is to balance the budget so that we
have a strong, growing economy. In
legislation implementing the balanced
budget amendment, if it were to pass,
we could provide procedural safeguards
to preclude cutting Social Security
benefits or raising Social Security
taxes to balance the unified budget.
That is not an issue of the amendment.
It is an issue of the will of the Congress
as a matter of policy, once it is adopt-
ed.

When we amend the Constitution, we
must be taking the long view. Al-
though some claim they are worried
about raiding the Social Security sur-
pluses, I am concerned about the loom-
ing and massive Social Security defi-
cits that are on the horizon. These So-
cial Security deficits threaten to push
the unified budget to levels far above
those we are experiencing today.

Over the period from 2020 to 2030, the
Social Security trust fund will run a
cumulative deficit of $4 trillion. In 2030
alone, the annual Social Security defi-
cit will be $1 trillion, or $225 billion in
constant dollars, which is 56 percent
higher than the projected unified budg-
et deficit for all of government.

If we adopt the Daschle-Dorgan con-
stitutional amendment approach, the
Constitution would allow these mas-
sive deficits in the unified budget to
occur even as we would be telling the
American people that our budget is
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balanced in accord with the Constitu-
tion.

Let me repeat that: If you put some-
thing in the Constitution, I assume you
would hope it would exist until 2020 or
2030. If you adopt the Daschle-Dorgan
approach, you will be building into the
budget of the United States by the year
2020 an opportunity for us to tell the
American people we are in balance,
even though the Social Security trust
fund can be out of balance by hundreds
of billions of dollars.

The truth of the matter is that not
only would that kind of budget make a
mockery of the constitutional balanced
budget requirement, it would also be
devastating to the American economy
because—and I want to make this
point—it is the unified budget deficit,
regardless of what is said here on the
floor, it is the unified budget and its
deficit, not the deficit excluding Social
Security, which tells us how much
Government must borrow from the
public each year. That is what we want
to know: How much do we have to bor-
row. The unified budget tells us how
much Government must borrow. It is
this Government borrowing that has
real economic consequences for na-
tional savings, for investment, for in-
flation, for interest rates and for eco-
nomic growth.

Now, to remove any remaining doubt
that those who take the coverup of So-
cial Security as their defense against
the balanced budget amendment, so
that they would remove any doubt that
they are more interested in killing the
balanced budget amendment than in
protecting Social Security, I want to
make it known that we were willing to
compromise with them to get an agree-
ment. We suggested the idea of revising
the balanced budget amendment to re-
quire both a balanced unified budget in
2002 and a balance excluding Social Se-
curity in 2006, which I believe anyone
looking at the flow of expenditures and
what is practical would say that is
probably where we ought to be.

We proposed an amendment to this
proposal that would make it such, 2002,
balance under unified; 4 years later,
balance excluding Social Security.
There is nothing inconsistent with re-
quiring both. In fact, you get to bal-
ance excluding Social Security, you
have to first balance the unified budg-
et—no way around it.

Moreover, I believe we need a perma-
nent requirement regarding unified
budget balances to protect against a
time when Social Security runs large
deficits. Those who reject this offer are
really, once again, showing us they are
not interested in getting an agreement
on the balanced budget. They are, in-
stead, interested in defeating it.

Now, Mr. President, and fellow Sen-
ators, what we are talking about is the
following. It is the difference between
economic prosperity and long-term
stagnation. As we look out there
among our people, one of the things
they are most worried about is stagna-
tion in their economic condition, that

wages are not going up as fast as they
should, that the dream for their chil-
dren might be less than theirs, which
somehow stirs a strong cord in the
hearts and minds of Americans. If we
do not build into American policy con-
stitutional fiscal restraint that leads
to a balanced budget, the difference is
going to be simple. It is going to be
whether we have prosperity or whether
we have stagnation. No doubt about it.

Mr. President, to prove that for you,
I want to cite a Congressional Budget
Office report. According to the Con-
gressional Budget Office, their so-
called base scenario, here is what we
can expect in 2030 if we do nothing.

Debt held by the public will reach 180
percent of our gross domestic product.
At the end of 1995, our debt stood at 50
percent. In 1945, at the end of the war,
it was 114 percent. The budget deficit
will reach 15 percent of gross domestic
product. In 1995, it was 2.3 percent. Net
interest rate on the cumulative debt
will cost 8 percent of the gross domes-
tic product. Net interest rates are only
3 percent now. Social Security, Medi-
care and Medicaid will cost 18 percent,
all alone, of the gross domestic prod-
uct. These programs cost 9 percent
now.

It assumes these massive deficits will
do no harm to our economy. That is
the rosy scenario. CBO states in its re-
port: ‘‘In the end, these deficits will
weaken the economy, end long-term
upward trends in real GDP per capita
that we have enjoyed throughout our
history. With Federal debt growing so
rapidly, the economy will enter a pe-
riod of accelerated decline.’’

Mr. President, this is a real debate.
This is about one of the most impor-
tant issues for our future that will
come before this body.

I went to some length to produce my
argument today because I believe those
who claim Social Security is the issue
and trust funds of Social Security are
the issue are perpetrating a huge
smokescreen, at best, and, at worst, a
monstrous charade. There is no doubt
in my mind the best way to help Social
Security now and in the future is to
balance the budget as prescribed in this
constitutional amendment. Without it,
the very seniors they attempt to say
they are for are put in very serious
jeopardy, as are their children and
grandchildren.

I yield the floor.
Mr. HATCH. How much time do we

have left?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time

of the Senator is 1 minute remaining.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, let me

use the remaining time to say I have
never heard a more phony argument in
my life than the argument that they,
the Democrats, are trying to protect
Social Security, and yet every time
President Clinton’s budget comes up
here not protecting Social Security the
way they say they want to protect it,
they vote for it. I am not willing to say
people are hypocritical on this matter,
but I am willing to say that it is a

lousy argument. It is clearly an argu-
ment designed to give those who use it
an excuse for them to vote against the
balanced budget amendment. I have
never heard a more disappointing dis-
play than yesterday, as Senator after
Senator came on this floor and jumped
all over BOB DOLE, who has done his
best to get a balanced budget amend-
ment through.

I think some of the most sordid poli-
tics I have seen in years occurred in
some of the arguments yesterday. And
the arguments are phony arguments.
This is a very, very important oppor-
tunity for us to try and get the Con-
gress to be required to do what is right.
This is the only chance to get them to
do that. I hope people will vote for this
amendment—if not today, count on it,
it will be back next year.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will call the roll.
The bill clerk proceeded to call the

roll.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that I might speak
for 7 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, now
maybe we can get to where the rubber
hits the road. I have been given the
grisly task of chairing the Subcommit-
tee on Social Security and Medicare
and Family Policy. I have heard the de-
bate going on about the looting of the
Social Security trust fund. Mr. Presi-
dent—and I know they will rush onto
the floor. The doors will clatter open in
a moment.

Let me tell you that there is no So-
cial Security trust fund. It is a huge
stack of IOU’s. The trustees know that,
all thoughtful Americans know that. It
is listed in the trustees’ report. It is a
huge stack of IOU’s. There is no place
in there with your name on it or my
name on it. When a young person pays
in today, it goes out next month to the
beneficiary. In the year 2011, there will
not be enough payroll tax to cover it.
There will be a huge accumulated sur-
plus then. And then you go and take
the IOU and say, ‘‘I am cashing this
in.’’ That is the double hit that is com-
ing.

I related this last week. We are all
aware that the Social Security pro-
gram and its relation to any balanced
budget constitutional amendment will
always be an issue of fervent con-
troversy. In fact, many individuals,
and the well-organized interests and,
oh my, the citizens and, oh, my, the
AARP—do not miss their work here—
have cited the need to ‘‘protect’’ Social
Security as a moral justification for
opposing any such constitutional
amendment. We have heard more of
that on the Senate floor this week, and
we will hear it forever.
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I trust that my colleagues will par-

don me to say that I find this com-
pletely baffling—bizarre and baffling. I
see no possible sensible justification
for using Social Security as an excuse
for opposition to the balanced budget
amendment—none. It is but an excuse
which excites the interest groups,
which may be sold as a way to cover a
vote against a balanced budget amend-
ment. ‘‘CYA’’ here does not mean cor-
porate youth activity. It is without
substantive merit, in my view.

Let me explain fully that this is my
duty as chairman of the Social Secu-
rity Subcommittee to try to determine
the facts. At least everybody is enti-
tled to their own opinion, but no one is
entitled to their own facts. How is the
Social Security trust fund managed?
This is how it is required under the law
to be managed. It is a rather unfortu-
nate that one would even have to do
this, but too many in Congress, and out
in the land, do not seem to ‘‘get it,’’ I
believe is the phrase they use on us
around here.

This is an enlargement of an excerpt
from section 201(d) of the Social Secu-
rity Act. Allow me to read from it to
you:

It shall be the duty of the managing trust-
ee to invest such portion of the trust funds
as is not, in his judgment, required to meet
current withdrawals. Such investments may
be made only in interest-bearing obligations
of the United States, or in obligations guar-
anteed as to both principal and interest by
the United States.

This section continues later:
Each obligation issued for purchase by the

trust funds under this subsection shall be
evidenced by a paper instrument in the form
of a bond, note, or certificate of indebtedness
issued by the Secretary of the Treasury.

We can and we still do call these
things T-bills, savings bonds, whatever.
But it refers to any such Treasury bond
or certificate.

Before I continue, allow me to trans-
late this bit of mumbo jumbo. What
this means is what the law requires. It
is what the law demands—that when
the Social Security payroll taxes come
rolling in, most of them are imme-
diately used to pay the benefits to to-
day’s recipients. The leftovers are not
put in some vault or box, where we
keep them, save them, and hold them
for tomorrow’s retirees. They are used
to buy Government notes now. That is
the law, that has always been the
structure of Social Security. It is what
is required of us. It is not ‘‘raiding’’
anything. It is not ‘‘breaking a prom-
ise’’ to anyone. That is how Social Se-
curity currently works, and it is how it
was intended to work. That is what I
mean when I say that the fund holds
‘‘floating IOU’s.’’ It is holding those
notes from the U.S. Government, and
those notes are promises to pay up at a
future date.

Let me take you to section (f) the So-
cial Security Act. Do not miss this one.
This is the section that explains how
the future benefits are going to be paid:

The interest on and the proceeds from the
sale or redemption of any obligations held in

the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
Trust Fund and the Federal Disability Insur-
ance Trust Fund shall be credited to and
form a part of the Federal Old-Age and Sur-
vivors Insurance Trust Fund and the Disabil-
ity Insurance Trust Fund respectively.

Listen closely to this part:
Payment from the general fund of the

Treasury—

Are you listening?
to either of the trust funds of any such inter-
est or proceeds shall be in the form of paper
checks drawn on such general fund to the
order of such trust fund.

Here we see the obvious. The pay-
ment back to Social Security at a fu-
ture date will come from general reve-
nue—taxpayers’ money. Only from the
general fund will it come.

The general Government, until the
appropriate time, thus holds this big
bag of IOU’s to Social Security, and
then it has to make good on those from
the general revenues, not from some
separate trust fund. It comes out of
general revenue when the IOU’s are
due. That is how it works, and that is
how it was intended to work. There is
no way around it, no tricks, no gim-
micks, no big lump of money in a
trunk sitting there that we can emo-
tionally plead to save from raiding if
we exclude Social Security from a bal-
anced budget amendment. Those bene-
fits are to be paid with moneys raised
from the general revenues—period.

Another way of putting it, if I may,
is today’s workers will support today’s
retirees and tomorrow’s workers will
support tomorrow’s retirees, period.
That is the law. This is how Social Se-
curity works. All of this posturing and
fear mongering about how somehow a
contract is being broken and that
looting and pillaging, and God knows
what else, and other sins are taking
place, is so much guff and nonsense. It
is so much like the old professor of
mine. He said, ‘‘SIMPSON, this is opium
smoke.’’ That old professor was right.
The benefits of future beneficiaries
were never available to be looted. They
are IOU’s, and all of the cash will be
raised from general revenue when those
bonds became due.

Let me just show you one final chart.
I want you to pay, please, strict atten-
tion to this one. These are the annual
operating balances projected for Social
Security as of last year. You can see
that, indeed, there is a sizable surplus
today, and some are using this as an
excuse to oppose the balanced budget
amendment. This $60 billion figure ap-
pears small because—I ask unanimous
consent for an additional 4 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. SIMPSON. They are using it as
an excuse to oppose the balanced budg-
et amendment. This $60 billion figure
appears small because it is an annual
figure, a consolidated figure which also
includes the disability payments and
does not represent the total size of the
accumulated Social Security reserves
which are supposed to add up to an-
other $2 trillion. They will get to $2

trillion—everybody needs to know
that; we all know that—before the big
drawdown, the big meltdown, comes.

But you know what we always hear
about this surplus. ‘‘We don’t want this
surplus to be counted toward balancing
the budget.’’ It is said plainly, passion-
ately, and persuasively.

I ask you to look at the much larger
picture. By the year 2020 we are also
facing huge annual operating deficits,
meaning that we would have to dip
into the principal and the interest in
this trust fund, the IOU stack, which I
have already shown you is not there
and eventually will only come from
general revenues at that time.

Look at the size, look at the enor-
mity of these promised obligations, all
of which we have no possible way of
paying unless we raise payroll taxes,
and the seniors are telling you to do
that to correct the program because
they ‘‘ain’t paying’’ them. Payroll
taxes—that is how you get here, and
other taxes, to raise them dramatically
when the time comes. There is $7 tril-
lion in unfunded liability in the Social
Security system alone.

Does anyone seriously believe that
the way to ‘‘protect’’ Social Security is
to save it from a balanced budget
amendment? Can anyone seriously
maintain that the fate of Social Secu-
rity hangs on the budgetary treatment
of funds in 1996 when these are the bal-
ances projected in the outyears? We all
know this. That is no secret to anyone.
To use Social Security as a pallid ex-
cuse to defeat a balanced budget
amendment is absurd, hypocritical
budget blather of the most odious kind.
We all know what the real threat to
Social Security is. It is the situation
you see on this chart. It is the threat
that we will do nothing. That is the
threat. That is the threat—the threat
that we will let it go bankrupt on its
own. But that is a debate for another
day. I will not be around when the big
bill comes due. But I hope in the year
2030, they will tap on my box and tell
me how it all went because I can tell
you where it is going to go.

My purpose today is to, hopefully,
dispense with the idea that there is
some promise that has been made to
save the Social Security surplus in
some way that we are currently violat-
ing. No. We are doing with Social Secu-
rity precisely what the law demands
and commands us to do—to buy T bills.
If we can be charged with failing to do
anything, it is failing to balance the
budget. That is what will make it hard-
er to make good on those IOU’s when
they come due. It will be very hard to
raise the general revenue to do that. So
as long as we keep blithely adding tril-
lions to the debt—I ask unanimous
consent for 2 more minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, let me
close by saying I agree with my friend
and colleague, Senator PAUL SIMON of
Illinois, that the assured best way to
protect Social Security is to pass the
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balanced budget amendment, or if you
do not like the balanced budget amend-
ment, to force ourselves to balance the
budget. That is the one thing and the
only thing that will make it possible to
pay off those sacred promises to future
retirees. I do not see people who like to
cast those tough votes. They do not
show up.

But in any event, let me say again
that I find it very unseemly that any-
one who refuses to help in that effort
will use the looting of Social Security
as an excuse not to impose a balanced
budget requirement. I hope that all of
you will read the Social Security Act
for yourself and the sections of it—sec-
tion 201—and think it over closely, and
then read the trustees’ report. If we
have a more accurate public under-
standing of exactly how Social Secu-
rity does, indeed, work, it is my ear-
nest, and yet possibly most naive, be-
lief that the argument over the bal-
anced budget amendment can take
place on a more honest and informed
basis.

I thank the Chair.
Mr. DEWINE addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Ohio.
Mr. DEWINE. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent to speak for up to 8
minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DEWINE. Mr. President, I rise
today in strong support of a balanced
budget amendment to the Constitu-
tion.

Here we are again. One more time, we
find ourselves about to cast really a
historic vote. In March 1995 the Senate
failed by one vote to pass this measure,
a measure that has been demanded by
the American people, this measure that
is absolutely necessary if we are going
to rescue America from bankruptcy of
our children’s or our grandchildren’s
generation.

It has been pointed out on this floor
that the Federal debt is already more
than $5 trillion, the figure that is hard
to even comprehend. Next year Ameri-
cans will pay about $240 billion just to
meet the interest payment on that
debt. That is almost $1,000 for every
man, woman, and child in this great
country. You know, it is really money
for nothing. That money is not just to
educate our children or fight the drug
problem or find a cure for cancer. It is
simply a transfer payment from the fu-
ture to the past. We need to reduce
those interest payments. We need to
start investing in the future instead of
the past. But until the annual budget is
in fact balanced, all we are doing every
day, every month, and every year is
adding to the problem. Congresses of
both parties, Presidents of both par-
ties, all have compiled a spectacular
record of failure in dealing with this
fundamental issue.

That is why I believe it is time to
make a fundamental change in the way
we deal with it. I am not one who
thinks we should tamper with the Con-

stitution. I do not like to amend the
Constitution. But I believe in the age-
old principle, ‘‘If it ain’t broke, don’t
fix it.’’ I think it is broke this time. I
think we have a problem, and we have
to have a fundamental fix. We have to
change the way we do things.

Mr. President, there are 5 trillion
reasons convincing me that in this case
our system is broken and it is time to
fix it. The people of this country de-
mand change. People of my home State
of Ohio demand change.

As I was thinking about this issue, I
was reminded of the crusade that a
former Member of this body who rep-
resented the State of Ohio for many,
many years had to say about this.
Frank Lausche was and remains a leg-
end in Ohio politics and Ohio govern-
ment. He served many terms as Gov-
ernor of the State of Ohio and several
terms as U.S. Senator. From the time
he was Governor, throughout his career
here in the Senate, one theme kept re-
curring, and that theme was fiscal re-
sponsibility. I remember, Mr. Presi-
dent, as a young boy hearing grown-ups
talk about what Frank Lausche was
doing as Governor. There was a little
debate going on. One of them said, ‘‘It
is terrible. They are running a surplus.
The Governor is running a surplus this
year. He should be distributing that
money. We have some projects and
things that we need to have done.’’
That was the kind of person Frank
Lausche was. He was a person who be-
lieved in fiscal responsibility.

Let me cite what Senator Lausche
said in 1962 on this floor. In 1962, Frank
Lausche rose in this Chamber, and this
is what he told his colleagues. Remem-
ber, this is 1962.

The sheer size of the extravagant Federal
budget has made it impossible in the Cham-
ber of the Senate to guard adequately
against extravagant spending. The present
debt is too high relative to our general as-
sets. Instead of reducing the debt since
World War II, we have raised it from $255 bil-
lion to a presently proposed $308 billion. The
unabated increase in the national debt is a
threat and danger to our security and to our
freedom.

That was Frank Lausche, U.S. Sen-
ator from Ohio, in 1962. Mr. President,
the $308 billion that Senator Lausche
was talking about was not the interest
on the national debt; it was the total
national debt in 1962. The distinguished
Senator from Ohio, Senator Frank
Lausche, was right. Unless we make
fundamental changes, the problem is
only going to get worse and worse and
worse. It is time, long past time that
we do something about it. And today is
our opportunity to cast a vote that will
change the direction of this country
and to cast a vote that really will
make a difference.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. BYRD addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from West Virginia.
Mr. BYRD. Well, Mr. President, here

we are engaging in the same old politi-
cal flimflam, talking about a constitu-
tional amendment to balance the budg-

et while at the same time talking
about giving away a big tax cut. That
is flimflam, pure and simple. It is the
very same constitutional amendment
that we defeated last year in the
month of March. It was a bad idea then
and, unlike a fine wine or an old violin,
it has gotten no better with age.

The advocates of the balanced budget
amendment are known to assert that
amending the Constitution—here it is,
the Constitution of the United States,
right here. I carry it in my shirt pock-
et. I do not wear my shirt when I am
sleeping so I do not have the Constitu-
tion that close to me when I am sleep-
ing, but I carry it with me during each
day. So they are known to assert that
amending the Constitution is the only
way, the only way, that we can eradi-
cate the recurring budget deficits that
have plagued our great Nation for a
long time. We in the Congress, they
say, lack the fiscal discipline and the
moral backbone needed to make the
painful and difficult policy choices
that will actually bring the budget into
balance.

What the proponents of this fiscal
monstrosity fail to acknowledge is that
the amendment itself will make none
of these difficult choices. The difficult
choices will remain to be made here.
There is nothing in this constitutional
amendment that tells us how we are
supposed to balance the budget. There
never has been. On the contrary, we in
the Congress will still have to make
and legislate choices regarding what
programs will be cut and which taxes
will be raised as a way of bringing
about a balanced budget.

Amazingly, many proponents of the
balanced budget amendment continue
to asseverate their commitment to
eliminate the Federal budget deficit
out of one side of their mouth while
supporting substantial tax cuts out of
the other side. Certainly that remark-
able oral dexterity calls into question
the real possibility of actually achiev-
ing budget balance.

Just last year, as I hope we will all
remember, the majority in this body
voted for a budget resolution that
called for approximately $250 billion in
tax cuts over a 7-year period. That is
money that we will have to borrow. We
will have to borrow that money to fi-
nance that tax cut. And it will be
money borrowed at interest.

We continue to talk about children
and grandchildren and how they will
bear the burden of our continuing fis-
cal unwisdom if we do not balance this
budget. We voted for a huge tax cut.
We have to borrow the money at inter-
est to finance that tax cut. And who
will pay that interest? On whom will
that burden be laid? On our children.

In hindsight, that figure of $250 bil-
lion seemed almost reasonable when
compared to the more than $350 billion
in tax cuts approved by the other body
last year under the aegis of the so-
called Contract With America—the so-
called Contract With America.

You do not hear much about that so-
called Contract With America these
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days. The glitter has worn off, and I
said on this very floor that the worm
will turn. The worm will turn. And it
did. It has turned.

You do not hear much about the so-
called Contract With America. Why?
Because that so-called Contract With
America was not a contract with
America. This is the real contract with
America, the Constitution of the Unit-
ed States—over 200 years old. That is
the contract with America. That is the
contract to which I have sworn an oath
to support and defend. Many times I
have sworn that. That is the real con-
tract. And here today we are saying,
amend it, amend this contract.

Simply put, combining huge tax cuts
in a deficit reduction package while at
the same time proclaiming the invin-
cibility of the balanced budget amend-
ment is entirely and completely incon-
sistent. How can anyone seriously and
with a straight face suggest that the
best way to dig ourselves out of a mas-
sive fiscal hole is to start by digging
the hole a little deeper? Where is the
logic in that? It defies simple common
sense. And yet here we are, after a year
of stalemate between the Congress and
the President, and once again the ma-
jority has approved another budget res-
olution that includes large tax cuts for
the wealthy. On the surface, the $122
billion in proposed revenue reductions
may appear modest. In reality, though,
a closer reading of the budget resolu-
tion reveals that the actual tax cuts
may be far greater than $122 billion and
could go as high as $180 billion or more.
So, Mr. President, we will soon be con-
sidering, under fast-track reconcili-
ation procedures, Republican tax cuts
in the range of $200 billion. Can you be-
lieve that? These same Republicans
who are constantly touting their cour-
age and their prowess in making the
hard decisions to cut the deficit and
balance the budget have chosen to use
the reconciliation process to enact
freestanding tax cuts totaling $200 bil-
lion. I have been in politics 50 years. It
is easy to vote for a tax cut. That is no
sweat for anybody. That is the easiest
thing, coming or going. Vote for a tax
cut. So they are at it again. And they
are doing so at the very same time
they are trumpeting the merits of a
balanced budget amendment. One has
to have a nimble mind indeed to per-
form the intellectual gymnastics it
takes to reconcile the two positions.

And now we have presidential poli-
tics coming to the fore in a big way.
The Washington Post reports that
sweeping tax cut proposals are under
consideration by the Republicans, and
one proposal would allow workers to
deduct their payroll taxes from their
income tax returns. The cost of that
proposal to the Treasury over the next
7 years would be a whopping $350 bil-
lion. In addition, the Post reports that
a 15 percent reduction in Federal in-
come tax rates is also being considered.
That particular proposal would result
in lost revenues to the Treasury over
the next 7 years of $630 billion.

Nor is President Clinton without
fault when it comes to proposing tax
cuts at the same time we are attempt-
ing to balance the Federal budget.

I voted against the President’s budg-
et. I am the only Democrat who did so.
And I did so because he was cutting
discretionary spending, the discre-
tionary funding of programs that are
so important to the well-being of our
fellow Americans, and because he was
advocating a tax cut also.

In addition to the President’s pro-
posed tax cuts in his 7-year balanced
budget plan, as late as Tuesday of this
week, in what was billed as a major
speech at Princeton University, the
President unveiled additional tax cuts,
so we are going to have more in this
bidding battle between the Republicans
and the Democrats. So he proposed ad-
ditional tax cut measures that would
allow tax credits of $1,500 to college
freshmen and sophomores at a cost of
many billions of dollars.

Not every high school graduate
should go to college. I have seen stu-
dents in college who had no business
being there.

How can these frantic revenue reduc-
tion efforts by both political parties be
squared with the florid rhetorical ful-
minations we constantly hear about
the critical necessity for balancing the
budget?

As I have said many times on this
floor, this amendment is nothing less
than sheer folly, folly, just as the prop-
ositions for tax cuts at the present
time are sheer folly. It is like getting
on two horses and starting off in two
different directions at once.

This amendment is a sham. It is a
charade. And it will not help to balance
the budget one whit. As these tax cut
proposals show, this amendment is
simply being used as convenient cover
for politically inspired massive tax
giveaways, which will be paid for by
our children and our grandchildren.
The interest on those tax giveaways
will be paid for by your children and
mine, and your grandchildren and
mine.

To make matters even more unbe-
lievable, just this week, even under the
shadow of the balanced budget amend-
ment we saw an attempt to spend $60
billion on a missile defense system that
the Pentagon does not want and that
this Nation does not need if we are se-
rious about balancing the budget. I
hope all Senators will think very hard
about the message we are sending to
the American people with these impos-
sibly contradictory actions on the Sen-
ate floor. They do not make sense eco-
nomically, and, unfortunately, when
you think about them carefully, they
do not even make sense politically.
Tax cuts, while always popular, become
addictive in election years. But I nev-
ertheless believe the American people
will clearly understand that these tax
cuts represent nothing more than po-
litical pandering—political pandering
to win votes at the expense of serious
deficit reduction. The American people

can see through political pandering.
They do not like pandering. They do
not like to be pandered to. But it is
easy to see through it, is it not?

To have the same proponents of the
balanced budget amendment preach
the gospel of tax cuts while we are try-
ing to balance the budget is entirely
inconsistent with common sense. It re-
minds me of an Elmer Gantry revival
meeting: Come on in, politicians. Come
on in. Walk the sawdust trail. Get bap-
tized with the holy water of the bal-
anced budget amendment. Hallelujah.
Come get it and then go on about your
business, and sin, sin, sin.

We do not need a constitutional
amendment to balance the budget. We
do, however, need discipline and self-
restraint. We must not repeat the expe-
rience of the 1980’s where massive tax
cuts were matched by the doubling of a
peacetime defense budget from 1981 to
1991.

I have come to the mourners’ bench
many times. I have confessed my mis-
take in voting for both. So I did not
come in with clean hands. I voted for
that tax cut, the Reagan tax cut. And
I voted to increase those deficit budg-
ets. But at least I came to the mourn-
ers’ bench and have confessed my way-
wardness in going astray.

That is not what the American peo-
ple want. No one is clamoring for a re-
turn to the fiscal calamities of the last
decade. No one, it seems, but those who
are bent on irresponsibly trying to
claim that a balanced budget, reduc-
tions in revenue, and large increases in
defense spending are all goals which
can be achieved.

On the contrary, achieving budget
balance will take a combination of
spending cuts in all areas of the budget
and some tax increases, instead of tax
cuts.

If we are really conscientious and
sincere, if we really mean that we do
not want to foist this great deficit bur-
den upon our children, if we really
mean that, if we really love our chil-
dren that much, then we have to put
aside this folly, utter folly, regarding a
tax cut at this time. There are times
when tax cuts are advisable, but not
now.

So that is the reality of it. We prefer
to pander, pander to the American peo-
ple. And if there is anything that
makes me sick as a politician it is a
politician who panders. To propose to
amend the Constitution when we are so
obviously unwilling to make those
hard choices is to promote a vain hope
and to perpetrate a falsehood on the
American people, on those people who
are looking through that electronic
eye. This balanced budget amendment
should be again defeated. It is little
more than a political mirage in a vast,
dry desert of empty election-year
promises.

Mr. President, I yield the floor. I sug-
gest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk proceeded to call the
roll.
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Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
DEWINE). Without objection, it is so
ordered.

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I yield
myself the time that is available under
the time originally allocated to Sen-
ator BYRD. I understand that is another
5 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator is correct. The Senator has con-
trol until 11:10.

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I heard
a generous discussion this morning on
the floor of the Senate by the Senator
from New Mexico, the Senator from
Utah, and the Senator from Wyoming.
I felt it necessary for a few minutes to
at least respond to some of those com-
ments. I have great respect for all of
those Senators. But I respectfully be-
lieve that they are wrong on the issue
of Social Security and its relationship
to the balanced budget amendment.

I observe again the history so that
people understand where we are. These
facts I expect are not in dispute. In 1983
it was determined that Social Security
was going to be in some longer-term
difficulty and a Social Security reform
package was enacted by the Congress. I
was a part of that because I was a part
of the Ways and Means Committee in
the U.S. House that actually originated
the legislation.

In that legislation we determined to
do something very responsible. We de-
termined to trim back some benefits in
Social Security, extend the age for So-
cial Security recipients from 65 to 67
over a long period of time and raise
some payroll taxes, all of that in order
to create a yearly surplus in the Social
Security trust funds to save it for the
long term.

This year $69 billion more is being
collected in the Social Security trust
fund than is needed this year for Social
Security. Why is that the case? Is that
an accident? No. As I said yesterday,
we recognized that the war babies were
going to retire after the turn of the
century. America’s largest baby crop
would hit the retirement rolls. That is
going to cause maximum strain on the
Social Security system.

I said yesterday, partially tongue in
cheek, that the war babies resulted
from an outpouring of love and affec-
tion in this country, immediately fol-
lowing the Second World War, and peo-
ple getting back together and re-
acquainted, and the largest production
of babies in the recorded history of this
country.

After the turn of the century—2005,
2010, 2015—those babies will become eli-
gible to hit the retirement rolls. At
that point we needed to have some
planning in the Social Security system
for funds to be available to meet those
needs.

This year $69 billion in excess money
is being raised in the Social Security
system. It is not an accident. It is a de-
liberate, forced national savings to be

available to meet the needs after the
turn of the century.

My friends on the other side of the
aisle say, ‘‘Well, that is not special
money. That’s just regular money. We
put it right into the old operating
budget of the Federal Government and
count it as other revenues.’’ In fact,
they count it as other revenues such so
in the year 2002, when they say their
budget is in balance, if you took the
Social Security money out of their
budget, it would be $108 billion in defi-
cit. But they say it does not matter. It
is all the same money.

It is not the same money. Someone
working this morning has a tax taken
out of their paycheck, and they are
told by this Government that is a So-
cial Security FICA tax that is going to
be put into a trust fund and can only be
used for one purpose—not for offsetting
against building star wars, not as an
offset against cutting taxes for the
wealthy—it can be used only to put in
a trust fund to be used for the Social
Security needs of the future.

But that is not what the majority
party wants to do. They want to take
that enormous amount of money,
raised by a aggressive payroll tax, and
slide it over here into the operating
budget of the Federal Government and
say, ‘‘By the way, now we’ve got more
revenue over here so we can build the
star wars project for $60 billion. We can
have big tax cuts. We can do all of
these things that we want to do even as
we claim to want to balance the budg-
et.’’

I do not allege that they are not op-
erating in good faith. I only say that
they are wrong on the issue of Social
Security.

One person who spoke this morning
said there is no trust fund. One who
spoke this morning said there was a
trust fund, and we are not misusing it.
Another said there is a trust fund, and
we are misusing it, and we promise to
stop by the year 2008. The three stages
of Social Security denial.

If we are willing to do what is nec-
essary, what we promised workers and
retirees we would do in 1983, we will set
aside the Social Security revenues in a
trust fund, not count them as part of
the operating revenue, balance the
budget honestly, and move on.

That is our job. That is our task. We
will offer a unanimous consent request
on the floor of the Senate to allow a
constitutional amendment to be of-
fered which I voted for previously that
is identical in every respect to the one
offered by the majority party with one
exception. That is, section 7, which will
describe that the Social Security sur-
plus funds shall not be counted as part
of operating revenues.

If they agree to that, they will get 75
votes for their constitutional amend-
ment. I yield the floor.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, this is
the only balanced budget amendment
that has ever passed the House of Rep-
resentatives. It is the only one that has
a chance of passing both Houses. All of

the unanimous consent requests in the
world are not going to bring up an
amendment that will be acceptable to
both Houses, except this amendment.
Everybody knows that. For these peo-
ple to bring up another amendment at
this late date is just a subterfuge.

There have been six Democrats who
before have always voted for the bal-
anced budget amendment but have
been using the Social Security pretext
as a charade to cover their backs. Last
year, every one voted for Clinton’s 1997
budget that does not protect Social Se-
curity in the way they want it pro-
tected. I do not think they argued with
the President to get that in there. The
fact is, it is a charade. I hope every-
body knows it.

Not only did the Clinton budget of
1997 not balance in the year 2002, under
CBO’s more cautious economic and
technical assumptions. Without Social
Security receipts and assets and deficit
calculations, it would have been $184.5
billion out of balance in the year 2002.
It is just phony. Without Social Secu-
rity’s receipts and assets in deficit cal-
culations, the Clinton budgets would
never balance. The fact is the Repub-
lican budget would be balanced by the
year 2005 without Social Security.

These people argue that they want to
protect Social Security, yet they make
the situation worse for Social Security
by not voting for the balanced budget
amendment that would protect it. We
keep the status quo of setting up budg-
ets that do not protect Social Security
like they want to protect. How phony
can you get?

As a matter of fact, let me quote
Washington columnist Charles
Krauthammer, who has exposed twice
the Clinton position, the administra-
tion’s unconscionable human-shield
strategy that they are protecting So-
cial Security. In a column entitled,
‘‘Social Security Trust Fund Whop-
per,’’ he writes:

In my 17 years in Washington, this is the
single most fraudulent argument I have
heard. I don’t mean politically fraudulent,
which is routine in Washington and a judg-
ment call anyway. I mean logically, demon-
strably, mathematically fraudulent, a condi-
tion rare even in Washington, and a judg-
ment call not at all.

Now, when the two Senators from
North Dakota replied in print to his
chart, Krauthammer went further and
said this:

Their response is even more fraudulent
than their original argument. Conrad-Dor-
gan profess indignation with this ’pundit’
who ’condones the use of the Social Security
surpluses’ for ’masking the size of the budget
deficit.’ Well, well. Where is their indigna-
tion with a President who does not just con-
done this practice but has carried it out
three years in row? By their own logic, the
President, who is of their own party, has
looted the Social Security trust fund by $47
billion in 1993, another $56 billion in 1994, and
plans to loot another $60 billion in 1995.
Makes you wonder about the sincerity of
their charge.

Mr. DORGAN. Will the Senator
yield?

Mr. HATCH. If I had time, I would
yield. Ordinarily, I would.
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Conrad-Dorgan’s Social Security argu-

ment, writes Time magazine, is, to put it po-
litely, ‘‘mendacious nonsense.’’

Now, that is Charles Krauthammer,
who generally writes it the way he sees
it. I have to say I see it that way, too.
I really believe that those who claim
they are arguing to protect Social Se-
curity are not protecting it at all.

This is the only balanced budget
amendment that could pass. Being the
only one that can pass, the fact of the
matter is there is going to be no pro-
tection when it is voted down today,
and this President is going to continue
to put up budgets that literally do not
protect it, either. To use the term of
my distinguished friends from North
Dakota, ‘‘will continue to loot Social
Security.’’ Yet, they voted for those
budgets.

To me, there is something inconsist-
ent here. The only chance in the world,
the only chance in the history of this
country to have an amendment that
will put some fiscal discipline into the
Constitution, and they are voting
against it under the guise they are pro-
tecting Social Security, when, in fact,
they make Social Security worse be-
cause they put off further doing any-
thing about it. To me, that is abso-
lutely amazing.

Mr. President, I yield a minute and a
half to the distinguished Senator from
Oklahoma.

Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President, I wish
to compliment Senator HATCH from
Utah for his leadership, as well as Sen-
ator CRAIG from Idaho for his leader-
ship, as well as Senator SIMON, and
most of all, Senator DOLE, for his lead-
ership, because they strongly support
passing a constitutional amendment to
balance the budget, as the American
people do.

Mr. President, I heard my distin-
guished colleague from West Virginia
pull out the Constitution. I know he
has great respect for the Constitution,
as I do. A statement Thomas Jefferson
made in 1798 I will quote:

I wish it were possible to obtain a single
amendment to our Constitution. I would be
willing to depend on that alone for reduction
of the administration of our government to
the genuine principles of its Constitution. I
mean an additional article taking from the
Federal Government the power of borrowing.

Thomas Jefferson was right. He was
right in 1789. It is the right thing to do
today.

Also, Mr. President, I will read a let-
ter from the Governor of Oklahoma,
addressed to the President of the Unit-
ed States.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: On Friday, May 31,
at 4:59 p.m., the Legislature of the State of
Oklahoma adjourned its 1996 session. Not
once during that four-month session was
there a moment of discussion about deficit
spending. Not one penny was appropriated to
pay interest on a state debt. No bill was
passed that spent a cent in excess of actual
state revenues—all because the Constitution
of Oklahoma contains an amendment that
requires a balanced budget.

The Balanced Budget Amendment to the
United States Constitution will be consid-
ered in the Senate this week. I urge you to

follow the examples of 49 of our 50 states—in-
cluding Oklahoma and Arkansas—and sup-
port this effort to import common sense
from the states to Washington.

Sincerely,
FRANK KEATING.

Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President, we
need to pass this amendment today.
The House has passed it. The Senate
came within one vote last year. We
need to pass it this year. We need to
pass it today and send it to the States
for ratification.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, how
much time remains?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Utah has 1 minute and 19
seconds.

Mr. HATCH. I yield to the distin-
guished Senator from North Carolina
and then the balance of the time to the
Senator from Idaho.

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. I repeat what has
been heard many times here today. I
believe this is the most important vote
we are going to cast this entire year in
Congress. I strongly support the con-
stitutional amendment to a balanced
budget. We need it to save the country.

Mr. President, $5 trillion of debt is
too much.

Mr. President, I rise in strong sup-
port of the balanced budget amend-
ment. Last March, as we debated this
amendment, I noted the great impor-
tance of this issue.

I believe that this is more true today
than it was last year.

Government spending has put the
American people $5.1 trillion into debt.
In this Chamber, we often speak about
the national debt as the Federal Gov-
ernment debt, but, of course, this debt
will be paid by the American people.

The American people—not the Fed-
eral Government—will work to pay the
taxes that go toward these Treasury
bonds. The American people—not the
Federal Government—will manufac-
ture products, raise crops, program
computers, and do the millions of jobs
that generate growth in our economy.
So, although we are entrusted to spend
the money that the American people
work to earn, we continue to struggle
to balance the Federal budget.

This Congress passed a balanced
budget—the first legitimate balanced
budget plan in a generation—but the
President vetoed it.

This Congress made the tough
choices, but the President exploited
our good work for political advantage,
and he demagoged the issues. Unfortu-
nately, without the Amendment as an
enforcement mechanism, I do not be-
lieve that a balanced budget will be
passed and signed into law. It stops the
posturing and the revolving votes and
the other games that will bankrupt the
next generations.

I am not eager to amend the Con-
stitution. We have done so just 27
times in over two centuries. It is a seri-
ous matter. Senators are right to take
pause before casting a vote to amend
our Constitution. Unfortunately, how-
ever, I have concluded that this amend-

ment is necessary. The national debt is
just too large.

In the 1820’s, President Andrew Jack-
son, a North Carolinian by birth, called
the national debt ‘‘a curse to the re-
public’’ and ‘‘incompatible with real
independence.’’ In the early 19th cen-
tury, however, the Federal Government
was disciplined and successfully paid
off the national debt.

That is no longer true today.
The specter of a $5.1 trillion national

debt is apparently insufficient to force
this Government to bring the budget
into balance. Interest on the national
debt, which we continue to wrack up, is
the third largest component of the Fed-
eral budget. The average taxpayer will
send $882 to the IRS in 1996 just to pay
the interest on the national debt. In-
terest alone will consume 41 percent of
the income taxes that the American
people send to the Treasury.

If these facts do not shock us into
support for a balanced budget—not
rhetoric, Mr. President, but votes for a
balanced budget—then we are forced to
amend the Constitution. We owe it to
the next generation.

The average child born today faces a
lifetime tax burden of $187,000 just to
pay the interest on the national debt.
In effect, we hand a $187,000 bill to
every newborn American along with
his birth certificate. We do this be-
cause the President vetoed the first
balanced budget in a some 20 years.

In this Chamber, we often speak
about obligations to future genera-
tions, but we are imposing trillions of
dollars of debt upon our children and
grandchildren. How many of us look
forward to explaining this to them?

How can we explain this to them?
What will we say? Can we really tell
them that it is fair to welcome them to
the world with a $187,000 bill? All be-
cause we do not want to offend the
groups that line up for a piece of the
Federal pie.

President Clinton talks about deep
cuts and draconian cuts. What cuts will
our children make in their family
budgets to pay off this $187,000 bill? All
because the President will lose a cam-
paign issue if we slow the rate of in-
crease in Federal spending. Is that
really too much to ask?

There are claims on the other side of
the aisle of support for a balanced
budget. However, the first balanced
budget in a generation passed in this
Chamber on November 18, 1995, with no
Democrat votes, and it was vetoed by a
Democrat President.

The Constitution, as we all know,
was amended to permit the imposition
of an income tax. I hope that few Sen-
ators consider the 16th Amendment
amongst the more high-minded provi-
sions of the Constitution. Mr. Presi-
dent, if we can amend the Constitution
to increase taxes on the American peo-
ple, I hope that we can amend it to en-
sure that their government spends
their hard-earned money responsibly.

Thomas Jefferson first read the Con-
stitution upon his return from France
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and recommended that the Constitu-
tion include limitations upon the pow-
ers of the Federal Government to bor-
row. Mr. President, if we do not impose
a restraint on the power of this govern-
ment to borrow, we will not balance
the budget and ensure that it remains
balanced.

Mr. CRAIG. Mr. President, let me
thank the chairman of the Senate Ju-
diciary Committee and senior Senator
from Utah for the tremendous leader-
ship he has played in this critical issue
of a constitutional amendment requir-
ing a balanced budget.

The record must show, Mr. President,
and it must show it clearly, if Social
Security is to remain solvent into the
next decade and into the next century,
the budget of the Federal Government
must be balanced. The only security
for Social Security is a Government
that lives within its financial means. If
our Federal Government goes bankrupt
or if we demand of our citizens that
they pay an 85 to 90 percent tax on
their income, then Social Security and
every other security program for peo-
ple in our country is in jeopardy.

I am sorry the other side of the aisle
does not get it, and they do not get it.
We have heard one phony argument
after another, that somehow balancing
a Federal budget in one way or another
damages Social Security. Yet, the very
Social Security actuarials, the people
who watch the programs, say if you
want to save Social Security you bal-
ance the Federal budget.

Today, we have that opportunity as a
U.S. Senate to secure for the future So-
cial Security by allowing the American
people—let me repeat, by allowing the
American people—the right and the op-
portunity to vote on whether they
want this Government to balance its
budget by passing a balanced budget
amendment to our Constitution.

Mr. President, I rise in support of the
motion to reconsider House Joint Reso-
lution 1, the balanced budget amend-
ment to the Constitution.
LESSONS OF HISTORY VERSUS BLAMESMANSHIP

If the debate this week has shown
anything, it is this: the case for the
balanced budget amendment is compel-
ling; there is not one good argument
against it.

The worst thing you can say about
the amendment is that maybe Con-
gresses and Presidents will have the
courage to do the right thing without
it.

In reality, if the Constitution doesn’t
require balancing the budget, it just
won’t happen.

We’ve heard a lot of blamesmanship
on this floor, disguised as history les-
sons.

Democrats blame the past debt on
Reaganomics. Republicans blame 40
years of free-spending by Democrat
Congresses.

But this debate isn’t about the past.
We can’t change the past. This debate
is about our future.

Our economic house is on fire. In-
stead of arguing over who has the

matches in his pocket, let’s put out the
fire.

THE OUTLOOK IS GRIM—BUT THERE’S TIME TO
ACT

The greatest threat facing our coun-
try is the mounting national debt that
drags on our economy and threatens to
destroy the American Dream for our
children.

A new study by the Congressional
Budget Office says that, if we do noth-
ing:

In less than two generations, the Federal
debt and interest payments on that debt will
consume, not the entire Federal budget, but
the entire American economy.

Their words, not mine: The numbers
are ‘‘not computable,’’ meaning the
‘‘debt would exceed levels that the
economy could reasonably support.’’

This is not a temporary problem, it is
a Constitution-class crisis.

This is what the Constitution is all
about: protecting the liberties of the
people by putting limits on a power
that the Government is too tempted to
abuse.

The good news is that we still have
time to act. That opportunity will not
last forever. But if we act now, we can:
create 6 million more jobs by the year
2002; make homes, education, and fam-
ily necessities more affordable; provide
greater security for our senior citizens;
and raise our children’s standard of liv-
ing by a third.

The debt is the threat. The balanced
budget amendment is the answer.

SOCIAL SECURITY

I understand Senator WYDEN will try
to offer an alternative amendment
later today which would exempt Social
Security.

Several Senators are simply hiding
behind this red herring. Former Sen-
ator Paul Tsongas, a Democrat, has
said:

It is embarrassing to be a Democrat and
watch a Democratic President raise the
scare tactics of Social Security.

Those who vote to exclude Social Security
are voting to kill the Balanced Budget
Amendment. It is that simple, it is that
clean, and should be stated.

Under every alternative proposed by
Senators WYDEN, HOLLINGS, FEINSTEIN,
REID, DORGAN, or DASCHLE, the Federal
Treasury would continue to borrow the
Social Security surplus. Why don’t
they tell us this?

Ask them. Ask them, Where will So-
cial Security surpluses be invested
under their plan?

Answer: They change the book-
keeping, not the borrowing.

The difference is, their alternative is
more loophole than law; their alter-
native would allow unlimited deficit
spending, as long as you call it Social
Security.

That would mean more borrowing,
more debt, and a bankrupt Social Secu-
rity system.

Senior citizens understand the debt
is the threat to Social Security. A
bankrupt Federal Government will not
be able to send out Social Security
checks.

THE PRESIDENT AND THE FLIP-FLOPPERS

Last year, President Clinton twisted
arms; he made phone calls; he sent cab-
inet secretaries to Capitol Hill; and he
got six Senators to vote against their
previous positions, their consciences,
and their constituents.

Before then, this issue had always
been bipartisan and should have stayed
that way.

But President Clinton and the power-
ful, liberal, special interest groups re-
alized that the 104th Congress really
was ready to send this amendment to
the States.

So I say, Mr. President, release your
hostages. Let our colleagues go. Free
the ‘‘BBA Six.’’

SEND THE BBA TO THE STATES—LET THE
PEOPLE DECIDE

Balanced budget amendment oppo-
nents just don’t trust the people.

Let’s remember, Congress doesn’t
amend the Constitution.

We merely propose amendments that
the States, that the people, decide
whether to ratify.

We are saying, let the American peo-
ple exercise their constitutional right
to start the debate in earnest—a debate
in every State capitol and every coffee
shop over the very future of this coun-
try.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

As we move toward concluding this
debate, I would like to thank and ac-
knowledge the years of hard work and
leadership by several of our colleagues
in this effort including:

The President pro tempore, Senator
THURMOND; the chairman of the Judici-
ary Committee, Senator HATCH; Sen-
ator HEFLIN on the Judiciary Commit-
tee; and the distinguished majority
leader, Senator DOLE; and in the House,
Congressmen CHARLIE STENHOLM and
DAN SCHAEFER, with whom I have
worked for years on this amendment.

I want to pay a special tribute to
Senator PAUL SIMON. The Senate and
the nation will suffer a great loss when
he retires.

It has been said of Ronald Reagan,
and I say it of PAUL SIMON, in an age
when many are cynical about our polit-
ical leaders, he is proof that a great
man can also be a good man.

When we do eventually pass this
amendment, it will be a monument to
his years of leadership in putting prin-
ciple above partisanship.

Let the debate go forward to the
State capitals of this Nation. That is
where this issue will go. Vote for this
amendment. It is absolutely critical to
our Nation.

Ms. MOSELEY-BRAUN. Mr. Presi-
dent, today the Senate is considering
one of the most important measures
that will come before it this Congress—
the balanced budget amendment to the
Constitution. As I have stated before,
and can’t emphasize enough, it is criti-
cally important that we address bal-
ancing the budget because that is the
only way that we will be able to do
anything about American priorities.
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As reluctant as I am to tinker with

the Constitution, I believe that the ar-
guments for a balanced budget amend-
ment are compelling. We owe it to our
children—and their children—to get
our fiscal house in order. If we fail to
do so, our legacy to future generations
will be one of greater problems and di-
minished opportunities.

Passing a balanced budget amend-
ment will not prevent the Government
from acting to help address problems,
and working to help create expanded
opportunity for Americans. And defeat-
ing a balanced budget amendment will
not guarantee the Federal Govern-
ment’s ability to act on behalf of the
interests of the American people. The
truth is that, whether a balanced budg-
et amendment becomes part of our
Constitution or not, the only way to
preserve Government’s ability to act is
to face our underlying budget prob-
lems—honestly and directly—and to
solve them.

If we do nothing, the Government’s
ability to act to address issues impor-
tant to the American people will con-
tinue to be eroded. Only by balancing
the budget will we be able to reclaim
the Government’s ability to make im-
portant investments in our commu-
nities, such as fixing crumbling
schools, investing in mass transit, pro-
viding pension security, and ensuring
that our airways are safe.

Since 1980, we have added more than
$4 trillion to the national debt. If we do
not eliminate our run-away deficit
spending, we will not be able to ensure
that future generations have the same
opportunities we enjoyed. We will not
be able to ensure that our children and
our children’s children will be able to
achieve the American dream.

As I learned through my work on the
Entitlement Commission, unless we get
the deficit under control, by the year
2003, mandatory spending—entitle-
ment, plus interest on the national
debt—will account for fully 72 percent
of the total Federal budget. These few
program areas already consume almost
two-thirds of Federal resources. If we
don’t act now, if we wait until the
country is on the brink of financial
ruin, we will have totally failed to
meet our obligation to the American
people and to our country—and our
children will pay the price for our fail-
ure.

For example, current recipients of
Social Security and those of us in the
baby boom generation who will be col-
lecting checks in the not so distant fu-
ture, have an absolute expectation that
Social Security will provide for our re-
tirement. Social Security, thus far, has
been a wonderful success, but that suc-
cess is in danger. In a report released
June 5, 1996, the Social Security and
Medicare boards of trustees stated
that, by the year 2012, the Social Secu-
rity trust fund will begin spending
more than it takes in. And by the year
2029, the Trust Fund will have ex-
hausted all of its resources. And even
the current Social Security surpluses

will not stave off the coming fiscal cri-
sis for many more years. To meet So-
cial Security’s obligations after 2012,
the Federal Government will come up
with more cash by raising taxes, mak-
ing cuts in other parts of the budget, or
issuing more debt. Right now, we are
using Social Security surpluses to
mask the deficits. After 2012, when
there are no more surpluses, Federal
deficits will really begin to explode, an
explosion fueled by the looming retire-
ment of the baby boom generation. The
balanced budget constitutional amend-
ment will not solve these problems, but
it will make it much more likely that
we face them while there is still time.

Making the balanced budget amend-
ment part of our Constitution is a dem-
onstration that we are willing to face
our long-term fiscal problems, and that
we are prepared to act. The amendment
will impose on Congress the fiscal dis-
cipline to do what should have been
done years ago. If we don’t act now to
stop our run-away deficit spending,
there will be nothing left for education,
for infrastructure, or even for national
defense.

We have an obligation to the Amer-
ican people to discharge our debts and
not leave them with daunting burdens
that should have been addressed years
ago. We need to make the balanced
budget amendment part of the U.S.
Constitution.

Mr. KERRY. Mr. President, we have
had this debate before. But more than
talking about someday in the future
balancing the budget we should be bal-
ancing is now.

Since the last debate, we have had
ample opportunity to balance the budg-
et—not just attach our names to a con-
stitutional amendment which does
nothing to get us to balance. We are
here arguing about the requirement
rather than doing the hard work nec-
essary to succeed in that effort.

Mr. President, every Member of this
body has voted for one plan or another
to balance the Federal budget by the
year 2002. We have all done that, Mr.
President.

Last year, I voted for the Conrad
budget and this year, I voted for the
President’s budget. Both plans brought
us to balance by the year 2002.

This amendment will not force differ-
ing parties to come together—the par-
ties must do that themselves with the
same energy with which they debate
this issue.

Over the past year, I have weighed
this issue carefully—I have reexamined
my opposition to this constitutional
amendment as drafted and reviewed all
the arguments in this debate. I have
read and re-read historic documents,
analyzed committee hearings and the
report language, and carefully assessed
the impact of this amendment on Mas-
sachusetts and the country as a whole.

And, Mr. President, after this review,
I arrive at the same conclusion—we do
not need this amendment as drafted to
balance the budget. Everything in this
debate must be viewed with that truth

in mind. We do not need this amend-
ment to the constitution. It is super-
fluous. And passing it will not magi-
cally balance the budget.

The proponents of this amendment
have said in the Chamber time and
again that by constitutionalizing the
fiscal principle of a balanced budget, a
new moral power will overcome mem-
bers of Congress. To quote the commit-
tee report on this subject: ‘‘The Com-
mittee expects fidelity to the constitu-
tion, as does the American public.’’

Needless to say, there is an extraor-
dinary statement of pathetic admission
in this glorification of a new moral au-
thority.

Here are elected officials, already
sworn to defend the Constitution which
means defending the general welfare of
the nation; already granted, at the
highest level of Government, major re-
sponsibility to carry out the public
trust. We are individually already on
record in town meeting after town
meeting—in editorial board after edi-
torial board—in campaign promise
after campaign promise—in support of
a balanced budget.

And yet, here we are, being told that
words on a piece of paper will somehow
provide the moral force to accomplish
what nothing but the lack of personal
moral commitment prevents them
from doing today, right now.

Tragically, Mr. President, this
amendment as drafted is neither fair
nor neutral. It has been drafted in a
way as to create an amendment with
an agenda.

This amendment goes well beyond
fiscal responsibility and
constitutionalizes the politics of the
moment—the immediate political
agenda of the current majority—in a
way that may ultimately do violence
to the genius of our Constitution and
our form of democracy.

When the veneer is stripped from this
amendment, we see a deeply troubling
political motive that goes well beyond
just balancing the budget—which, by
definition, cannot be the only reason
for this amendment since the pro-
ponents already have the authority to
balance the budget today. They can do
it today. And we have voted on plan
after plan to bring the budget to bal-
ance.

Mr. President, this amendment goes
further than balancing the budget—it
goes to the heart of our democratic
process.

It carries with it a fundamental shift
in the exercise of decisionmaking in
America.

Those who are using this amendment
as a weapon in an ideological war do
not want the votes of those who think
differently to count as much as theirs.
It’s that simple.

If there is a possibility you may ever
reach a different conclusion than they
have, they want to make certain that
your vote will not count equally by re-
quiring that you must find a super-ma-
jority to fight back.

This is wrong, Mr. President, it is un-
democratic, and fundamentally revolu-
tionary in the worst sense of the word.
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But, Mr. President, that is not all

that is wrong with this amendment as
drafted—though it would certainly
seem to be enough.

This amendment as drafted will en-
courage budget gimmickry. It invites
the worst type of cynicism. The experi-
ence of States with balanced budget re-
quirements only bears this out. The
proponents of this amendment have ar-
gued that the experience of States with
balanced budget requirements makes a
constitutional amendment obvious—
but realities in budgeting demonstrate
the exact opposite to be true.

I take to heart the testimony of the
former comptroller of one State: Ed-
ward Regan of New York told the Con-
gress that many States with balanced
budget requirements achieve compli-
ance only with ‘‘dubious practices and
financial gimmicks.’’ These gimmicks
include shifting expenditures to off-
budget accounts or the financing of
certain functions to so-called independ-
ent agencies. These States have been
creative with tricks and ploys to mask
their deficits.

My distinguished colleague from Ver-
mont, Senator LEAHY, has illustrated
some of the shenanigans in his lucid
critique of this amendment—he talks
of States using ‘‘accelerated revenue
receipts such as tax payments, post-
poning payments to localities and
school district suppliers, delaying re-
funds to taxpayers and salary and ex-
pense payments to employees until the
next fiscal year, deferring contribu-
tions to pension funds or forcing
changes in actuarial assumptions, and
selling States’ assets.’’ And this
amendment does nothing to stop the
Federal Government from employing
the same tactics and dozens of others.

Mr. President, consider the effects of
these gimmicks on the people in this
country. Postponing payments? With-
holding funding for schools? Delaying
refunds to taxpayers? Deferring pen-
sion contributions? Selling our na-
tional assets?

That will be the result of this amend-
ment, Mr. President.

I oppose this gimmick. And I do so
principally because I have come to be-
lieve this is an ill-advised attempt to
memorialize, in the fundamental gov-
erning document of this democracy,
budget gimmicks and one political par-
ty’s fiscal agenda.

This amendment as drafted, Mr.
President, is political dogma disguised
as economic policy. It is the continu-
ation of an ongoing effort to demonize
national interests by demonizing those
who promote any kind of national pro-
grams to protect the American concept
of community.

The gimmicks engendered by this
amendment will assist the victory of
stagnant partisan politics over sound
public policy, doing what’s smart po-
litically rather than what’s good for
the American people.

The budget process of the U.S. Con-
gress already gives us the means to
balance the budget. The Constitution

already gives us the authority. We
have all voted on plans to balance the
budget by the year 2002. Let us get on
with negotiating a plan that works for
the American people—bring this budget
into balance and protect services the
American people depend upon.

I stand in strong support of a bal-
anced budget, Mr. President and have
voted for balanced budget plans, but I
am still opposed to amending our
statement of rights, our Constitution,
with this particular resolution.

If the majority wants a balanced
budget, as I and other Democrats do,
we should spend our time balancing the
budget. It’s axiomatic. It is simple. It
is time.

I yield the floor.
Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, on

February 8, 1995, I addressed the Senate
regarding my views on a constitutional
amendment that would require a bal-
anced Federal budget. I stated at that
time that I was opposed to an amend-
ment to do something that can be done
without a change to the Constitution.
My position on this matter, some 13
months later, has not changed.

However, I would like to take a few
moments to point out some things that
have changed over the past 13 months.
The first is that the 104th Congress,
with a majority of Republicans in each
Chamber, voted and passed legislation
which would have balanced the budget
by 2002. That legislation contained
painful decisions for all Members—
Democrats and Republicans. But in the
end, Congress was able to do something
that few people thought was politically
possible, it passed a balanced budget. I
think it is important to note that the
success in the Senate and House of this
effort was due in large part to the out-
standing leadership of Majority Leader
DOLE, and Speaker GINGRICH, as well as
Senator DOMENICI and Congressman
KASICH as the chairmen of the respec-
tive Senate and House Budget Commit-
tees.

Despite the achievements by the Con-
gress to pass legislation which would
have lead to a balanced budget by 2002,
this bill was vetoed by the President.
That does not mean that the Congress
failed to make headway toward the
goal of balancing the budget during the
104th Congress. I would like to note
that one committee, the Appropria-
tions Committee, was able to cut $23
billion in discretionary spending this
year. As members of the Appropria-
tions Committee in the House and the
Senate know, that process was not a
pretty picture. I liken it to major sur-
gery without the benefit of anesthetics.
I am happy to report that the Appro-
priations Committee is ready to do its
part again this year.

As I have stated here on the floor of
the Senate many times before, we
should not, we cannot, and we will not
balance the budget of the Federal Gov-
ernment solely on the back of non-
defense discretionary spending ac-
counts. I do not wish to slip into Wash-
ington language so I will explain what

nondefense discretionary accounts ac-
tually are. Education funds are discre-
tionary, environmental programs fall
under discretionary spending, crime
prevention programs come from discre-
tionary accounts, and medical research
falls under the discretionary umbrella.
Do not forget agriculture programs,
the State Department, housing pro-
grams, NASA, and many other pro-
grams which touch each of our lives
every single day. By excluding military
spending, entitlements and mandatory
spending from our calculation to bal-
ance the budget—each one of these pro-
grams must bear the brunt of any re-
duction in spending.

Entitlement programs such as Social
Security, Medicare, and Medicaid are
important and vital programs—but
they should not be held above every-
thing else that the Federal Govern-
ment invests in. There have even been
calls by some to take a $348 billion pro-
gram off the negotiating table as the
key to passage of a version of a con-
stitutional balanced budget amend-
ment; $348 billion represented 22 per-
cent of all Federal outlays in 1996.
Compare that 22-percent program to
the 17 percent of the Federal budget
that represents all nondefense discre-
tionary spending. Is it realistic to take
22 percent of the budget off the table in
trying to balance the Federal budget? I
do not believe it is realistic. All Fed-
eral spending should be on the table,
even if it is an entitlement program—
and even if that program is Social Se-
curity.

Mr. President, I support balancing
the Federal budget, and I will do all
that I can as the chairman of the Ap-
propriations Committee during my last
year in the Senate to see that it is
done. What I cannot do is support a
constitutional promise to the people of
this country that its elected represent-
atives will balance the Federal budget.
Congress and the President can and
should, with the support of the public,
balance our budget.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, I support
balancing the budget. That is why I
supported the President’s deficit reduc-
tion package in the last Congress,
which has already cut the deficit in
half—reducing it for 4 consecutive
years for the first time since World
War II. That’s why I’ve have voted for
five specific balanced budget proposals
in this Congress.

But while I will continue to stand up
for real deficit reduction, I am not pre-
pared to write into the Constitution
language that is more likely to lead to
disillusionment and constitutional cri-
sis than to a balanced budget.

The proposed amendment, despite its
title, would not balance the budget—it
would just say that a future Congress
has to pass a law to enforce a balanced
budget. Why wait?

The only real way to balance the
budget is to make the tough choices.
Most of us have voted for budgets
which balance in the next 6 years. The
argument is about how to balance the
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budget. We should be working toward
an agreement that would complete the
job and balance the budget. Unless and
until we make those tough choices and
bridge the remaining gap, settle the
disagreement over the Nation’s prior-
ities, we will not have a balanced budg-
et, whether or not we pass the proposed
constitutional amendment.

In this Congress, both Democrats and
Republicans have put proposals on the
table which, as certified by the non-
partisan Congressional Budget Office
[CBO], would result in a balanced budg-
et by the year 2002. A bipartisan coali-
tion has put its own budget plan on the
table, also certified by CBO to achieve
a balance within 7 years. We won’t get
to a balanced budget now by walking
away from the table and voting instead
on a constitutional amendment. That’s
a dodge which allows some to say we
are cured before we have taken the rest
of the medicine.

In May 1992, Robert Reischauer, then
Director of the CBO, testified before
the House Budget Committee that a
balanced budget amendment is not a
solution, it is ‘‘only a repetition in an
even louder voice of an intention that
has been stated over and over again
during the course of the last 50 years.’’
Dr. Reischauer stated:

It would be a cruel hoax to suggest to the
American public that one more procedural
promise in the form of a constitutional
amendment is going to get the job done. The
deficit cannot be brought down without
making painful decisions. . . A balanced
budget amendment in and of itself will nei-
ther produce a plan nor allocate responsibil-
ity for producing one.

Dr. Reischauer further stated:
Without credible legislation for the transi-

tion that embodies an effective mechanism
for enforcement, government borrowing is
not going to be cut. But the transitional leg-
islation and the enforcement mechanism are
95 percent of the battle. If we could get
agreement on those, we would not need a
constitutional amendment.

The public understands this. They
know the difference between promises
and action. And, that is why when the
Senate considered this same constitu-
tional amendment last year, I offered
an amendment to require enactment of
legislation to enforce the provisions of
the Constitutional amendment before
it went to the States for ratification.
My amendment was tabled 62 to 38.

Let me tell you what some of the
commentators have said about the bal-
anced budget amendment back in my
home State. Here is what the Detroit
Free Press said when we debated the
issue last January:

You wouldn’t take seriously any politician
who promised to be faithful to his spouse, be-
ginning in 2002, so why do so many people
take seriously the proposed balanced-budget
amendment?

It’s the same kind of empty promise to be
good—not now, but later. Putting it in the
Constitution isn’t likely to confer on Con-
gress the spine or the wisdom to fulfill it.

. . . [T]he way to cut the budget is to cut
the budget, not to promise to do it sometime
in the future. . . . Gluing a balanced budget
amendment onto the Constitution only
postpones the moment of truth.

And here is what the Battle Creek
Enquirer said, also last January:

If a balanced budget is such a good idea, we
say to Congress: Just do it!’’ After all, wait-
ing until a constitutional amendment man-
dates it will just delay a balanced budget—
perhaps by years.

This Congress isn’t likely to give the na-
tion a balanced budget, that’s for certain.
But, by touting the need for this amend-
ment, it sure can talk like a Congress that
already has. . . [I]t’s all an illusion.

‘‘Just do it!’’ That’s what the Amer-
ican people want. They know the dif-
ference between promises and action. A
constitutional amendment can promise
a balanced budget, but it cannot de-
liver a balanced budget. Only concrete
action by the Congress and the Presi-
dent can do that.

Mr. President, I am also deeply trou-
bled by the fact that this amendment,
as written, would put the Social Secu-
rity trust fund at risk. Time after
time, my colleagues on the other side
of the aisle have rejected amendments
to protect the Social Security trust
fund. Consequently, if we enact this
amendment, we will continue running
deficits of at least $120 billion a year
for more than a decade, and will con-
ceal these deficits by using the surplus
in the Social Security trust fund.

The money in that trust fund should
be exactly that—in trust. I cannot vote
for a constitutional amendment which
allows the use of trust fund money to
cover up huge deficit spending. That’s
simply wrong.

In conclusion, Mr. President, the pro-
posed amendment provides an excuse
for Congress not to act now to reduce
the deficit and it doesn’t force congres-
sional action later either. It lets us off
the hook now, and there is no hook
later. There is only one way to balance
the budget—now or in 2002—and that is
with the willpower to make the hard
choices. Let’s get back to work.

Ms. SNOWE. Mr. President, I rise
once again in strong support of the
measure that will soon be before us: a
balanced budget amendment to the
Constitution of the United States. No
issue is more critical to the economic
future of our Nation—and the economic
future of our children and grand-
children—than that of balancing the
budget.

John F. Kennedy once said, ‘‘It is the
task of every generation to build a
road for the next generation.’’ Well,
Mr. President, the road we are building
for the next generation is laden with
the cavernous potholes of deficits and
debt that threaten to swallow up our
children’s future prosperity. And if we
fail to take the bold steps necessary to
halt our reckless and irresponsible pat-
tern of deficit spending, the road we
pass on to the next generation will be
nothing more than a dead end.

But, Mr. President, we have an op-
portunity today to alter the construc-
tion of that ‘‘road to nowhere’’ * * *
and to begin to build a smooth, safe
road for our children and grandchildren
that will lead them into a bright future

of economic security and prosperity
that so many of our generation have
enjoyed.

Today marks yet another historic op-
portunity for the U.S. Senate and for
the American people. Some of us have
been working for more than a dozen
years for a balanced budget amend-
ment—while others have joined the
fight more recently. As a Member of
the House of Representatives, I dedi-
cated myself to passing a balanced
budget amendment. Beginning in 1981, I
was one of four original cosponsors of
legislation calling for a balanced budg-
et amendment—and I have cosponsored
four similar measures since that time—
including the resolution we are discuss-
ing today.

In the 103d Congress, I was once again
one of four bipartisan sponsors of the
amendment in the House, and we
worked with my friend, the distin-
guished Senator from Illinois—Senator
SIMON—to overcome institutional op-
position to the balanced budget amend-
ment. Notwithstanding the opposition
of the House leadership in the 103d Con-
gress, we nearly reached the requisite
two-thirds needed for passage, only to
have our hopes dashed when the Speak-
er of the House and Democratic leaders
whipped their members into line—and
urged even some Democrat cosponsors
to change their votes on the bill.

Well, early in this Congress, a similar
event undercut the balanced budget
amendment here in the U.S. Senate.
Democratic opponents—led by the
President—argued that the balanced
budget amendment was nothing more
than a gimmick. They said balancing
the budget requires nothing more than
accounting sleights-of-hand. But as I
have stated in the past, if the balanced
budget amendment were a gimmick,
Congress would have passed it long
ago—because Congress loves gimmicks.

Ultimately, the President and his fel-
low opponents succeeded in rejecting
the will of 80 percent of the American
people who support this amendment
and defeated it by a single vote—a sin-
gle vote that could have been provided
by any one of the six Democratic Mem-
bers that had switched their vote from
the previous year.

Fortunately, our distinguished ma-
jority leader, Senator DOLE, gave us
the opportunity to revisit that short-
sighted political decision by changing
his vote and vowing that these six
Members and other opponents would
have the opportunity to reconsider
their vote later in the 104th Congress.
That opportunity is now upon us, and I
would hope that these Members
would—in the words of the majority
leader prior to the last vote on this
amendment—repent and vote to give
the decision to enact this amendment
to the citizens of their States.

Mr. President, the Senate cannot
allow the opportunity to complete the
first leg of this journey to pass us by.
We cannot allow arrogance to triumph
over the will of the American people.

This is a rare opportunity to do what
is right: To set a path for a balanced
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Federal budget amidst a rare common
purpose. The American people have
asked to give them the power to decide
if such an amendment is in their best
interests—and I believe the Congress
has the obligation to do just that.

The action we take today will not
alter the Constitution this week, this
month, or even this year. Rather, our
adoption of this resolution will simply
allow the States to take up this pro-
posal in the years ahead and—if those
who sent us to this body also deem the
balanced budget amendment worthy—
only then will our Constitution be
changed.

To be sure, we have tried to meet the
challenge of a balanced Federal budget
through other measures short of an
amendment. Mr. President, they have
not worked . . . they will not work.

Congress has repeatedly tried to bal-
ance the budget through statutory
remedies. Each of these efforts—the
1978 Revenue Act, the 1978 Byrd amend-
ment, the Humphrey-Hawkins Act of
1978, Gramm-Rudman-Hollings I,
Gramm–Rudman-Hollings II, and the
1990 agreement following the budget
summit—ended in failure.

And, Mr. President, my confidence in
the wisdom of the balanced budget
amendment has only been increased in
light of our most recent effort to bal-
ance the budget statutorily.

As you will recall, the Republicans
moved forward in presenting a bold
plan to balance the budget despite the
narrow defeat of the balanced budget
amendment last year. Following 10
months of wrenching work and tough
decisionmaking by the Republican ma-
jority, President Clinton—amidst im-
mense demagoguery and obfuscation of
the facts—ultimately vetoed our care-
fully crafted budget plan that would
have set our fiscal ship aright. This
veto came from the same President
who sat out the fight during those 10
months and did nothing to move the
process of balancing the budget for-
ward.

In fact, President Clinton chose in-
stead to first offer a budget that prom-
ised deficits in excess of $200 billion per
year as far as the eye could see. Sev-
eral months later, when he realized the
political wind was shifting and the tide
was turning in favor of a balanced
budget, he pointed his boat in the di-
rection of the wind, put up the spin-
naker, and claimed that he too could
balance the budget—but it would take
10 years.

Well, not only did that plan prove to
be nothing but a sham that produced
annual deficits of $200 billion, but it
also demonstrated President Clinton’s
willingness to renege on a campaign
promise that he made exactly 4 years
ago: His commitment to offer a plan to
balance the budget in 5 years. Of
course, since he took office, the Presi-
dent has had considerable difficulty de-
ciding how long it would take to bal-
ance the budget. First it was 5 years,
then 10 years, then 7 years, then 8
years, then 9 years. And today—as a re-

sult of the vacuum of Presidential
leadership on this critical issue—we
still have no balanced budget agree-
ment.

To make a long story short, the
President’s charade of offering bal-
anced budget plans that did nothing
but exacerbate our problems in coming
years continued through all of 1995,
until he finally crafted a plan that
reached paper balance on January 6 of
this year. The budget negotiations be-
tween the President and congressional
leaders that had been undertaken at
that time ultimately collapsed in late
January, and we are once again faced
with the daunting task of crafting a
plan to balance the budget on our own
with no sign of compromise from the
President.

In fact, rather than come forward
with a plan that would demonstrate his
willingness to reach consensus and pro-
vide a real path to balance, the Presi-
dent’s fiscal year 1997 budget continued
to rely on gimmicks such as the
backloading of fully 60 percent of his
spending cuts in the final 2 years of his
plan.

And then, less than 2 months ago,
CBO told us that the President’s budg-
et did not reach balance on its own,
and was in fact $81 billion out of bal-
ance in the year 2002. CBO further stat-
ed that the President would not only
have to turn off his tax cuts in the year
2001 to reach balance, but discretionary
spending—which is used to fund pro-
grams that many consider to be vital
to our shared commitments to edu-
cation and the environment—would
also need to be cut by an additional $68
billion in the years 2001 and 2002 alone.

Regrettably, the President has re-
fused to budge from his insistence on
using gimmicks and budgetary
sleights-of-hand to reach balance—and
his latest budget proposal made no
meaningful strides toward gaining bi-
partisan support. In light of these
events, I believe we can all agree that
any hope for a balanced budget agree-
ment prior to the November election
now seems unthinkable.

If we learned nothing else from the
acrimonious debate on the budget of
the past year and a half, it is that ab-
sent a force greater than politics, our
ability to agree on a plan to balance
the budget will always be held hostage
to other short-term considerations.
However, the enactment of the bal-
anced budget amendment will force the
Federal Government to live within its
means because it will compel us to
reach agreement. A balanced budget
would no longer be an option, it would
be an imperative. The President and
the Congress would be forced to com-
promise or be held accountable for re-
neging on their sworn commitment to
uphold the Constitution.

Mr. President, if we pass the bal-
anced budget amendment, our govern-
ment will be forced to break its addic-
tion to deficit spending. The full
weight and measure of the Constitu-
tion will force us to live within our

means. We will no longer be able to
borrow against our children’s future.
And we will be required to set prior-
ities among our programs.

For 8 years, my husband served as
Governor of Maine. During that time, I
used to tell him that traveling between
Washington and Maine was like going
from fiscal fantasyland to fiscal reality
for me. Because, like the Governors of
47 other States, he was required to bal-
ance the State’s budget no matter
what the economic conditions, or how
much money they were short. That
meant wrenching decisions, to be sure,
but with discipline those decisions
were possible.

If accountability and discipline work
at the State level, we can and should
make it work at the Federal level as
well. Congress should be able to
confront the economic realities and
challenges that 48 States—and every
American family—are forced to
confront every day.

Mr. President, our national debt
places a crippling burden on hard-
working families in Maine and across
our great land. The Concord Coalition
compiled an analysis that suggests
that without the deficit, our productiv-
ity would be much higher, and that the
average American family income would
be $50,000, instead of the current $35,000
a year.

How many children, I wonder, go
without a proper education because of
that missing $15,000? How many couples
or single parents forgo proper, safe,
child care because of these numbers? Is
this what has become of the American
dream when, by ignoring the deficit, we
deny American families the oppor-
tunity to prosper financially, or even
to survive economically?

Mr. President, our constituents de-
serve—and need—to reap the windfall
of a balanced budget.

Perhaps the most devastating and
alarming impact the deficit has had on
our economy is its effect on economic
growth and job creation. The New York
Federal Reserve Bank says that from
1979 to 1989, we lost 5 percent growth in
GNP and in national income because of
a drop in savings caused by the deficit.
According to the CBO, every percent-
age point lost in GNP means 650,000
jobs lost in this country. That is a dev-
astating concept: On that basis, the
deficit in those years resulted in the
loss of roughly 3.75 million jobs.

Ironically, opposition to the balanced
budget amendment is once again com-
ing from a President whose failed fiscal
policies resulted in a growth in real
GDP of only 1.4 percent in 1995. Con-
trary to what the administration
would have us believe, this is the weak-
est economic recovery in 28 years. In
fact, job growth following the most re-
cent recession is half of what is typical
in a normal recovery.

The present recovery has yielded
total growth of only 12.2 percent, while
identical periods of recovery following
the recessions of 1982 and 1975 were 22.6
percent, and 32 percent respectively.
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Balancing the budget—while not a

silver bullet—would have a tremendous
positive ripple effect across the econ-
omy: It has been estimated that bal-
ancing the budget would not only lead
to growth in real GDP of 0.5 percent or
more, but would also yield a drop in
long-term interest rates of between 2.5
and 4 percent over the next 7 years.

This is remarkable, because even a 2-
percent decline in interest rates would
create an additional 2.5 million jobs,
according to the Joint Economic Com-
mittee. In human terms, that means
that Americans would pay less on their
home mortgages, car loans, and stu-
dent loans for college. When you stop
to think about it, the last time we saw
interest rates that low, General Eisen-
hower became President Eisenhower.

And while balancing the budget
would result in immediate economic
benefits, even more compelling reasons
can be found in what will happen to our
economy in the future if we fail to bal-
ance the budget. As Herb Stein of the
AEI notes, ‘‘The problem isn’t the defi-
cit we have now, it’s the deficits we
will have in the next century.’’ You
know the numbers:

Under current economic policies, our
debt—which has grown from $1 trillion
in 1980 to more than $4.9 trillion
today—will reach $6.4 trillion by the
year 2002. And according to estimates
from the President’s own Office of
Management and Budget, the deficit
will double in 15 years, then double
again every 5 years thereafter. And by
the year 2025, OMB estimates that the
deficit in that year alone will be $2 tril-
lion. OMB also forecasts that if we con-
tinue our current spending spree, fu-
ture generations will suffer an 82-per-
cent tax rate and a 50-percent reduc-
tion in benefits in order to pay the bills
we are leaving them today.

As my colleague, the distinguished
Senator from New Mexico [Mr. DOMEN-
ICI] has emphasized in the past, our na-
tional debt represents the most unfair
tax ever imposed.

The balanced budget amendment de-
mands that we evaluate every one of
our programs. It compels us to ask
these important questions about every
government program:

Does it fit within our priorities? Can
we afford it? Will it help the American
people?

And, the balanced budget amendment
will force those of us in Congress to
ask ourselves the fundamental ques-
tion: Can we do our job better?

Mr. President, the answer is yes—we
can do our job better. And we must do
it better. We have skirted the issue of
the balanced budget for years now. We
cannot continue to pass this onerous
debt on to our children and grand-
children. We can no longer squander
their future.

I believe that we must also lead by
living by the standards that every
American must uphold in their daily
lives. The American people have
learned to live within their means.
They balance their checkbooks each

month, and adjust their spending as
their income changes. We must do the
same.

Passage of the balanced budget
amendment will restore accountability
to the Federal budget process, and
force our government to live within its
means as well.

How much proof of the devastating
impact of this deficit do we need? How
much debt is finally enough? And how
much longer do we have to wait for
Congress to have the will and the cour-
age to act?

Now is the time to pass the amend-
ment, Mr. President. Recent events
have proven that even with the passage
of a balanced budget plan by a major-
ity of Congress, months of negotiations
between the President and Congress,
and countless calls for compromise by
the general public, the adoption of a
balanced budget can still be thwarted
by a force the average American has
grown tired of: the force of politics.
The passage of a constitutional amend-
ment will change all that. We cannot
afford to squander this opportunity yet
again.

Thank you very much, Mr. President.
I yield the floor.

Mr. LIEBERMAN. Mr. President, I
intend to vote against House Joint
Resolution 1, a joint resolution propos-
ing a balanced budget amendment to
the Constitution of the United States.
At the same time, I want to make it
clear that not only do I support bal-
ancing the budget, I have devoted a
good deal of my time in the Senate to-
ward achieving that goal.

Most recently, I worked with a bipar-
tisan group of Senators to develop a bi-
partisan balanced budget package. We
spent over 6 months putting together a
package which set reasonable discre-
tionary spending limits, began the
process of entitlement reform, and con-
tained a reasonable set of tax initia-
tives. I was, and continue to be, proud
of these efforts. And while we did not
win the vote on this package, I am de-
lighted to note that we came pretty
close in a 46 to 53 vote, with 24 Demo-
crats and 22 Republicans voting for
what has come to be known as the Cen-
trist Coalition plan.

I found this vote heartening and I
think it speaks well for the future of
balancing the budget. Because if there
is one thing we are all coming to real-
ize, it is that one political party is not
going to be able to do it alone.

Rather than heading down the path
of amending our Constitution to say we
want to balance the budget someday, I
hope that Members of this body will
consider redoubling our bipartisan ef-
forts to actually balance the budget. It
seems to me that we are very close to
agreeing on a 7-year balanced budget
plan, this year, in this Congress. We
ought not to distract from that goal
which is tantalizingly within our
reach. I hope my colleagues will agree
with me and join in a here and now at-
tempt to balance the budget by sup-
porting the budget which has been put
forward by the Centrist Coalition.

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, more than
a decade ago, when budget deficits were
first becoming a way of life around
here, I proposed a constitutional
amendment to require a balanced budg-
et. Since then I have voted for several
other versions of a balanced budget
amendment, including the one before
us today.

This is not a commitment I have un-
dertaken lightly. This is the ultimate
step we can take to safeguard future
generations from irresponsible budget
policies. On those grounds, I believe
that making deficit finance a more dif-
ficult decision is an appropriate issue
for consideration as part of our coun-
try’s fundamental law.

But the practical reasons for this
amendment are also compelling. The
threat to the future of our country, and
the damage that accumulating deficits
are doing right now, are sufficiently se-
rious to warrant this ultimate step.

The effects of mounting debt and
deficits on the future of our country
will be profound. Right now, the Fed-
eral debt held by the public—the accu-
mulation of our annual deficits—totals
more than $3.6 trillion. This year the
interest we will pay on our accumu-
lated borrowing will be $240 billion.

By the year 2002, the target year for
balancing the budget under the amend-
ment before us, interest alone will
total $311 billion, and will cost us more
than we will spend on the total defense
budget, more than we will spend on
every domestic function of govern-
ment, from fighting crime to building
roads.

Accumulating debt at this pace is
simply unsustainable—it will radically
reduce the choices that future Con-
gresses, representing future genera-
tions of Americans, can make. By con-
tinuing to accumulate debt, we are
forging chains that will bind those who
follow us. We are buying a little extra
time to avoid those hard choices by
dumping them into the future.

At the same time, because concern
for the deficit is driving so much of our
thinking right now, we are short-
changing the kinds of programs that
may provide long-term payoffs, that
could make us all better off in the fu-
ture, but that are increasingly
squeezed out of the budget.

Just look what is happening to our
investments in education, in research,
in cleaner air and water, in safer work-
ing conditions. These represent our leg-
acy to the future; they will deter-
mine—for better or for worse—the kind
of country we pass along to our chil-
dren and grandchildren.

But in the current budget climate,
we are slighting these priorities in the
race to find short-term savings.

Mr. President, I have watched for
years as accumulating deficits have
changed the face of our budget process.
I have watched the policies that pro-
vide essential support for those who
need it the most. They include my par-
ents’ generation, who won a war for us,
and built the greatest economy in the
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world. We have made moral commit-
ments to them, commitments I came
to Washington to keep.

And our children—the future of our
country—will be shortchanged by budg-
et policies that cut investments in edu-
cation, research, health care.

Mr. President, there is much merit in
the argument that we should return
more authority and responsibility to
State and local governments, that we
should return the power to make deci-
sions and the resources to carry them
out to the neighborhoods and commu-
nities that know their problems best.

But we cannot lose sight of the rea-
sons that led our Founding Fathers to
establish a national government—the
kinds of issues that cut across city and
county lines, that cut across State and
regional boundaries, issues that affect
us all as Americans.

Unfortunately, it is also those prior-
ities that are now under attack in our
deficit-driven budget process.

I am talking about the air and water
pollution that drifts and flows over
State lines. I am talking about the
safety of food and drugs sold by na-
tional and multinational corporations.
I am talking about the safety and reli-
ability of our rail and airline systems.

All of these essential functions of our
national Government have been under
severe spending restrictions—virtually
a spending freeze—since 1990. Under the
current budgets of both the adminis-
tration and the Republican majority in
Congress, these priorities will continue
under tight restraints.

Now, Mr. President, over a decade
ago I proposed, along with Senators
KASSEBAUM and GRASSLEY, a freeze on
all spending programs, to provide some
breathing space for us reconsider the
course we were on.

Well, of course we did not impose
that freeze, and for almost a decade we
did not undertake a fundamental
change in our budgets—and the results
are all too clear.

But 3 years ago, Mr. President, we
took the first steps toward restoring
some balance to our national finances.
We passed a $500 billion deficit reduc-
tion package that has produced 4
straight years of deficit reduction for
the first time since the end of World
War II.

Unlike so many of the promises made
here in Washington, Mr. President, the
benefits of that plan were even greater
than advertised. Because of the lower
interest rates that serious deficit re-
duction permitted, the economy has
grown fast enough to reduce the deficit
to the tune of $846 billion less than it
would have been.

That’s right, Mr. President, our na-
tional debt would be $846 billion higher
if we had listened to those voices who
tried to scare us out of taking the first
real steps to bring the deficit under
control.

That experience might have been en-
couraging—we could accomplish real,
significant deficit reduction and be re-
warded with lower interest rates and

stronger economic growth. But instead,
the political response to that success
has been a ceaseless stream of recrimi-
nations for those of us who voted for
that historic budget plan.

So in many ways we are worse off
than before, Mr. President. The lesson
many will take away from recent budg-
et debates is that the tough choices to
reduce the deficit will get you little
credit and a lot of blame.

And as is increasingly the case, we
see that the goal of a balanced budg-
et—years out there, over the horizon—
seems dim and vague compared to
promises to throw tens of billions of
dollars on exotic weapons systems, or
on continued corporate welfare, or tax
breaks for a wealthy few.

That is why I am still convinced that
we must take the final step to close the
door on the era of uncontrolled deficit
spending. We must send the balanced
budget amendment to the States—to
the people of the United States—for
their approval.

Without this additional constraint on
our budget process, I am afraid that we
will find the old ways of doing business
too easy, too attractive, to give up.

It is my belief that only when we
have asserted control over our budget
once again will we be able to conduct a
meaningful debate on our real national
priorities. Until then, the short-term,
bottom line calculations will continue
to drive the budget process.

Mr. President, that if we had taken
control over the budget before, if we
had found the discipline to make the
tough choices, we would not have seen
the erosion in support for those prior-
ities that led me into public life. I want
to restore balance to our Nation’s fi-
nances, Mr. President, but just as im-
portantly, I want to restore some bal-
ance to our priorities.

Mrs. MURRAY. Mr. President, earlier
today, I voted against House Joint Res-
olution 1, the so-called balanced budget
amendment. Like last year, this
amendment was defeated. And, once
again, I want to take a minute to tell
my colleagues why I voted the way I
did.

Mr. President, this amendment is
nothing more than a feel-good political
gimmick. The balanced budget amend-
ment makes for a good political sound
bite. But, when looked at closely, one
can see this amendment would have se-
rious economic ramifications, tie the
hands of our children and trivialize our
Nation’s constitution.

I am disappointed—but not com-
pletely surprised—the Senate decided
to vote on this amendment during the
height of the Presidential campaign
season. We should not use the Nation’s
fiscal policies to create divides between
our two parties. Rather, we should be
working together to come to agree-
ment on a common-sense balanced-
budget plan that reflects American val-
ues—the belief we should care for our
elderly, educate our children and pre-
serve our quality of life.

We have made great progress this
past year. The difference between our

two parties has narrowed greatly. Ev-
eryone agrees we need to balance this
Nation’s budget, and we are closer than
ever to reaching a budget compromise.

In fact, just 2 weeks ago, the so-
called centrist balanced budget plan
came within five votes of passing on
this floor. And while I did not like
every part of it, I supported it because
it was the most credible attempt yet to
actually reach a final compromise and
get the job done.

Mr. President, we simply need to
stay focused. We must remember a bal-
anced budget constitutional amend-
ment will not get the job done for us—
political courage and tough decisions
are the only things that will balance
the budget.

Let’s not forget the progress we have
made these past 3 years. Since 1993, we
have cut the deficit in half, and the
Congressional Budget Office estimates
this year’s deficit will be as low as $130
billion. That’s nothing to cheer about,
but it’s progress. And it’s proof the
President’s 1993 deficit reduction plan
has worked. And I am proud to say I
voted for that plan.

So, Mr. President, we know we can
balance the budget without tying our
children’s hands in the future. This
amendment will make it impossible for
future generations to determine our
country’s spending and revenue prior-
ities. We will do that for them. They
will be forced to live within tight
spending constraints and they will be
paying much higher taxes than we pay
today.

And proponents of this amendment
fail to explain that it will make it
much more difficult for our country to
deal with recessions. Like any good
business, the government must invest
today in order to succeed tomorrow.
During recessions, the Government’s
revenue stream decreases and its need
to provide unemployment insurance in-
creases. In order to curtail a recession
and energize the economy, the Govern-
ment must invest in capital and its
people. Quite simply, the balanced
budget amendment will stifle the Na-
tion’s ability to correct economic
downturns.

And let’s not forget the Government
oftentimes is needed to help States and
local communities deal with the dam-
age that results from natural disasters.
Just last winter, my home State suf-
fered severe flooding. The floods caused
millions of dollars worth of damage
and upset the local economy. The Fed-
eral Government helped Washington
State residents cope with this disaster
by pitching in $74.5 million. This is an
important role the Federal Govern-
ment must play. But, the balanced
budget amendment would make this
type of assistance impossible in the fu-
ture.

Mr. President, balancing the budget
requires tough choices. We have
learned it takes dramatic spending
cuts or tax increases or a combination
of both. It cannot be done by cutting
taxes. Last year, my Republican col-
leagues proposed $250 billion worth of
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tax cuts. I ask my colleagues, how
would that huge tax cut proposal mesh
with the constraints of the balanced
budget constitutional amendment?
Where would the offsets come from?
Does this mean we would balance the
budget by cutting important programs
to pay for politically popular tax cuts?

Mr. President, these questions are
important. We have already seen how
the Republican majority would balance
the budget. They would cut education
and job training programs, strip envi-
ronmental protections, and reduce pay-
ments to Medicare beneficiaries. We
need to understand the consequences of
passing this amendment, and we need
to ask whether or not this Nation’s
most needy will be taken care of appro-
priately if it is passed.

Just as we must watch out for our
most needy—those who cannot afford
to buy a high-priced lobbyist to speak
on their behalf—we need to consider
how this amendment will impact small
States. When determining how to make
the cuts needed to balance the budget,
the States with the most representa-
tives will have the most influence over
the decisions being made. I fear small
States, like Washington State, will
take a disproportionate hit when Con-
gress determines how to make the cuts
needed to balance the budget.

And, Mr. President, our wise Found-
ing Fathers wanted Congress to control
the Nation’s purse strings because the
legislative branch is the closest branch
to the people—we understand the needs
and priorities of our constituents. The
balanced budget amendment could
shift fiscal responsibility to the courts.
If the President and the Congress dis-
agree on spending and revenue prior-
ities, the courts could be required to
step in and decide the appropriate fis-
cal plan.

Mr. President, Supreme Court Jus-
tices are not responsible to the people
of my home State. They are not elect-
ed, and they are not sent to the Na-
tion’s Capital to tend to the needs of
my constituents.

We have amended the Constitution
only 17 times since we adopted the Bill
of Rights. We have never changed the
Constitution lightly. Every previous
amendment has expanded personal
rights and outlined responsibilities. We
have never amended the Constitution
to insert an economic belief. And, for-
tunately, we did not do so today.

Mr. President, I voted against this
amendment because I value the Con-
stitution. I chose not to trivialize the
importance of the U.S. Constitution by
making it a forum for our annual fiscal
decisions and the politics that accom-
pany those decisions.

I have no doubt the Senate will de-
bate this amendment again next year. I
look forward to that debate, but I re-
mind my colleagues that between now
and then we can make that debate ir-
relevant. We can work together to find
compromise, and we can work together
to put together a sensible balanced
budget agreement. And, I say, that

would be the best thing for our chil-
dren—that would be the real accom-
plishment that will truly benefit our
children.

Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I rise
today in strong opposition to this con-
stitutional amendment to balance the
budget.

Let me first say, I am well aware
that the notion of balancing the budget
and forcing this Government to live
within its means is a popular idea both
in Congress and across the Nation. If
working families have to do it, why
can’t the Government?

I agree. That’s one of the main rea-
sons that I was 1 of 11 Members of the
U.S. Senate to vote against the Reagan
tax plan of 1981. In case we’ve all for-
gotten, it was that plan, which cut
taxes for the wealthy, increased spend-
ing and exploded the deficit to the
heights it reaches today.

It is why I sponsored the first pay-as-
you-go plan in 1982. According to the
CBO, the enactment of that proposal
would have brought a budget surplus
by 1985, making this entire debate
today irrelevant.

Additionally, it is why I was the sec-
ond Member from this side of the aisle
to support the Gramm–Rudman-Hol-
lings Act.

And it is why I supported President
Clinton’s 1993 deficit reduction plan.
Because of that plan the latest deficit
projections are down to $130 billion,
from more than $300 billion when the
President took office.

It is also why I have long been an ad-
vocate for real deficit reduction and
not the various accounting gimmicks
that so often tarnish our budget cut-
ting efforts here in Congress. But, at
the same time, I have also fought for
deficit reduction that protects our na-
tional priorities while forcing Congress
to accept fiscal responsibility.

But, the measure before us today
would meet none of those essential cri-
teria. Instead it would only increase
the use of budgetary gimmickry by al-
lowing the Congress to avoid making
the critical decisions necessary for bal-
ancing the budget.

What’s more, it would not make it
any easier for this or any Congress to
accept our fiscal responsibility. Instead
it would include in the organic law of
our land a constitutional amendment
that would remove from the legislature
the historic and mandated role of mak-
ing budgetary decisions.

Contrary to the arguments of its sup-
porters, this amendment is not a light-
ning bolt that would suddenly give the
Congress the courage it has so often
lacked when it comes to cutting the
deficit.

Instead it would constitutionally
mandate possibly massive spending
cuts in education, the environment,
Medicare and Medicaid and other prior-
ities that make a real difference in the
lives of the American people. And in
the end we would have a foolproof ex-
cuse for those draconian cuts: ‘‘The
Constitution made me do it.’’

And if Congress could not effectively
reach compromise a constitutional
amendment could place the budgetary
decisionmaking process squarely in the
lap of the Supreme Court.

The Supreme Court is an unelected
body whose job is to interpret our Na-
tion’s laws, not enforce them. But, if
this amendment passes, the Supreme
Court could be deciding whether the re-
quirement of a balanced budget has
been achieved.

If the conditions of this amendment
were not met then our Federal judici-
ary could be making the decisions on
budgetary allocations.

For the Congress to go along with
such a proposal represents an absolute
abdication of our responsibilities and
obligations as legislators and elected
representatives of the American peo-
ple.

That’s no way to balance the budget
and it’s no way to run the Federal Gov-
ernment.

But, while there are many reasons
why I believe this amendment is truly
bad public policy and bad for the Amer-
ican people, I also believe that it is
wholly unnecessary.

Because, over the past year and a
half, Democrats and Republicans
reached compromise on the means for
balancing the Federal budget.

Let me repeat that, because I think
sometimes it is conveniently ignored
by my Republican colleagues: Both
President Clinton and the leadership
here in Congress are in agreement on
balancing the Federal budget in 7
years.

Both sides have proposed the nec-
essary spending cuts to put our fiscal
house in order. And both sides agree
that this budget balancing can be done
by the year 2002.

While I certainly think that the
President’s plan does a better job of
protecting our national priorities, the
facts remain evident for all those in
this body who wish to open their eyes
and see: We can work together to bal-
ance the budget. We don’t need a con-
stitutional amendment. We have the
outlines for an agreement right here.

If my Republican colleagues would
simply walk down Pennsylvania Ave-
nue, meet with the President and in
good faith negotiate a compromise so-
lution there would be absolutely no
need for a constitutional amendment
to balance the budget.

But my colleagues across the aisle
seem to prefer making campaign
speeches on the Senate floor and em-
barking upon the momentous act of
amending the Constitution of the Unit-
ed States rather than sitting down
with the President and working out a
deal.

They seem more inclined to avoid
compromise and instead use the Presi-
dent’s principled stand against this
amendment as a means to score politi-
cal points.

But, amending the Constitution
should not, and must not, be a political
tool. It is one of the most sacred and
essential duties of our elected office.
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There is a very good reason why, in

the more than 200 years since this Na-
tion adopted the Constitution, we have
seen fit to amend it only 27 times.
Twenty-seven times in more than 200
years.

In fact, in those 200 or so years, we’ve
seen approximately 11,000 proposed
amendments to the Constitution. Only
33 passed the Congress. And the Bill of
Rights notwithstanding, only 17 are
now part of the Constitution.

What’s more, amending the Constitu-
tion remains an incredibly difficult
task. Two-thirds of the Congress, and
three-fourths of the State legislatures
must agree before we change the law of
the land. Our Founding Fathers made
clear that amending the Constitution
would not be an easy or brazen deci-
sion.

Changing the Constitution is not like
adopting a simple statute that can be
modified or repealed somewhere down
the road. Indeed, the language we in-
sert into the Constitution will very
likely stay there long after all of us
have left this Earth. Generation after
generation will live with the con-
sequences of our constitutional deci-
sions.

As Henry Clay said 145 years ago,
‘‘The Constitution of the United States
was made not merely for the genera-
tion that then existed, but for poster-
ity—unlimited, undefined, endless, per-
petual posterity.’’

But frankly, over the last year and a
half, the sacrosanct nature of our Con-
stitution and the amendment process
has been largely ignored by the major-
ity.

I fear that the sacred, fundamental
nature of our Constitution has been
lost on some of our Republican col-
leagues. The Congressional leadership
is advocating one of the most sweeping
rewrites of the U.S. Constitution since
the enactment of the Bill of Rights.

The Constitution is not simply a set
of fraternity bylaws to be amended
with each new pledge class. It should
reflect not the popular winds of the
time, but the sacred principles of our
republic.

Nonetheless, in the 104th Congress
alone, several amendments to the Con-
stitution, all of which would have an
incalculable impact on the social, po-
litical and economic life of our nation
have been proposed.

First, we have the balanced budget
amendment, which we are discussing
today. But, there are also proposed
amendments requiring a super major-
ity for raising taxes, limiting the
terms of Congressman and Senators,
providing for a line-item veto, prevent-
ing unfunded mandates, allowing
school prayer, making flag burning a
crime, and the list goes on and on.

Other than the Bill of Rights, ratified
in 1791, these constitutional changes
would be utterly unprecedented in our
Nation’s history.

Unfortunately those changes are an
integral part of the Republica agenda.

Now, I ve heard all the rhetoric from
across the aisle about how essential

this amendment is for protecting our
children from a lifetime of crushing
debt.

I’ve heard the rhetoric about provid-
ing opportunity for working families.
I’ve heard the rhetoric about cutting
the deficit so as to increase economic
growth.

Well to all my colleagues who con-
stantly invoke children when calling
for the enactment of this amendment, I
ask how do you plan pay for this bal-
anced budget amendment?

Will Head Start, Medicare, Medicaid
and our environmental safeguards es-
cape the budgetary ax? Now my Repub-
lican colleagues want to spend an addi-
tional $60 billion to build another star
wars system. How are they going to
pay for that, while trying to balance
the budget?

Are they going to raise taxes? Hard-
ly. This body can’t even swallow a 4.3
cents gas tax, which as part of the
President’s deficit reduction plan in
1993 cut the deficit in half. A plan, by
the way, that failed to receive even a
single Republican vote. But that’s an-
other story.

In 1995, the Federal Government
spent more than $1.519 trillion, while
receiving in revenues approximately
$1.355 trillion. That represents a Fed-
eral deficit of just over $150 billion.

If we passed this amendment tomor-
row, this body would have to cut more
than $150 billion in 7 years. And if his-
tory is any indication, my Republican
colleagues would do it by shredding the
social safety net. They would enact
draconian cuts in education, Medicare,
Medicaid, and the environment to
name a few. Is that how my Republican
colleagues propose to protect children?
By cutting money for education and
health care for children.

That is the part of the balanced
budget amendment that you don’t hear
about too often: the part where the
Congress would be constitutionally
mandated to unravel the fabric of
America’s social safety net.

I didn’t run for this office to be a
party to those kind of spending cuts.

When I became a U.S. Senator I took
an oath of office to uphold and protect
the Constitution of the United States.
And that is why I’ll be voting no on
this balanced budget amendment and I
urge my colleagues to join me.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, before we
vote once again on the balanced budget
amendment, let me pay tribute to some
of my colleagues who have tirelessly
and courageously fought for the pas-
sage of this crucial measure. First, let
me mention the senator from Illinois,
PAUL SIMON, the primary Democrat
sponsor of this bipartisan amendment.
His leadership on this issue will be
missed in the years ahead. Senator
THURMOND and Senator HEFLIN have
been long-time leaders on this issue.
Senator CRAIG and Senator COVERDELL
have also fought long and hard for this
measure. I would also especially like to
thank the 11 freshman Republican Sen-
ators who joined us at the beginning of

the Congress, all of whom leapt imme-
diately into the fray in support of the
amendment when it came up in the
very first month of this 104th Congress.

Mr. President, there are many, many
others who have worked to send the
balanced budget amendment to the
States. But one Senator stands above
them all in his tenacity, dedication,
and commitment to providing a better
future for our children and grand-
children—an America like the one he
grew up in, fought for, and has served
all of his life. I am of course referring
to our leader in this effort, Senator
ROBERT DOLE. His effort on this amend-
ment is consistent with his decades of
service on behalf of Americans of this
and future generations. The contrast of
his record with President Clinton’s is
clear.

President Clinton has fought the bal-
anced budget amendment every step of
the way. Last year, President Clinton
won and the American people lost. The
American people will lose again if
President Clinton has his way this
year, and it looks like he will.

Mr. President, I would ask, why are
President Clinton and his allies op-
posed to the balanced budget amend-
ment? I would suggest that the oppo-
nents of the balanced budget amend-
ment are simply not ready to impose
the kind of fiscal discipline on them-
selves that a constitutional amend-
ment would require. It’s tough to stop
spending other peoples’ money.

And they do spend. When we last de-
bated the balanced budget amendment,
the Federal debt was $4.8 trillion. As of
Monday of this week, it stood at more
than $5.1 trillion. Mr. President, that is
an increase of $320 billion. Translated
into more understandable terms, that
means that the cost of the delay in
passing this important amendment has
been more than $1,200 for every man,
woman, and child in America. Put an-
other way, over the 15 months that
have elapsed since President Clinton
helped defeat the balanced budget
amendment, the debt has increased, on
average, over $650 million a day.

The enormous size of the national
debt, over $5.1 trillion, and the unac-
ceptable rate at which it is growing
threatens the economic stability of
this great Nation. We all know this,
Mr. President. And we know that the
American people overwhelmingly want
a balanced budget amendment.

Even so, there are those who oppose
the balanced budget amendment and
keep spending, and so they need to find
a way to justify voting against it.
President Clinton’s chief advisor, Leon
Panetta, said as much in 1994 when he
explained the need to provide cover to
opponents of this amendment so that
President Clinton could defeat it with
their votes. He conceded that ‘‘If you
allow people to say, ‘Are you for or
against a balanced budget,’ you’ll lose
it.’’

So, we have a parade of excuses of
why we do not need the balanced budg-
et amendment or why we need a dif-
ferent, meaning more lax, balanced
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budget amendment. Capital budgets,
automatic stabilizers—the list goes on
and on. The most popular of these false
protests is ‘‘protecting social security’’
from the balanced budget amend-
ment—as if balancing the budget would
harm a system that depends on the
government’s creditworthiness. This
argument has been called by one com-
mentator in the Washington Post ‘‘the
single most fraudulent argument’’ he
has heard in 17 years in Washington,
and by Time magazine as ‘‘mendacious
nonsense.’’

Mr. President, in less than an hour,
the American people will see who is on
their side and who is on President Clin-
ton’s side. I would say to my col-
leagues, if you really support a bal-
anced budget and not just talk, then
cast your vote for the balanced budget
amendment.

The very future of our country is at
stake. I say to my colleagues, if not for
yourselves, then support the balanced
budget amendment for your children
and your grandchildren who are almost
$20,000 in debt the very moment they
are born. Do not condemn them to live
in a nation of economic stagnation,
suffocating taxes, and hopeless debt.
This is what is riding on this vote. I
urge my colleagues to support a bal-
anced budget requirement today, so
that we and our children will have a
prosperous tomorrow.

THE RISE IN THE DEBT THIS YEAR

Mr. President, the eyes of the Nation
are upon us. Today the U.S. Senate has
the opportunity to keep us on a path to
balancing the Federal budget. Last
year this body narrowly missed an-
other historic opportunity by failing to
pass the balanced budget amendment.
During that debate every Member of
this body, whether they were for or
against the balanced budget amend-
ment, came to this floor to swear their
support for balancing the budget. Well,
the time has come to see who really
meant it and who was just defending
the status quo of runaway Government.
I urge my colleagues to hold true to
their promises, to vote for a balanced
budget, and to not waste another his-
toric opportunity.

When we last debated the balanced
budget amendment, I gave a daily up-
date on the debt increase as we de-
bated. By the end of the debate, my
debt tracker was becoming unwieldy,
so I have brought down a sort of sum-
mary debt tracker to bring us up to
date on the debt since we began debate
on this amendment in January of last
year. As my chart here shows, when we
last began debate on the balanced
budget amendment the Federal debt
was $4.8 trillion. As of Monday of this
week, it stands at more than $5.1 tril-
lion. Mr. President, that is an increase
of $320 billion. Translated into more
understandable terms, that means that
the cost of the delay in passing this im-
portant amendment has been more
than $1,200 for every man, woman, and
child in America. Put another way,
over the 15 months that have elapsed

since President Clinton helped defeat
the balanced budget amendment, the
debt has increased, on average, over
$650 million a day, over $27 million an
hour, over $450,000 a minute, and over
$7,500 every second. This is the price of
the delay caused by President Clinton
and his allies.

I urge my colleagues to put an end to
this wasteful, out of control spending
by supporting the balanced budget.

THE DEFICIT AND INCREASED TAXES

Mr. President, out-of-control Federal
spending hurts us all in many ways.
Not the least of which is through in-
creased tax burdens on all Americans.

Every year hard-working Americans
pay the price for our profligacy. The
Tax Foundation has calculated that in
1994, the average American worked
from January 1 to May 5 just to pay his
or her taxes. They did not get to keep
one cent of the money they earned
until May 6. Put another way, in an 8
hour work day, the average American
works the first 2 hours and 45 minutes
just to pay taxes. This is simply intol-
erable, but it is not the end of the
story.

The National Taxpayer’s Union,
NTU, has also determined that for
every year we endure another $200 bil-
lion deficit it costs the average child
over $5,000 in extra taxes over his or
her lifetime. How many more years
will the Government levy another
$5,000 fine on our young people?

The bad news about the debt does not
end there, either. The Competitiveness
Policy Council has shown that the ris-
ing budget deficits have led to a 15-per-
cent decline in real wages in the last 15
years. And NTU has further calculated
that in the 45 years, unless we get our
spending under control, after-tax in-
comes will rise by a mere $125 for the
entire 45-year period. Talk about a
middle class squeeze. How can people
be expected to bear the burden of stag-
nating wages and higher tax rates? We
simply cannot continue blindly down
this road to economic oblivion.

Mr. President, we now have the op-
portunity to make an historic change.
We can pass a balanced budget and pre-
serve a future for our children, our
grandchildren, and this country. I urge
my colleagues to support a balanced
budget requirement today, so that we
will have a prosperous tomorrow.
ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF THE BALANCED BUDGET

AMENDMENT

Mr. President, apparently some of
my colleagues have forgotten not only
how dramatically the deficit is hurting
our economy, but also how much a bal-
anced budget will help our economy. I
would like to touch upon some of those
economic benefits which will accrue to
working Americans across the country.

Last year, DRI/McGraw-Hill analyzed
the economic impact of balancing the
budget and has concluded that it will
result in a significant improvement for
the nation’s citizens. Here are the re-
sults of their study:

As government spending is reduced,
resources will be freed up for private

investment and interest rates will
drop. Both of these factors will make it
easier for businesses to expand, result-
ing in the creation of 2.5 million new
jobs by 2002.

Further, fueled by the drop in inter-
est rates, private investment will rise
and real nonresidential investment
could grow by 4–5 percent by 2002.

Lastly, by the end of the 10-year fore-
cast, real GDP was projected to be up
$170 billion from what it would be with-
out a balanced budget. That translates
to approximately $1,000 per household
in the United States.

So when we talk about who is really
trying to help American citizens of all
walks of life, lets remember just how
important it is to balance the budget.

BENEFITS OF A CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

The sad history of legislative at-
tempts to balance the budget show the
need for a constitutional amendment
requiring a balanced budget.

Despite our best statutory efforts
and the most recent deficit reduction
plan, a constitutional amendment is
required for the following reasons:

Statutes do not purport to correct
the structural bias in favor of deficit
spending that would be offset by a con-
stitutional amendment.

Statutes are only intended to deal
with a temporary crisis, whereas a con-
stitutional amendment corrects a bias
that has caused deficits in 55 of the
past 63 budget cycles. The deficit
spending bias is not a problem that has
lasted, nor will last, only 5 years. It de-
mands a permanent constitutional so-
lution.

Ultimately, no Congress can bind a
succeeding Congress by simple statute.
Any balanced budget statute can be re-
pealed, in whole or in part, by the sim-
ple expedient of adopting a new stat-
ute. Statutory limitations remain ef-
fective only as long as no majority coa-
lition forms to overcome such statu-
tory constraints. The virtue of a con-
stitutional amendment is that it can
invoke a stronger rule to overcome the
spending bias.

Our recent history suggest how much
we need the strong rule of a constitu-
tional amendment. Gramm-Rudman
was to balance the budget by 1990. It
was undone by a series of statutory
amendments. Recently, we have fought
tooth and nail to get on track towards
a balanced budget. Without the bal-
anced budget amendment to keep the
Government in line, the budget we
fought so hard for can be undone by a
simple majority vote. Mr. President,
the past year’s budget battle is not ex-
ample of what Congress can do, it is an
example of how hard it is for Congress
to do what it should always do.

AUTOMATIC STABILIZERS

Some have argued that the reason we
should not have a balanced budget rule
is to keep intact the so-called auto-
matic stabilizers. Their contention is
that these so-called stabilizers help
minimize the effects of the business
cycle. Thus, those who support this
theory want to cycle deficits and sur-
pluses to counteract the business cycle.
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This claim confuses me for three rea-
sons.

First, we have had numerous busi-
ness cycles since 1969 but have only
balanced the budget once. If this the-
ory is right, we should have had a cycle
of deficits and surpluses.

Second, far from cycling, the debt is
on a steady increase. The debt is grow-
ing at a fantastic rate, and is now over
$5.1 billion and is projected to exceed $6
trillion in only 4 years.

Third, the balanced budget amend-
ment in no way prevents us from run-
ning a small surplus, which could be
used to offset the effects of an eco-
nomic downturn.

I just do not believe that the facts
support this argument.

PROTECTING SOCIAL SECURITY

Mr. President, I have listened to the
same arguments raised time and again
from opponents of the balanced budget
amendment that we should exempt So-
cial Security from the balanced budget
amendment. Some opponents have been
searching for reasons to vote against
the balanced budget amendment or
reasons to justify their ‘‘no’’ votes. In
their efforts, they came up with a num-
ber of accounts and interests they
think we should exempt. Social Secu-
rity is just the most popular of these
favored exemptions from opponents of
the balanced budget amendment. This
objection is not merely a red-herring,
but a dangerous one at that. The bal-
anced budget amendment helps protect
social security by ensuring that when
the IOU’s in the social security trust
fund come due, the Federal Govern-
ment will be able to make the pay-
ments to the retirees counting on
them. The exemptions proposed would
endanger Social Security, and so does
failing to balance the budget.

As I argued in the first round of de-
bate on this matter, if we exempted So-
cial Security from the balanced budget
requirement, Social Security would be
the only part of the budget which could
run a deficit. This would create the
dangerous incentive to run deficits in
the social security account to ease
pressure on balancing the rest of the
budget, and might even lead to the chi-
canery of redesignating various pro-
grams as Social Security and thereby
allowing deficit financing for them.
This would endanger the solvency of
the Social Security trust fund, leaving
it with neither funds nor trust for re-
tirees.

Now let me be clear about what is at
issue. Those who were critical of the
balanced budget amendment have said
that Congress will raid the trust fund
to balance the budget. This is confus-
ing, rather than enlightening. In es-
sence these critics object that there
are not separate accounts set up under
the balanced budget amendment for so-
cial security and other accounts. What
is at stake is merely a question of ac-
counting.

Proponents of the balanced budget
amendment say that accounting for-
malities are not as important as sub-

stantive economic reality. When the
Government takes money from people
or gives it to people, it has the same
overall economic effect no matter
which pocket it puts it in or takes it
out of. The real numbers, the ones to
be concerned about are total Federal
receipts and outlays. This is the con-
sensus of almost everyone who ana-
lyzes budget issues, including Presi-
dent Clinton, most of Congress, and
most private financial analysts.

Let me summarize the way the So-
cial Security system works now:
Money collected for Social Security
comes into the Federal treasury. The
treasury issues IOU’s for that amount
in the form of Government securities
to the Social Security trust fund ac-
count and spends the money on other
programs. Then as the IOU’s come due,
the treasury collects the IOU’s from
the trust fund and pays out money
taken from the Federal treasury. This
is the way it works now. And nothing
in the balanced budget amendment
would change that. And let me just say
that as of now these IOU’s are the most
secure in the world: they are U.S. Gov-
ernment-backed bonds. The primary
risk to the Social Security trust fund
always has been and continues to be
the risk that the Government might
get so far into debt that it could not
pay back these IOU’s. Since the bal-
anced budget amendment would return
fiscal responsibility to the Federal
Government, it would help protect So-
cial Security by helping the Govern-
ment always be able to meet its obliga-
tions to retirees.

Let me repeat: The real threat to So-
cial Security is a Government that
cannot pay its bills because it keeps
piling up debt, not the accounting
method used to count how high the
debt is growing. The trust fund is not
going to be depleted because of the bal-
anced budget amendment. Indeed only
a real balanced budget amendment will
protect the financial solvency of the
general treasury and of Social Secu-
rity.

There is, however, one other threat
to Social Security: a balanced budget
amendment with an open-ended exemp-
tion for Social Security. Under alter-
native amendments offered by the
other side on this issue, the Govern-
ment would have to balance all its ac-
counts except one—Social Security. So,
all the pressure of balancing would
have been placed on that account. The
budget would be like a pressure cooker.
And if steam can only escape through
one valve, all the steam and all the
pressure will go through that one out-
let—and in balancing the budget there
will be a lot of pressure. Social Secu-
rity was to be that valve, and that
would have been dangerous to the via-
bility of the trust fund. This would
cause the risk of either destroying the
trust fund’s solvency or creating a
loophole in the balanced budget rule
which could allow the same risk to the
solvency of the Federal Treasury, ei-
ther of which would betray the trust of
those counting on the trust funds.

Let me summarize: Rather than pro-
tecting Social Security, these Social
Security exemption alternatives would
have endangered it—to effect nothing
more than an accounting preference.

It is my hope that the balanced budg-
et amendment can be sent on to the
States so the country can have a de-
bate about the fiscal future of our Na-
tion and our Government. The people
can then decide whether they want to
ensure themselves of a Government
that must act responsibly—with a con-
stitutional safeguard for their chil-
dren’s future.

CONSTITUTIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY

Mr. President, I am always loathe to
attempt to amend the Constitution. It
is an undertaking that I approach with
the most serious reservations and con-
cerns. But it has become clear that a
balanced budget amendment is nec-
essary to save this country from eco-
nomic catastrophe.

The Constitution speaks in terms of
broad principles and general instruc-
tions of how democracy should operate
in America. Some amendments to the
Constitution provide people with rights
that limit Government’s authority
while others provide for people to take
part in our great democracy. The bal-
anced budget amendment is a little of
both.

While it is true that much of the
enormous growth in Federal Govern-
ment spending over the past two dec-
ades may be a response to evolving no-
tions of the role of the public sector on
the part of the American citizenry—
that is, a genuine shift in the will and
desire of the people—it is my conten-
tion that a substantial part of this
growth stems from far less benign fac-
tors.

In short, the American political proc-
ess is skewed toward artificially high
levels of spending, that is, levels of
spending that do not result from a gen-
uine will and desire on the part of the
people. It is skewed in this direction
because of the characteristics of the
fiscal order that have developed in this
country in recent decades. It is a fiscal
order in which Members of Congress
have every political incentive to spend
money and almost no incentive to fore-
go such spending. It is a fiscal order in
which spending decisions have become
increasingly divorced from the avail-
ability of revenues.

The reason for this skew is simple—
the future generations who will have to
pay the bills for our extravagance have
no political voice. Those who will join
the work force in 20, 30, or 40 years may
not even be born yet. But here we are,
spending the money that they will need
to live on.

Mr. President, one of the oldest and
most basic appeals to fairness in the
history of this great Nation is no tax-
ation without representation. We teach
it to all our children. It is this basic
fairness that the balanced budget
amendment is designed to uphold.
Forecasts are that at current rates of
spending our children may be crushed
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with tax rates of 85 percent. All to pay
for what we spend now, without their
consent or even their knowledge. Sure-
ly every generation of Americans has
the right to manage the country how it
sees fit. But this generation is stealing
from the next.

In seeking to reduce the spending
bias in our present system—fueled
largely by the unlimited availability of
deficit spending—the major purpose of
the balanced budget amendment is to
ensure that, under normal cir-
cumstances, votes by Congress for in-
creased spending will be accompanied
by votes either to reduce other spend-
ing programs or to increase taxes to
pay for such programs. For the first
time since the abandonment of our his-
torical norm of balanced budgets, Con-
gress will be required to cast a politi-
cally difficult vote as a precondition to
a politically attractive vote to increase
spending.

The balanced budget amendment
seeks to restore Government account-
ability for spending and taxing deci-
sions by forcing Congress to prioritize
spending projects within the available
resources and by requiring tax in-
creases to be done on the record. In
this way, Congress will be accountable
to the people who pay for the programs
and the American people—including
the future generations who must pay
for our debts—will be represented in a
way they are not now. Congress will be
forced to justify its spending and tax-
ing decisions as the Framers intended,
but as Congress no longer does.

This protection of the rights of fu-
ture generations of Americans is surely
the kind of great principle for which
our Constitution stands, and without
it, the Constitution is incomplete.

Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, I rise in
opposition to the balanced budget
amendment to the Constitution.

The Constitution of the United
States represents the greatest demo-
cratic achievement in the history of
human civilization. It—and the self-
evident truths which are its basis—has
guided the decisions and heroic sac-
rifices of Americans for two centuries.
Its precepts are a shining beacon of
hope for millions of people across the
globe who hunger for the freedoms that
democracy guarantees. It has served us
and the world extremely well.

Indeed, Madam President, this great
document should not be amended in a
rush of passion—or in the name of po-
litical expediency. It is evident from
the Constitution itself that its authors
intended the process of amendment to
be slow, difficult and laborious—so dif-
ficult that it has been attempted with
success only 17 times since the Bill of
Rights. This document is not meant to
be tampered with in a trivial fashion.

This proposed 28th amendment to the
Constitution is intended to affect the
behavior of America’s congressional
representatives. In that regard it is
unique. Except for the 25th amend-
ment, which addresses the issue of
transfer of power, other amendments

affect the behavior of all Americans by
limiting the power of government, pro-
tecting public freedoms, prohibiting
the majority from infringing on the
rights of the minority, or regulating
the behavior of the States.

This would be the only amendment
aimed at regulating the behavior of
Congress—to date only 535 Americans—
who, the amendment assumes, is in-
capable of making difficult decisions
without the guidance of the Constitu-
tion’s hand. That theory is grounded in
the assumption that Congress and the
public lack the political will be to bal-
ance the budget.

I reject the argument.
Specifically, this amendment would

raise the number of votes necessary in
Congress for deficit spending from a
simple majority to three-fifths and sets
a goal of balancing the budget by the
year 2002.

The amendment empowers Congress
to pass legislation detailing how to en-
force that goal, but does not itself
specify enforcement measures. But no-
body knows the answer to the question:
what will happen if Congress and the
President fail to balance the budget?
The only mechanism our country has
for enforcing the Constitution is the
courts. So the amendment’s ambiguity
presents the serious possibility of pro-
tracted court battles which would
given an unelected judiciary unwar-
ranted control over budget policy—a
power clearly out of the realm of their
expertise.

The proponents of this amendment
sincerely believe our Constitution
needs to be changed in order to force
Members of Congress to change their
behavior, which, supporters argue, they
will not do because they are afraid of
offending the citizens who have sent
them here. However, on that basis,
there is a long list of constitutional
changes they should propose, including
campaign finance reform.

Mr. President, I support the goal of a
balanced budget and have fought, am
fighting and will continue to flight to
achieve it. Recently my colleagues and
I—Senators SIMPSON, BROWN, NUNN,
and ROBB—proposed a provision that
would have reformed long-term entitle-
ments. Mind you, we did not dabble on
the fringes, but instead took on some
serious budgetary dilemmas, and avoid-
ed the use of gimmickry as a solution.

For our efforts we received 36 biparti-
san votes—unprecedented support for
this type of long-term entitlement re-
form. Our proposed changes to current
laws would have caused taxpayers very
little concern in the short term as
these changes would be phased in and
have no effect on anyone over the age
of 50, and would save the Nation bil-
lions of dollars in the long term.

As well, the Senate recently voted on
the Centrist Budget plan, that ad-
dressed a number of budgetary prob-
lems including entitlement reform, and
provided a balanced budget in 7 years.
This plan garnered 46 bipartisan
votes—22 Democrats and 24 Repub-

licans—and is a fundamental indication
that Congress is waking up to the need
to reform our nation’s budgetary ways
and the need to get our economic house
in order.

Four votes away from a bipartisan
balanced budget in 7 years, Mr Presi-
dent—a budget that would have passed
had this not been a Presidential elec-
tion year. So why do we need to amend
the Constitution?

The Constitution and its 27 amend-
ments express broadly our values as a
nation. The Constitution does not dic-
tate specific policy, fiscal or otherwise.
We attempted to use the Constitution
for that purpose once, banning alcohol
in the 18th amendment, and it proved
to be a colossal failure. If nothing else,
this experience should have taught us
that the mere desirability of a goal
cannot become the only standard to
which we hold constitutional amend-
ments. Constitutional amendments
must meet a higher standard.

Fundamentally, we should amend the
Constitution to make broad statements
of national principle—and, most impor-
tantly, Mr. President, we should amend
the Constitution as an act of last re-
sort when no other means are adequate
to reach our goals. We do so out of rev-
erence for a document that we have be-
lieved for two centuries should not be
changed except in the most extraor-
dinary circumstances. We have used
constitutional amendments to express
our preference as a nation for the prin-
ciple of free speech, the right to vote
and the right of each individual to live
free. The question before us today is
whether the need to tie Congress’
hands on fiscal issues belongs in such
distinguished company.

While I oppose this amendment, I un-
derstand, I understand the arguments
for it. But if the appeal of a balanced
budget amendment is simply the legal
or political cover it provides for those
tough choices, a statutory change
could provide the same cover. If the as-
sumption behind the amendment is
that the political will to balance the
budget does not exist, then make no
mistake, those who lack that political
will find a way to circumvent this
amendment.

And beyond all the legal maneuvers,
there is no cover for tough decisions
but the courage to make them. A vote
for this amendment is not a sign of
courage—it is more an indication of ti-
midity.

The balanced budget amendment as-
sumes there is a structural flaw in our
Constitution that prevents the 535
Members of Congress from balancing
the budget. But if a flaw does exist, it
is in the 535 Members of Congress
themselves not the document that gov-
erns us. The fact is that we could bal-
ance the budget this year if we wanted
to. And we can by statute direct the
Congress to balance the budget by 2002,
2003, or any other date we choose.

The inherent weakness of the bal-
anced budget amendment is that it
tells us what to do over the next 7
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years but ignores the following 20, the
years which ought to command our at-
tention. A balanced budget by 2002 still
ignores the most important fiscal chal-
lenge we face: the rapid growth in enti-
tlement spending over the next 30
years.

The year on which we ought to be fo-
cused is not 2002, but 2008, when the
baby boomer generation begins to
reach eligibility age for retirement.
This will place a severe strain on the
Federal budget. Our biggest fiscal chal-
lenge is demographic, not constitu-
tional, and the amendment before us
does not and cannot address it.

Unfortunately, and conveniently,
this demographic challenge is kept
from our view, not by an incomplete
Constitution, but by a budgeting proc-
ess that discourages long-term plan-
ning. The balanced budget amendment
tells us what happens over 7 years. A 7-
year span is completely inadequate
when the most difficult budget deci-
sions we need to make deal with prob-
lems we will face 20, 25, and 30 years
down the road, when the aging of our
population propels entitlement spend-
ing out of control. The most important
recommendation of the Bipartisan
Commission on Entitlement and Tax
Reform was that we begin to look at
the impact of budgets over 30 years
rather than just 5 or 7. The reason is
that our country looks very different,
and our current budgets look very dif-
ferent, when viewed over that span.

We can see the trend even in the
short term. Entitlement programs—
which includes Social Security, Medi-
care, Medicaid, and Federal retire-
ment—consume 66 percent of the budg-
et this year. By 2002, it will be 73 per-
cent. By 2005, the number is 78 percent.
Those numbers are straight from CBO,
and if we project further, Mr. Presi-
dent, we see that by 2012, mandatory
spending and interest on the national
debt will consume every dollar we col-
lect in taxes. By 2013, we will be forced
to begin dipping into the surplus in the
Social Security trust fund to cover
benefit payments, a practice that will
go on for no more than 16 years before
the trust fund goes into the red.

These trends have nothing to do with
the Constitution, political will or pork-
barrel politics. They have to do with
the simple fact that our elderly popu-
lation is growing and living longer
while our work force gets smaller. My
generation did not have as many chil-
dren as our parents expected, and, as a
consequence, the system under which
each generation of workers supports
the preceding generation of retirees
simply will not hold up.

Indeed, long-term entitlement reform
coupled with a reasonable reduction in
discretionary spending—including de-
fense—would reduce interest rates dra-
matically and achieve the goal of this
amendment without tampering with
the Constitution.

The result is sometimes described as
a question of fairness between genera-
tions. Today there are roughly five

workers paying taxes to support the
benefits of each retiree. When my gen-
eration retires there will be fewer than
three. Unless we take action now, the
choice we force upon our children will
be excruciating: Continue to fund bene-
fits at current levels by radically rais-
ing taxes on the working population or
slash benefits dramatically.

Finally, I hope we keep our eyes on a
larger prize than blind reverence to the
idea of a balanced budget. Our goal
should, in my view, be economic pros-
perity. I support deficit reduction as a
means to that end. Deficit reduction is
important not as an abstract ideal but
as an economic imperative.

I believe in balancing the budget be-
cause it is the most powerful way to in-
crease national savings. And increased
national savings will lead to increased
national productivity, which in turn
will lead to higher standards of living
for the American family. There is no
short-cut to savings and no substitute
that will get results. Increased na-
tional savings mean lower long-term
interest rates and increased job growth
in the private sector.

The balanced budget amendment as-
sumes that a balanced budget is always
the best economic policy. A balanced
budget is usually the best economic
strategy, Mr. President, but it is by no
means always the best economic strat-
egy. Downward turns in the economy
complicate the picture. Downward
turns result in lower revenues and
higher spending, so there will be
times—although very few of them—
when a strict requirement for a bal-
anced budget harms the economy by
requiring the collection of more taxes
to cover more spending in an economic
environment which makes revenue col-
lection more difficult in the first place.
As I say, I believe those times are few
and far between, but the Constitution
is too blunt an instrument to distin-
guish between good times and bad. The
American people hired us to do that
job, not to cede it to a legal document
that cannot assess the evolving needs
of our economy.

As my friend and colleague the rank-
ing member of the Finance Committee
Senator MOYNIHAN has often said, ‘‘We
do not need to put algebra into the
Constitution.’’ Mr. President, I could
not agree more.

The bottom line for me is whether
this amendment moves us toward
achieving the correct goals and wheth-
er, if it does, we need to amend the
Constitution to get there.

I believe a balanced budget is an im-
portant goal, but only as a component
of an overall economic goal with a
strategy that recognizes that sky-
rocketing entitlement spending is the
most serious fiscal challenge we face.
But I also believe that once we set
those goals we can achieve them by
statute or, more importantly, by
changing our own behavior rather than
changing the Constitution. And my re-
spect for this document precludes me
from voting to tamper with it when I

am not convinced that we must. This
proposal for a 28th amendment does
not command from me the same rev-
erence in which I hold the 1st amend-
ment, or the 13th or the 19th. And
therefore, Mr. President, while I will
continue to fight for its admirable
goal, I will vote ‘‘no’’ on the balanced
budget amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the Democratic
leader is recognized.

Mr. DASCHLE. Thank you, Mr.
President.

Mr. President, I have a chart here
that shows, as graphically as anything
can, the number of times that our Re-
publican colleagues have proposed in
this Congress to change the U.S. Con-
stitution. Not since the Bill of Rights
have so many amendments been pro-
posed all at once. No wonder the ru-
mors of rumblings from gravesites
from Monticello to Mount Vernon have
been heard during this Congress. There
are those who appear to believe that
they know better than our Founding
Fathers how our Constitution should
be structured. They now advocate al-
tering the U.S. Constitution not once
or twice, but, as this chart shows, in 83
different ways. There were 83 amend-
ments proposed by our Republican col-
leagues in this Congress to the U.S.
Constitution. One has to wonder, Mr.
President, whether or not there are
those in this body, and in the other
body, who believe they know better,
and that somehow they are in a better
position than our Founding Fathers to
determine the advisability of changes
in the Constitution to this degree.

I am not averse to constitutional
amendments. I have supported some in
the past. But before we do so, the first
question we must ask is, is it nec-
essary? We have had debates on the
Senate floor in this Congress on wheth-
er or not to amend the Constitution to
provide for protection of a flag. There
are those who propose amendments
that would somehow require the ability
for public prayer in schools. In those
cases, and in many others, I, as well as
many of my colleagues, have concluded
that indeed it is not in our best inter-
est, that the Founding Fathers were
correct that the first amendment
rights need to be protected. We have
shown the wisdom on those occasions
to defeat proposals to amend the Con-
stitution, as our forefathers would
have.

We did not need a constitutional
amendment 4 years ago, Mr. President,
when this administration came to
Washington, and the President de-
cided—rather than talking about it,
rather than constitutional amend-
ments, rather than more proposals to
modify the budget and bring this Gov-
ernment into balance—‘‘I am going to
do something about it.’’ Indeed, he saw
the need to do something about it.

Everyone recalls that, in 1992, the
deficit was $290 billion. In the first year
in office in 1993, this administration,
working with the Democratic Congress,
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Mr. President, reduced that deficit to
$255 billion. In 1993, how well I remem-
ber the vote taken on this floor with
virtually everybody in their chair, one-
by-one, standing up, in one of the most
courageous acts of deficit reduction
since I have been here, and voting for a
plan cut the deficit. That plan covered
not just 1 year or 2 years, but 5 years
of massive deficit reduction. And it
passed by one vote.

As a result, the deficit in 1994 then
fell to $203 billion. Last year, in 1995,
we did some more, and the deficits fell,
not surprisingly, as a result of that ac-
tion, to $164 billion. Now, this year, we
mark 4 years in a row of meaningful
deficit reduction. With some coura-
geous votes and real determination,
the deficit is expected to fall to $130
billion. That is the record over the last
4 years—from $292 billion to $130 bil-
lion.

For the first time since Harry Tru-
man sat in the White House, the deficit
has declined for 4 years in a row. The
deficit has been cut in less than half
since President Clinton took office.

That is the difference, Mr. President,
between rhetoric and results. The only
way that these results can continue,
the only real way in the short-term
that we can build on that record is
with an negotiated agreement that bal-
anced the budget by 2002.

A constitutional amendment, under
the best of circumstances, is going to
take several years to ratify. Who in
this body would argue today that we
ought to wait that long before we con-
tinue further efforts at deficit reduc-
tion? We all know we cannot afford to
wait. The President realizes that and,
for that reason, has held out an open
invitation for Republican leadership to
join with Democratic leadership and
this White House to build on the record
of the last 4 years, to take that $130 bil-
lion down to zero, and to do it now. We
can do it. We need to do it. But if that
is going to happen, we must, in a bipar-
tisan way, come together, resolve our
differences, and put this country on the
track to ultimate success. Not only are
we not negotiating, Mr. President, not
only may we miss that opportunity to
balance the budget, but the very same
threats that we faced in the early
eighties are back with us again. I can
hear them now. The political rhetoric
is there. The same threats to the budg-
et are as evident now as they were
back then, 15 years ago.

In the 1980’s, proposals for dramatic
increases in star wars spending and
dramatic cuts in taxes became more
than just political rhetoric. They be-
came reality. We were told we could do
all of that without exploding the defi-
cit. I remember how clearly, how per-
suasively the President at the time in-
dicated that it indeed was possible.
Well, now the reality is here. We are
faced with the consequences. And $5
trillion in debt later, some of us have
learned, as we should have known back
then, that if we follow that path, it
will not be $5 trillion in debt. Heavens

knows, it could go $10, $15, or $20 tril-
lion.

How ironic that similar proposals to
those that created massive deficits in
the 1980’s are now again dominating
the Republican rhetoric—the $60 billion
Defend America Act, and tax cuts rang-
ing from $600 billion to $700 billion. The
supply-side experiments of 1981 that
created massive deficits are once again
the centerpiece of the Republican agen-
da. To contend with such budget-bust-
ing proposals while debating the bal-
anced budget amendment makes one
wonder if we are facing historical
blindness or gross hypocrisy. So let us
recognize, if their fiscally irresponsible
proposals come to fruition, we will be
right back here all over again with yet
more need for courageous action, to
take this into our hands and to resolve
it once and for all. We cannot afford
that kind of rhetoric. We cannot afford
those starry-eyed proposals if we are
serious about accomplishing what we
are debating today, balancing the
budget.

Mr. President, having the realization
that indeed building upon our 4-year
record of deficit reduction is so impor-
tant, it still begs the question, is an
amendment necessary? Do we see it in
our long-term best interests to amend
the Constitution, to recognize that
somewhere on this list may be an
amendment that warrants our support?
My answer to that question is yes. Be-
yond building upon the record that we
have achieved, beyond the courageous
work we have already done, my view is
if the amendment is written properly, I
support a constitutional amendment to
balance the budget. In fact, I voted for
such a properly crafted amendment
last year during the previous debate on
the balanced budget amendment, and I
hope to vote for it again today.

But we must also realize that once it
is part of the Constitution, there is no
going back. We are not likely to
change a clause or a phrase next year
or the year after. That is not going to
happen. Many Senate Democrats have
offered a proposal which, in our view,
does it right. Our alternative recog-
nizes very important principles of con-
stitutional law, but also recognizes the
commitments on Social Security that
we have made in statute and to the
American people for generations.

Doing it right in this case recognizes
the importance of protecting Social Se-
curity. Our amendment, which has
been introduced this year by the Sen-
ator from Oregon, Senator WYDEN, pro-
poses a firewall between Social Secu-
rity and the rest of the budget. It is
identical to an amendment crafted last
year by the Senator from California,
Senator FEINSTEIN, and the Senator
from Nevada, Senator REID. Were it to
be considered today, more than enough
Senators would support it in order for
it to pass.

In 1990, Mr. President, we made our-
selves very clear on this issue by a vote
of 98 to 2. This body voted for an
amendment by Senator HOLLINGS to

take Social Security off budget. Why
did we do that? We did it because we
realized that Social Security has be-
come a sacred trust; that that trust
fund is going to be drawn down in the
not too distant future, and we are
going to need every dollar of it. We rec-
ognize that. So we said we are going to
build a firewall. We are going to make
absolutely certain that when we need
that money, it is going to there. The
program is financed by dedicated pay-
roll taxes that were not to be raided to
pay for general Government expendi-
tures.

Mr. President, the pending version of
the constitutional amendment breaks
that promise. It breaks it. According to
CBO’s December baseline, the pending
amendment anticipates using $603 bil-
lion in Social Security trust fund dol-
lars over the next 7 years to reach bal-
ance. This year alone, it anticipates $71
billion borrowed from the trust fund.
In the year 2002, as we proclaim a bal-
anced budget, the fact remains that
there will be $103 billion anticipated in
Social Security trust fund surpluses
that will be counted toward that bal-
ance, so we will actually be $103 billion
in debt to future retirees.

So, Mr. President, we are violating
public trust, and, in my view, we are
actually overturning the law laid out
on a 98 to 2 vote on the amendment
passed in the Senate offered by Senator
HOLLINGS.

This means continued reliance on
payroll taxes to fund the Government,
as well. Social Security, as everyone
knows, is funded by a 12.4-percent pay-
roll tax. It only applies to the first
$62,700 of income. As a result, this tax
can be seen as regressive since it falls
heavily on lower- and middle-income
taxpayers. In fact, 58 percent of our
taxpayers pay more in payroll tax than
they do in income tax. We cannot allow
funding of our Government by these
working people, and we cannot allow
the continued abuse of the Social Secu-
rity payroll taxes. We should not fund
the Government in large measure by a
payroll tax which is regressive, the rev-
enues from which are intended to be
set aside in the Social Security trust
funds for the needs of all beneficiaries.

Mr. President, we have a choice this
morning. We have a real choice. We
have the opportunity to build on the
record of the last 4 years, to resolve to
deal directly with our differences on
budget priorities, and to build a bal-
anced budget agreement in a way that
will achieve a balanced budget by 2002.
We can do that.

We also have an opportunity to build
the next step, to pass an amendment
that allows us to do it right, to pass an
amendment that maintains a firewall
between Social Security and the rest of
the budget. The Constitution must rec-
ognize the critical, absolute depend-
ence that we will have on Social Secu-
rity trust funds in the future, and must
recognize the meaning of a real bal-
anced budget without the use of Social
Security trust funds. It must recog-
nize, too, our appreciation of the trust
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of the American people. That is our
choice. We can do it right or, once
again, we can violate that trust. We
can do it in a way that I believe under-
mines the credibility of this Constitu-
tion and what it was meant to do when
our Founding Fathers wrote it 200
years ago.

We are not going to pass 83 constitu-
tional amendments. We should not pass
even one if it is not written correctly.
We have the opportunity this morning,
Mr. President, to approve an amend-
ment that is properly crafted. The Sen-
ator from Oregon will seek unanimous
consent that the Senate today vote
upon his thoughtful alternative that
accomplishes all of the goals of the
amendment before us, without enshrin-
ing abuse of the Social Security trust
funds in the Constitution.

I now yield to the distinguished Sen-
ator from Oregon, Senator WYDEN.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Oregon.

Mr. WYDEN. Mr. President, I thank
the minority leader for yielding me
this time.

I take this time to say that I think
this is an historic opportunity for the
Senate to get this job done right, to
get this job done on a bipartisan basis.
I do not think anyone doubts how this
vote on the majority leader’s proposal
is going to turn out, today.

I believe we could have an alter-
native ending, however, that would
benefit the American people, that
would ensure that we get real fiscal
discipline, and at the same time pro-
vide long-term security for generations
of Americans to come. That is why I
am hopeful that today we will have an
opportunity to vote on a measure that
is identical to that offered by the ma-
jority leader save for one difference.
The alternative constitutional amend-
ment to balance the budget would sim-
ply bar the use of the Social Security
surplus or Social Security taxes for
balancing the Federal budget.

Mr. President, and colleagues, it is
clear that both political parties—let
me emphasize—both political parties
have in the past used that Social Secu-
rity surplus to mask the overall Fed-
eral deficit. I think that has to end. I
think that the amendment, the alter-
native described today, would give us
an opportunity on a bipartisan basis to
tackle this issue responsibly and end it
once and for all. It is time to close this
road show and give the people what
they want. Our proposal would provide
that opportunity.

Some of my colleagues apparently
believe that you cannot balance the
Federal budget without cooking the
books. They have been trying to high-
light various kinds of defects that they
allege exist in our measure. I do not
think the American people benefit
from all of this. I do not think that the
country benefits from this. The coun-
try benefits from an approach that
forces both political parties to keep
straight books, to get rid of the ac-
counting fiction, and to make the

tough calls with respect to both the
Federal budget and the Social Security
program.

Therefore, Mr. President, I rise now
to ask unanimous consent that imme-
diately following the vote on House
Joint Resolution 1, the Senate proceed
to the consideration of Senate Joint
Resolution 54, a balanced budget con-
stitutional amendment that protects
Social Security, and that the joint res-
olution be read a third time, and at the
end of that the Senate proceed without
any intervening action or debate on
passage of that joint resolution.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?

Several Senators addressed the
Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Oklahoma.

Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President, I ob-
ject—at least I reserve the right to ob-
ject. I will make a comment to my
friend and colleague from Oregon. Let
me ask a question.

The essence of the unanimous-con-
sent request is that he wants to have
placed before the Senate by unanimous
consent a constitutional amendment to
balance the budget with an exception
saying we are not going to count Social
Security—Social Security taxes do not
count, Social Security spending does
not count, Social Security balances do
not count—and the Senator wants to
have that placed before the Senate
without amendment, without discus-
sion, and for a vote. Is that correct?

Mr. WYDEN. If the Senator will
yield, the Senate prior to my coming
here has debated and voted on this
proposition, last year. In fact, in 1995,
there were more than 80 votes on a mo-
tion asking the Budget Committee to
refashion the leader’s amendment to
include Social Security protection.
This is not a new issue to the U.S. Sen-
ate. More than 80 Members of the Sen-
ate, on a bipartisan basis, have voted
for the alternative that I would like to
offer in the form of a constitutional
amendment, today.

Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President, I am
not sure I got an answer, but I think I
was correct in stating that the Sen-
ator’s request—he would like to offer
that.

I object. I object on the grounds—be-
cause Social Security taxes are taxes.
Social Security outlays are spending.
Constitutionality, in my opinion,
should not be confused by what I would
say is maybe an attempt to obstruct or
maybe give political coverage for peo-
ple who are not supporting a real con-
stitutional amendment which says all
revenues and all expenditures, and you
cannot spend more than is received.

I object. I respectfully object.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Oregon has 1 minute remain-
ing.

Mr. WYDEN. Mr. President, I will
only say that the Senate on a biparti-
san basis is formally on record with
more than 80 Senators in support of
this proposition. We have a choice, as

the minority leader has said. We can
let this go down once more or we can
have a vote on a proposal that I offer
to my colleagues that will impose real
fiscal discipline and at the same time
assure that Social Security is pro-
tected for both workers and retirees in
the days ahead.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. HATCH addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Utah.
Mr. HATCH. I ask for 30 seconds from

the leader’s time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, we have

never had a balanced budget amend-
ment up where 80 percent of the Sen-
ators voted for this type of amend-
ment. At the last minute to have an
amendment like that literally creates
a complete dislocation in the whole
budget process. It would be highly un-
usual and we believe improper.

Mr. WARNER addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Virginia.
Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that I might use
not to exceed 2 minutes of the time al-
located to Senator DOLE and that I
might include in the RECORD certain
documentation.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I have
participated before in these amend-
ments, and have supported them
throughout my career in the Senate. A
balanced budget is essential for the
United States. And each time I go back
and bring to the attention of the Sen-
ate a resolution—this one is Senate
Resolution 38—by my distinguished
former colleague and senior Senator
from Virginia, Harry F. Byrd. Each
year he would bring before this body,
and we would pass, a resolution which
said, in effect, Congress shall assure
that the total outlays of the Govern-
ment during any fiscal year do not ex-
ceed total receipts for the Government
during such fiscal year.

That is the essence of a balanced
budget. Each year we passed this reso-
lution. Each year it became law. And
my distinguished colleague from South
Carolina is nodding assent to that fact.

And what happened? What Congress
does one day it can undo the next, and
this resolution became worthless each
year.

Mr. President, that is why we have to
go to the Constitution of the United
States to bring about the discipline re-
quired to compel the Congress of the
United States to have a balanced budg-
et. The laws that we pass—and we did
I think eight times pass Senator Byrd’s
resolution—are undone the next day.

So we have no other recourse than to
turn to the constitutional amendment
and send it to the several States and
allow the people all across this Nation
to support the concept of amending the
Constitution of the United States to
bring about fiscal discipline which this
body requires.
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Mr. President today we are on the

floor of the U.S. Senate with an oppor-
tunity to perform an historical act be-
fore the 104th Congress concludes later
this year. Today, we are on the verge of
ensuring that our Nation will have a
balanced budget, free of any sleight of
hand, as our majority leader prepares
to depart. The Republicans have been
working toward this end for years, and
we must continue to stay firm on our
mission.

As we have seen over the past 6
months, America’s financial markets
are showing their support for the Re-
publican effort toward a balanced budg-
et. If we are successful on this vote
today, there will be another strong re-
action on Wall Street. Wall Street re-
flects the views of millions of investors
in America’s future.

It is not only the investors in Ameri-
ca’s future that are behind us, but also
Americans—in every walk of life—
throughout this Nation. My phone
lines have been busy, and in my State
of Virginia, the calls have been over-
whelmingly in support of our staying
the course and finally balancing our
Federal budget. The balanced budget
constitutional amendment is supported
by 83 percent of Americans, according
to a poll published in a recent edition
of USA Today. This proposed constitu-
tional amendment, which passed the
House by a 300–132 vote in January 1995,
will enable all Americans, through
their State legislature, to participate
in the most important long-term deci-
sion facing us today.

Anything less than 67 votes would be
failure, and an abdication of our re-
sponsibilities to those voters who gave
this Congress a mandate to clean up
our fiscal house. This is not a political
issue, although there are those who
would make it so. This is for our chil-
dren, grandchildren and their heirs.

When the Senate voted March, 1995,
and fell only one vote short, the major-
ity leader said, at that time, that we
would have another chance to give the
American people what they want. Now
is the opportunity for which we have
been waiting. This Congress has a re-
markable opportunity. We can take ac-
tion that will benefit generations to
come with the balanced budget amend-
ment. It is our mission today, and it
will become our legacy tomorrow.

When the final balanced budget con-
stitutional amendment is passed, both
Republicans and Democrats will have
participated in the reaffirmation of the
future of America. I am confident that
today will prove to be that reaffirma-
tion and I wholeheartedly support this
resolution.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent that the text of Senate Joint Res-
olution 38 be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

S.J. RES. 38
(96th Congress)

Resolved by the Senate and House of Rep-
resentatives of the United States of America in

Congress assembled (two-thirds of each House
concurring therein), That the following article
is hereby proposed as an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States, which
shall be valid for all intents and purposes as
part of the Constitution when ratified by the
legislatures of three-fourths of the several
States within three years after its submis-
sion to the States for ratification:

‘‘ARTICLE —
‘‘SECTION 1. In exercising its powers under

article I of the Constitution, and in particu-
lar its powers to lay and collect taxes, du-
ties, imposts, and excises and to enact laws
making appropriations, the Congress shall
assure that the total outlays of the Govern-
ment during any fiscal year do not exceed
the total receipts of the Government during
such fiscal year.

‘‘SEC. 2. During the fiscal year beginning
after the ratification of this article, the
total outlays of the Government, not includ-
ing any outlays for the redemption of bonds,
notes, or other obligations of the United
States, shall not exceed total receipts, not
including receipts derived from the issuance
of bonds, notes, or other obligations of the
United States

‘‘SEC. 3. In the case of a national emer-
gency, Congress may determine by a concur-
rent resolution agreed to by a rollcall vote of
two-thirds of all the Members of each House
of Congress, that total outlays may exceed
total receipts.

‘‘SEC. 4. The Congress shall have power to
enforce this article by appropriate legisla-
tion.’’

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ma-
jority leader.

Mr. HATCH. I withdraw it.
Mr. DOLE addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ma-

jority leader is recognized.
Mr. DOLE. March 2, 1995 was the last

time we were all here talking about the
balanced budget amendment. It was a
very historic vote. We fell one vote
short. And so we might reconsider that
vote I changed my vote to ‘‘no’’ and en-
tered a motion to reconsider.

That is what we are now doing. And
I might confess that I thought—when I
first thought about bringing this vote
up, I thought I had to be here to do
that; that when I left, it could not be
brought up again. But the Par-
liamentarian properly advised me that
once the motion is entered anybody
can call it up. So I can say to my col-
leagues when I made my resignation
statement, I was under some little mis-
apprehension about whether or not we
could do this.

But in any event, the point is I think
it is the appropriate thing to do. There
are fundamental differences. I know
some are all over the lot on why they
cannot vote for this. And some just do
not believe it is the right thing to do.
I understand that, and I do not ques-
tion anybody’s motives.

We have all talked about a balanced
budget, and everybody has one in their
hip pocket. But we have not passed
any. We have passed ours and I believe
we voted on the Democrats. The Presi-
dent vetoed a balanced budget—an-
other reason we need an amendment.

We are working on a balanced budget
through the legislative process now. In

fact, I hope we can come to some con-
clusion on that and get it done before
the week is out.

There is a lot of talk in politics
about children. There should be. They
are the future. And what we do here
will have a direct impact on children,
on their hopes and their aspirations. I
think today’s vote certainly, talking
about children, talking about their fu-
ture, talking about the opportunities
they may have, ties it all together.
Just mentioning children does not do
much for children. Passing a balanced
budget amendment would. We would
have a balanced budget. We would see
interest rates drop. We would see Gov-
ernment responding not to every spe-
cial interest group but to the balanced
budget amendment where we would
have to say, no, we cannot do it. And
we would reorder some priorities
around here. For all those who make
speeches about the children and their
future and crime and drugs and all the
problems and all the temptations they
have, here is an opportunity to stand
up for children.

I have believed in this for a long
time. Back in 1971 I started to talk
about a balanced budget amendment.
And they are very difficult to put to-
gether. You can always find some rea-
son to oppose it—do not include this,
do not include that.

So we will have this vote. We will
lose, but we will have made the state-
ment. That is the important thing. You
made the statement. It will be back
next year.

Mr. President, perhaps no policy is
more important to the economic future
of all Americans and particularly to
the future of our children than a bal-
anced budget. And that’s why I believe
there may be no more important issue
for the U.S. Senate than whether we
will finally pass the balanced budget
amendment to the Constitution.

We take a lot of historical votes here
in the Senate, but the vote on the bal-
anced budget amendment is one of the
most important in decades. It is a ques-
tion of trust. Of whether we trust the
people, of whether we trust the Con-
stitution, of whether we trust the
States. And most importantly, it is a
question of whether future generations
of Americans can put their trust in us.

Will we follow the experience of 49
States that are required by law to bal-
ance their budgets? Do we trust the
people to be able to have the right to
ratify this amendment through their
State legislatures in the process
spelled out by the Constitution?

We had 67 votes then to make it a
part of the Constitution, as everybody
knows, it has to go to the States and be
ratified by three-fourths of the States.
A lot of us have talked about returning
more power to the States, power to the
people. Dust off the 10th amendment,
which is 28 words in length, which says
in effect, the powers not delegated to
the Federal Government by the Con-
stitution nor denied to the States be-
long to the States and to the people.
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So I have confidence in the people of

Ohio, the legislators in Kansas, Mis-
sissippi, Virginia, Utah, South Caro-
lina, Oregon, North Dakota, wherever.
I have confidence in their judgment. So
why not give them an opportunity,
those who are closer to the people, to
make the judgment.

Ultimately, this is a question of our
values as a nation. Which do we value
more: The fleeting interests of the mo-
ment, or our economic futures and des-
tiny.

Last year the House of Representa-
tives passed the balanced budget
amendment by a vote of 300 to 132—
more than the two-thirds majority re-
quired by the Constitution. We then
had several long weeks of debate here
in the Senate before the amendment
narrowly failed on a vote of 65 to 35 on
March 2, 1995.

We will shortly have our final vote
on the motion to reconsider House
Joint Resolution 1. The vote total may
not change much today, but this vote
is important to place us all on record
with the American people on an issue
of supreme importance to all Ameri-
cans. So in a few minutes we will have
one last vote—one last chance—to do
what’s right, and send the balanced
budget amendment to the States for
ratification.

When we debated the constitutional
amendment last year, I quoted Thomas
Jefferson, who was so concerned about
the ability of Democratic Government
to control spending, that in 1789 he
wrote:

The question whether one generation has
the right to bind another by the deficit it
imposes is a question of such consequence as
to place it among the fundamental principles
of government. We should consider ourselves
unauthorized to saddle posterity with our
debts, morally bound to pay them ourselves.

Jefferson’s fears of 200 years ago are
today’s tragic reality. In 1994, the Fed-
eral Government spent $203 billion in
interest on the national debt—more
than it spent on education, job train-
ing, public works, and child nutrition
combined. In 1994, Americans paid an
average of $800 per person in taxes just
to service interest on the debt—not to
pay off the debt or even to reduce the
debt just to pay the interest on the
debt.

Some say deficits don’t matter. But
the fact is that the Federal budget defi-
cit is like a tax hike on working fami-
lies, and one that binds future genera-
tions of Americans exactly as Jefferson
had warned.

The deficit drives up interest rates—
and not by a little but by a lot. It is a
stealth tax that every family with a
home, every father and mother with a
child in college, every young person
who buys a car must pay, and pay, and
pay.

What does this stealth tax cost in
dollars? Over $36,000 on a typical home
mortgage. More than $1,400 on an ordi-
nary student loan. Nearly $700 on a
typical car loan.

I know around this place we some-
times fail to understand there are real

people out there waiting for us to make
responsible decisions. I had an experi-
ence the other morning with the distin-
guished Senator from Virginia, in Vir-
ginia, near Richmond. Because of a
lack of $65 per month, this young cou-
ple and their young daughter, a baby,
could not buy the house they wanted.
To us, $65 a month is $65 a month. To
them, it was a matter of a home. And
since the President vetoed the balanced
budget, interest rates have risen about
one and a quarter percentage points.

So that couple and another young
man—we visited his home—he did not
get the home he wanted, the one for
$119,000. He took the one for $109,000 be-
cause of interest rates. So we can make
all these great speeches here that we
want, but they are real people and they
live in the District, they live in our
States, where 1 percent of interest rate
does make a difference.

We simply cannot continue to mort-
gage America’s future If we continue
current tax and spending policies, fu-
ture generations will be saddled with
effective tax rates of more than 80 per-
cent. Failure to stem the flow of red
ink from Washington amounts to tax-
ation without representation on our
children and grandchildren.

That’s why the question before us
today is, as Jefferson said, ‘‘Of such
consequence as to place it among the
fundamental principles of govern-
ment.’’

I don’t think the balanced budget
amendment is a partisan issue. Many
Democrats voted for the amendment
last year and we’d certainly like to
have a couple more today.

It is not a partisan issue. I have said
this publicly for a long time. The lead-
er of the balanced budget effort that I
have known for a long time is the Sen-
ator from Illinois, Senator SIMON, who
is leaving the Senate. You could vote
either way if you are leaving and not
worry about it, but he is sticking with
principle.

We are not going to change any votes
because this is an election year and I
happen to be the Republican candidate
for President. I respect those on the
other side who feel they must reflect
the views of the occupant of the White
House, the President, on it.

We had several Senators who had
voted for this before, six, in fact, who
switched their votes on March 2, 1995.
In fact, we were counting 70-some votes
for the amendment.

Several Senators who changed their
votes last year talked about a Social
Security firewall. We tried to reach out
to those Senators to ensure that Social
Security surpluses can never again be
used to mask deficit spending. I be-
lieved that, after a suitable phase-in,
the Federal budget could be balanced
without counting the surpluses in the
Social Security trust funds.

I still hope that one or two of those
six Senators who changed their votes
last year can come home again and
support the balanced budget amend-
ment as they have in the past.

As I said, the question of whether we
saddle posterity with our debts does
not divide us along partisan lines—
some Democrats have been a part of
this effort from the beginning. But the
balanced budget amendment is a criti-
cal test of whether we are willing to be
responsible for our debts, and to be, in
Jefferson’s phrase, ‘‘Morally bound to
pay them ourselves.’’

And here is where the President has
lacked leadership—where it matters
most. Unlike his predecessors, he has
opposed this amendment. The White
House lobbied furiously against it and
rounded up enough support to defeat
the amendment last year by one vote.

But we always can hope. And I am
hopeful. If it does not happen today, it
will happen maybe later this year.
Maybe next year the White House will
not lobby against it. Maybe somebody
will be there to lobby for it. Maybe we
can find the votes, the three or four
votes that we need.

It is no small accomplishment that
almost all of us in this Chamber now
agree that the budget should be bal-
anced by the year 2002. That’s a big
change since last March. It’s not just
Republicans saying it now, but all of
us—from Republicans to blue dog
Democrats to the President. That in it-
self is good news for America. Since we
all agree that it should be done by the
year 2002, let’s pass the amendment
that requires that we do it by the year
2002.

But talk is not enough. President
Clinton had an opportunity to dem-
onstrate serious commitment for a bal-
anced budget by urging his Democratic
colleagues to support this amendment.
Make no mistake: President Clinton’s
opposition continues to be the single
largest obstacle standing in the way of
a balanced budget amendment to the
Constitution that 83 percent of the
American public want.

The Federal budget has not been bal-
anced since 1969. Since that time, Con-
gress has passed no less than seven dif-
ferent laws containing balanced budget
requirements.

But despite all the votes, all the
speeches, and all the good intentions
over the past quarter of a century, the
Federal debt has grown each and every
year.

Last year we passed the first bal-
anced Federal budget in a generation.
But President Clinton vetoed it. The
record of the past 25 years is frustrat-
ingly clear: We simply cannot rely on
statutory changes to get the job done.
We need the balanced budget amend-
ment to the Constitution to guarantee
that the job gets done.

That’s why I first introduced a bal-
anced budget amendment back in 1971.
And that’s why I know ultimately
someday this amendment will pass.
Maybe not today. Today those of us
who for years have been battling for a
balanced budget amendment may feel
all too much like that ancient Greek
philosopher rolling the heavy rock up
the hill just to have it roll back down
again.
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It is like the line-item veto. It was

never going to happen, but it did,
thanks to Senator MCCAIN and COATS
and others on the other side of the
aisle.

But this issue is the right one for
America. And one day the balanced
budget amendment to the Constitution
will be passed in accordance with the
wishes of the overwhelming majority of
Americans. As for today, at least every
American will know exactly where
each and every one of us stands on the
issue, and every American will know
exactly where President Clinton stands
on the issue.

In a few moments, Mr. President, we
will have one last vote on whether we
can finally pass the balanced budget
amendment and send it to the States
for ratification. Remember, no single
action here in the U.S. Senate is the
end of the line.

The final decision about whether or
not the balanced budget amendment
will go into effect rests with those out-
side Washington. The Founding Fa-
thers decided to give the ultimate au-
thority over constitutional amend-
ments to those who are closest to the
people—the men and women who serve
in State houses around the country.

Let’s trust the States and put our
faith in the American people. Let’s go
through the constitutional process
that our Founding Fathers so wisely
set up. There’s a word for that process.
And that word is democracy.

Passing the balanced budget amend-
ment is the singlemost important
thing we can do to ensure that Nation’s
economic security and to protect the
American dream for our children and
grandchildren.

In this vote we address the fun-
damental principles of government,
and we should, each of us, consider our-
selves bound by Jefferson’s admonition
to be mindful of posterity, and dis-
charge our moral debt to future gen-
erations of Americans.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the hour of 12 noon
having arrived, the Senate will now
proceed to vote on the passage of House
Joint Resolution 1. The question is,
Shall the joint resolution, as amended,
pass? The yeas and nays have been or-
dered. The clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sen-

ator from Rhode Island [Mr. PELL] is
necessarily absent.

I further announce that, if present
and voting, the Senator from Rhode Is-
land [Mr. PELL] would vote ‘‘no.’’

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
ASHCROFT). Are there any other Sen-
ators in the chamber desiring to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 64,
nays 35, as follows:

[Rollcall Vote No. 158 Leg.]

YEAS—64

Abraham
Ashcroft
Baucus
Bennett
Biden

Bond
Breaux
Brown
Bryan
Burns

Campbell
Chafee
Coats
Cochran
Cohen

Coverdell
Craig
D’Amato
DeWine
Dole
Domenici
Faircloth
Frist
Gorton
Graham
Gramm
Grams
Grassley
Gregg
Harkin
Hatch
Heflin

Helms
Hutchison
Inhofe
Jeffords
Kassebaum
Kempthorne
Kohl
Kyl
Lott
Lugar
Mack
McCain
McConnell
Moseley-Braun
Murkowski
Nickles
Nunn

Pressler
Robb
Roth
Santorum
Shelby
Simon
Simpson
Smith
Snowe
Specter
Stevens
Thomas
Thompson
Thurmond
Warner

NAYS—35

Akaka
Bingaman
Boxer
Bradley
Bumpers
Byrd
Conrad
Daschle
Dodd
Dorgan
Exon
Feingold

Feinstein
Ford
Glenn
Hatfield
Hollings
Inouye
Johnston
Kennedy
Kerrey
Kerry
Lautenberg
Leahy

Levin
Lieberman
Mikulski
Moynihan
Murray
Pryor
Reid
Rockefeller
Sarbanes
Wellstone
Wyden

NOT VOTING—1

Pell

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this
vote, the yeas are 64, the nays 35.

Two-thirds of the Senators voting, a
quorum being present, not having
voted in the affirmative, the joint reso-
lution fails of passage.

Mr. HATCH addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Utah.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, we knew

this was a foregone conclusion. I just
have to say that today the liberal poli-
ticians have won again, and the Amer-
ican people have lost. We knew that
was going to happen. We had no illu-
sions about it. But it is simply amazing
to me that, yesterday, some on the
other side spent time attacking Sen-
ator DOLE, who sincerely has brought
this amendment to the floor on a num-
ber of occasions. The only time it has
ever been brought to the floor with a
real chance of passing is when Repub-
licans were in the majority of the U.S.
Senate.

But what happened here is that some
have tried to use this critical, histori-
cal debate, which will affect the future
of our very children and grandchildren,
for political ends and personal gain. I
feel badly about that. Some have used
the phony excuse of protecting Social
Security. Those protectors have now
left Social Security and all of our secu-
rity open to the mercy of the big
spenders.

Look at the current problems we face
with Medicare. We said, a few years
back, that we had to do something to
fix it. Really, there has been little or
no effort by this administration to do
it. We told them Medicare was going
broke. They laughed. Now their people
have confirmed that we were right and
they were wrong.

So when is the charade going to stop?
When are the American people going to
realize that the balanced budget
amendment was defeated today be-
cause there are taxers and spenders
here who do not want to be fiscally re-

sponsible? They won the day, and the
American people, our children, and our
grandchildren have lost.

Mr. President, I feel badly that we
have lost this today. Knowing that we
were going to, it has been somewhat
philosophically accepted. But the fact
is, it is not going to go away. We are
going to have to put fiscal discipline
into the Constitution if we ever want
to get the spending practices under
control. All Republicans but one voted
for the amendment, and we had 12
Democrats vote for the amendment. I
am personally grateful for those 12
Democrats who stood up and voted for
this amendment. It means a lot to me
personally, but I think it means more
to the country. I hope that in the fu-
ture we will get more on that side. This
is the last chance to really keep Amer-
ica on sound fiscal footing.
f

DIFFERENCES IN JUDICIAL
PHILOSOPHY

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I want to
talk about another matter very near
and dear to my heart. For some time
now, I have been discussing the dif-
ferences in judicial philosophy between
the judges selected by Republican
Presidents and the Presidents from the
other side of the aisle. These dif-
ferences can have real and profound
consequences for the safety of Ameri-
cans and their neighborhoods, homes,
and workplaces. These differences, I
might add, have serious consequences.

During these various speeches that I
have given, I called attention to cer-
tain Clinton judges who have long
track records of being soft-on-crime,
liberal activists. One of these judges is
Judge H. Lee Sarokin, a Clinton ap-
pointee to the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Third Circuit. Judge Sarokin has
displayed an undue and excessive sym-
pathy for criminals and is too willing
to impose his own moral beliefs onto
the law and onto our communities.

Judge Sarokin is the judge, this body
may recall, who, before he was elevated
by President Clinton to the third cir-
cuit, ruled that a homeless man could
not be barred from a public library be-
cause of his body odor even though it
was offending everybody in the library.

Judge Sarokin also issued several
other activist decisions as a district
judge, including some released con-
victed murderers from jail. I opposed
his elevation to the third circuit be-
cause I believed he would continue his
own special brand of judicial activism.
My prediction has been proven true
time and time again as Judge Sarokin
voted to aggressively expand double
jeopardy and to overturn several mur-
derers’ convictions.

This week Judge Sarokin informed
President Clinton that he will retire at
the end of July after 22 months as a
circuit court of appeals judge. Judge
Sarokin claimed that he was retiring
because of the criticism that I and oth-
ers have made against his activist deci-
sions.
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